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Two Calloway men arrested

Police raid 8counties
on various violations
From Staff, AP Reports
Nearly 100 Kentucky State
Police officers fanned out across
eight western Kentucky counties
to serve warrants and subpoenas
on 115 people, mostly for gambling
violations.
Wednesday's raids in Caldwell,
Calloway, Christian, Fulton,
Graves, Hopkins, Marshall and
McCracken counties followed a
year-long investigation into
gambling and other activities,
said KSP Lt. Mike Moulton, a
Louisville-based investigator for
western Kentucky.

SEANCE,ANYONE? — A seance will provide the right mood for Halloween as will "Blithe Spirit,"
Noel
Coward's haunting comic tale that opens tonight at the Playhouse in the Park. Getting ready for
the seance
are (from left) Kim Owens, John Pasco, Louise Weatherly, Dave Fisher, and Kathy Pasco. The Communit
y
Theatre production officially opens Friday and will feature a special midnight show Saturday, in
addition to
the 8 p.m. regular performance. The play also runs Nov. 3-5. Tickets are $3.50 for adults and for students
$2
and senior citizens. To reserve tickets, call the boxoffice at 759-1752.(See related story on Page
2.)

Panel approves compromise
on drunken driving penalties
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
After 18 months of discussion and
public hearings around the state,
a legislative panel has approved a
compromise proposal to stiffen
penalties against drunken drivers.
The vote by the interim joint
Judiciary-Criminal Committee
wee 134, the minimum needed,
with one pass.
The proposed measure was a
blend of the committee's views
with those of the Governor's Task
Force on Drunk Driving.
Rep. Aubrey Williams, DLouisville, the committee chairman, cast the 13th vote. As committee chairman during the 1982
session of the General Assembly,
Williams killed a drunken driving
version.
Five hours of additional
testimony and debate about
details preceded the roll call vote
on the 47-page bill.
The package is likely to go
through more arguments and
hearings during the actual session. Even before that, it will have
proposed amendments. Two
members said they intend to seek
certain changes..
Essentially, the proposal raises
the fines and penalties for convicted drunken drivers, although
It omits any mandatory jail term

for first offenders — a controversial provision in the unsuccessful
1982 measure.
The package provides for
suspension of a license for 30 days
upon the first conviction, with
penalties becoming harsher for
additional offenses.
It would leave a judge the option
of imposing a fine of either $20Q,
double the current miniminn,or a
2- to 30-day term or equivalent in
community service.
The additional expenses foreseen by sponsors would be financed by a new $150 fee the convicted
motorst would have to pay to
finish a driver education or
alcohol treatment program.
The committee rejected attempts to delete two other important provisions.
A motion to erase a section
under which a death at the hands
of a drunken driver could result in
a murder cparge was voted down.
So was a motion that would have
shelved a provision that a driver's
license could be suspended or
revoked before trial in aggravated
circumstances, such as when an
accident with injury occurs.
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, RLiberty, who unsuccessfully offered several changes, commented:
"We are obediently following
the special interests of this bill

Sy Ramsey, AP writer,
found dead is his office
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Sy
Ramsey, Capitol correspondent
for The Associated Press since
1962, has died of an apparent heart
attack, Franklin County Deputy
Coroner Joe Kelly said today. He
was 57.
Ramsey's body was discovered
shortly after 9 a.m. today in the
AP's Capitol office by AP reporter
Herbert Sparrow,Kelly said.
"The only thing I could go by,
I'd say it was early (Wednesday)
evening sometime that he passed
away. Around 6 p.m.," Kelly said.
Ramsey had suffered a heart attack in 1976, while playing tennis.
He was a New York City native,
graduated from the University of
Oklahoma at Norman, Okla., and
joined the AP at Little Rock, Ark.,
In 1956,
He was appointed acting corresponent of the Frankfort bureau
on June 16, 1962, and later became
the permanent correspondent. His
tenure spanned the administrations of six governors.
Funeral arrangements were
pending.
"Sy Ramsey represented The
Associated Press with an integrity
built through the 21 years of reporting in Frankfort," Andrew Lippman, chief of the AP's Kentucky
bureau said.
"He was the kind of man who
you wanted to point to and say,'he

works for The Associated Press.'
"He will be missed — by his
fellow workers, by his friends and
by the commonwealth of Kentucky," Lippman said.
He was well-known by Kentuckians, and well-liked.
"Sy had the respect of editors,
the entire journalistic community
and the public," said Paul Sierer,
editor of the Daily Independent at
Ashland.
"His reports from Frankfort
were always fair. He had the ability to get directly to the heart of a
story and put it in words that
everyone could understand,"
Sierer said.
Don Stringer, managing editor
of The Daily News at Bowling
Green, said Ramsey was "a great
political writer."
"He had a reputation as an excellent reporter and writer," Stringer said.
"It is a loss to newspapers and
the citizens of this state," said
Paul Janensch,executive editor of
The Louisville Courier-Journal
and Louisville Tunes. "Sy was a
reporter's reporter — accurate,
fair, concise.
"He knew how to deal with
politicians and government
leaders. He could ask tough questions, but was never rude."
After graduating from college in
(Continued On Page 2)

like a beagle hound follows a rabbit — our nose to the ground, barking madly at the excitement of the
chase and smell of victory, but using tunnel vision in our pursuit."
The only victory Overstreet
gained was a change in a bond
provision for out-of-state
motorists that would allow surety
rather than cash only. He passed
during the vote.

Leafpick-up
starts Nov.7
in city limits
City of Murray leaf pick-up will
begin Monday, Nov. 7, and end
Thursday, Dec. 15, according to
Thomas Clendenen, acting street
supervisor.
Workers will start on the east
side of the city and work west.
Leaves should be raked within
two or three feet of the street, but
not on the street. Leaves mixed
with brush will not be picked up.
For brush removal, call the
sanitation department at 753-5127
for estimate of charge. The
department offers a "special pickup" service year-round. Free
brush pick-up is only offered in the
spring.

sunny
Sunny and a few degrees
warmer. Highs near 70
degrees. West winds 10 to
15mph. Tonight clear and not
as cold. Lows in the mid to upper 40s. Southwest winds 5 to
lOmph. Friday sunny and pleasant. Highs in the mid to upper
70s. Southwest winds 10 to
15mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
355.0
Kentucky Lake
355.0
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According"to Richard Wright,
KSP information officer in
Mayfield, two Calloway County
men were among those arrested
as the result of the investigation.
William R. Futrell, 32, and David
T. Gunton, 26, both of Route 6,
were arrested at approximately
7:40 p.m. Wednesday.
Futrell was reportedly charged
with two counts of trafficking in
marijuana and on count of illegal
sale of alcohol.
Gupton was charged with trafficking in marijuana.
Moulton said the raids on 32

businesses, mostly bars, in the
eight counties netted at least 39
gambling machines.
Wright said there were "no
establishments" in Calloway
County.
Wright of the KSP's Mayfield
post said that 102 charges of firstdegree promoting of gambling
were leveled during the raids, as
well as 48 other charges for such
violations as second-degree promoting of gambling, possession of
gambling devices, conspiracy to
promote gambling, liquor violations, prostitution and falsely
reporting an incident.

4•

Planning commission, Gordon
reach three-phase agreement
An agreement on the Ingleside
Subdivision was reached Wednesday between the Murray Planning
Commission and Dr. Marshall
Gordon,subdivision developer.
In a special meeting of the commission, planners and attorney
Harold Hurt, representing Gordon, agreed to limit sale of lots to
Phase I (the subdivision is divided
into three areas) and attach a
legal description (bearings and
distances) of that phase to the
recorded plat. Also, a copy of an

irrevocable letter of credit for
$50,000 from the Bank of Murray
for improvements (water lines,
curbs and gutters) is to be sent to
the commission.
The subdivision, located west of
Doran Road and south of
Gatesborough, has been the topic
of discussion for the past month
after it was discovered bond sufficient to meet the cost of subdivision improvements never was filed.
One house has been built,

another is under construction and
a tennis court for a third house is
being built. Without water lines, it
least two of the houses could not
tie into the city water system.
Planners also will examine the
progress of subdivision in six months, hich is normal procedure for
subdivision development.
The plat was made in 1980 and
filed in 1981.
Before lots in Phase II or III can
be sold, legal descriptions of those
areas will be added to the plat.

Death tolJ rises to8as troops
e Grenada Menders

._
ByICERNAN TURNER
Associated Press Writer
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados
(AP) — American troops besieged
the last of Grenada's stubborn
defenders at a prison on the embattled Caribbean island today.
The U.S. death toll rose to eight,
and dozens of Cubans were
reported killed in the invasion's
first two days.
The prime minister of Barbados, one of the invasion's staunchest supporters, said elections
for a new Grenadian government
would be held within three months.
By early today, 375 American
residents or tourists had been
evacuated from the tiny island
and flown to Charleston,S.C.
A Cuban force was "holding the
high ground" around the island's
Richmond Hill prison, where at
least several dozen political
prisoners were detained, a Pentagon source, who insisted on
anonymity,said in Washington.
The Reagan administration said
today there were upwards of 1,000
Cubans on Grenada, more heavily
armed than expected. There were
also indications Havana was plan-

ning to build a major installation
on the island, White House
spokesman Larry Speakes told
reporters.
Pentagon sources said today the
number of U.S. servicemen killed
had risen to eight. Eight others
were listed as missing, and 39
were reported wounded. About
2,800 Marines and Army troops
are on Grenada.
Various reports indicate at least
42 Cubans have been killed. The
death toll among Grenadians re-

mained unknown. State-owned
Barbados radio said that "very
few Grenadian soldiers have been
captured."
Accounts of the invasion were
impossible to verify first-hand
because foreign reporters remained barred from Grenada. Three
reporters who reached Grenada
by boat on Wednesday were "picked up in the midst of heavy
fighting and evacuated," said Army Lt. Col. Lee DeLorne, a Pentagon spokesman.

Reagan to address nation
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
American troops still fighting in
Grenada and the search continuing for bodies in the rubble of
Marine headquarters in Beirut,
President Reagan will address the
nation tonight from the Oval Office.
Reagan planned to speak about
both the situation in Lebanon and
Grenada in a nationally broadcast
address at 8 p.m.,EDT.
The White House switchboard
logged 5,791 calls Wednesday on

the Grenada invasion, with 63 percent of them supporting the landing of American forces on the
island, a spokesman said. The
Reagan administration has never
before received so many calls on a
single day.
The spokesman said 3,656 of the
calls were supportive of the president, 1,508 registered opposition,
and 927 expressed views that
could not be characterized one
way or the other.

Three Kentucky Marines reported
dead in Beirut, others still missing
From Staff, AP Reports
At least three Kentuckians are
dead and another is listed as missing, but the fate of several others
remains in doubt in the wake of
the terrorist bombing of the
Marine compound in Beirut,
Lebanon, that killed at least 216
American servicemen.
Early today, the Pentagon
released the names of 107 servicemen said to be unhurt after
Sunday's bombing, the first of
some 1,700 names the Pentagon
said would be made public to allay
the fears of family members who
haven't heard any official word.
The list contained only last
names, initials and rank for the
107 members of the 24th Marine
Amphibious Unit. No hometowns
were listed.
Two Kentucky families learned
Wednesday that the bombing
claimed the lives of relatives,
while two other families rejoiced
at the news that their loved ones
were safe and unharmed.
Still others maintained their
vigils.
Included on a second Pentagon
list — one showing the confirmed

dead, injured and missing — were
two Kentuckians, Army Spec. 5
Daniel S. Kluck, 26, of Owensboro,
and Marine Lance Cpl. Ronald
Meurer,21, of Louisville.
A third Marine, Lance Cpl.
James Sidney Decker, 18, of
Clarkson, was also killed, according to an aunt who said the
family was told by a Marine officer. Decker's name was not included on the Pentagon list.
Listed as missing was Robert S.
Holland, 19, of Gilbertsville, a
hospital corpsman.
The names of Tony Norfleet of
Pembroke, William Sleet of Lexington, Scott Mayes of Cadiz and
Gregory Wilburn of Grayson
didn't appear on either of the incomplete Pentagon lists. But their
respective families have been
assured that they are safe.
Norfleet, Sleet and Mayes called
home to say they were safe and
the Pentagon called to say that
Wilburn was also safe.
• • •
Also missing from either list
were Mark Collins and his
brother, Stephen Collins, both of
Lexington: John Osborn of

Frankfort and Jeff Carroll of Corbin. Dennis Vowell of Murray
originally was listed but relatives
stated Vowell was stationed at
Camp Pendleton, Calif., and
heard from him by telephone after
the bombing.
Murray native Mas$er Sgt. Roy
L. Edwards was listed as missing.
A 23-year Marine veteran, Edwards was stationed at the compound that was bombed. His wife
and step-children currently reside
in North Carolina and he has five
brothers and one sister residing in
Graves County.
Edwards was born near Kirksey
and attended Almo High School.
Lance Corporal Roger Dale Colson of Murray has been stationed
in Beirut since July and his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Colson, were telephoned, by an
unidentified source stating their
Marine son was alright. The Colsons have not heard from their
son.
• • •
Sidney Decker had joined the
Marines "to see the world," said
his aunt, Coydie Roof. Officers orContinued On Page 21
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. Local, state positions to be decided

choices to be made Nov.8
While state offices, especially
that of governor, are the focus of
much attention as the Nov. 8
general election nears, voters will
also be faced with another important decision as they choose
judges for the state Court of Appeals.
Seeking re-election to the first
supreme court district, first division of the Court of Appeals is B.R.
"Bill" Paxton. Running against
Paxton is Boyce G. Clayton.
J. William Howerton is an unopposed candidate for the Court of
Appeals, first supreme court
district,second division.
Paxton, of Central City, was appointed to the Court of Appeals in
January to fill a vacancy created
wthen Judge Roy Vance of
Paducah was elected to the
Supreme Court.

Clayton, a Benton native, who
has served one eight-year term on
the Court of Appeals, had also
been nominated to fill the vacancy.
Paxton has served as state
representative, secretary of the
Transportation Cabinet and as a
circuit court judge for McLean
and Muhlenberg counties.
Clayton served four years as
Benton city attorney and has served six years as commonwealth attorney in Livingston, Marshall
and Calloway counties.
The Court of Appeals is part of a
four-tier court system created by
a 1975 state constitutional amendment. Local courts are District Court
and Circuit Court, which operate
in every county.
Decisions of these courts can be

A judgeship is a non-partisan ofappealed to the Court of Appeals
fice which means voting a straight
and the Supreme Court.
District judges serve four-year party ticket will not register votes
terms while judges in Circuit for these races.
Court, the Court of Appeals and ,Also up for election Nov. 8 is the
the Supreme Court are elected to 12-member Murray City Council,
for which 12 candidates are runneight-year terms.
Apof
Court
The 14-member
ing.
They are Howard B. Koenen,
peals is divided into three panels
Miller, Marshall P. Jones,
L.D.
which travel throughout the state
Keith Hays, Max Fitts, Loyd B.
to hear cases and make decisions.
Judges serving the state Court Arnold, E.B. Howton, Steve Samof Appeals hear and decide an mons, John Ed Scott, Ruby Hale,
C.C. Lowry and H. Ed Chrisman.
average of 2,500 cases each year.
Chrisman entered the race on
Circuit Judge James M.
Lassiter is running unopposed for the Independent party ticket when
re-election as Circuit Judge in the council member David Hill dropped out of the race.
42nd judicial circuit.

VA questionnaires,
checks to be mailed
Veterans Administration pension recipients will be receiving
their Annual Income Questionnaires on or around
Unlike previous years, the questionnaire will not be mailed with
the Nov. 1 check, but will be mailed separately. VA has changed the
format of these "AIQ" cards this
year. In the past, pension recipients who were 72 years old and
had been receiving benefits for at
least two years were exempt and
did not receive an AIQ card.This year no one will be exempt.
Individuals receiving Vetrans Administration pension benefits
under pension laws in effect prior
to June 30, 1960 (old law), those
receiving pension under pension
laws in effect prior to Dec. 31, 1978
(section 306), and those receiving
improved pension ( public law 95588) will all be sent questionnaires. In addition, deceased

Halloween production
to open at Playhouse

Actors are generally known as
superstitious people. They shun
whistling in the dressing room
(bad luck), walking under ladders
(bad luck) and even wishing
others "good luck" (bad luck).
veterans' parents who are receivAnd there are a number of stories
ing Dependency and Indemnity
about ghosts infesting theatres —
Compensation (DIC) will receive
including one in Murray.
questionnaires as will children
But actors, technicians and auunder age 23 or disabled who are
dience members will see the ghost
:eceiving pension under the penthis weekend as Noel Coward's
sion laws in effect prior to Dec. 31.
The Annual Income Qustion- "Blithe Spirit" comes to haunt
Playhouse in the Park. The comic
naires must be returned to the
Veterans Administration by Jan. tale of a woman haunted by the
spirit of her husband's first wife is
1, 1984, or the pension recipient
a Broadway favorit.
will have his/her pension cut off.
Funny as it is, however, it
The American Red Cross is
available to help pension reci- should still be chilling enough for
Halloween fun. Director Hal Park
pients with their AIQ cards.
Chapter workers have informa- and lighting chief Jim Hankey
have reportedly created special
tion on the AIQ cards. For
effects designed to "surprise and
assistance with Annual Income
thrill" even those whose fear of
Questionnaires, pension reciwithces and goblins evaporated
pients may call or come by the
long ago.
Calloway County Red Cross
"The set is very nice," said
Chapter, Monday, Wednesday, or
Friday; from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Park, "and Karen (set designer
Karen Boyd) has given us plenty
Phone 753-1421 for an appointof opportunity to create the right
ment.

mood for Halloween comedy."
For those with other plans for
Saturday night there will be a
special preview showing tonight
at 8 p.m. Featuring reduced ticket
prices, the preview will also provide the audience with a rare opportunity to chat to actors and
technicians and get a peek
backstage.
Another holiday attraction is the
"midnight special" performance
slated for Saturday at 12 p.m. According to the theatre's president,
Bob Valentine, the witching hour
performance should be a treat for
children and adults.
"I'm too old for trick-or-treat,"
said Valentine, "but there are
plenty of 'older kids' like me who
enjoy going out at midnight and
being scared, just a bit, by spooks
and monsters." He added, "It's
safer than running around in the
dark."
Park says that children will enjoy the show despite Noel
Coward's reputation for
sophisticated humor. "We're all
more sophisticated nowadays,"
he said,"and while kids may miss
a joke or two, they should really
enjoy the comic acting and the
special effects. Don't sell children
short."
There are several opportunities
to see the show. In addition to the
special preview on Thursday and
the midnight performance on
Saturday, there are regular 8 p.m.
shows Friday and Saturday and
Nov. 3-5.
Reservations are recommended
but not required and can be made
by calling 759-1752.

Excavation
application
submitted

Get Super Savings On Goodyear
Tires Now Through Halloween Night!
POWER STREAK
$5900
B78-13 Whitewall
plus 1.54 F.E.T.
No Trade Needed

P22575R14 Whitewall
plus 2.59 F.E.T
No Trade Needed
$5900
P20575R1 5 Whitewall
plus 2.39 F.E.T
No Trade Needed

$675
P21575R15 Whitewail
plus 2 59 F E T
No Trode Needed
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An application for channel and
harbor excavation on Blood River
has been submitted to the Department of the Army by Talmadge E.
Fannin, Route 5.
The proposed work would be to
provide the applicant with recreational access to an existing launching ramp located at mile 6 on
Blood River in Calloway County.
According to a report from the
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, the
proposed work, if approved, would
consist of the excavation of approximately 532 cubic yards of
material to form a boat harbor
and access channel. The proposed
harbor would measure 20 feet by
45 feet and the access channel
would measure 30 feet by 100 feet.
The bottom elevation of the channel would be 354.0, which is five
feet below Kentucky Lake's normal summer pool elevation. The
material would be removed by a
dozer and dragline and would be
placed above elevation 360.0 and
stabilized.
The decision to issue a permit
will be based on an evaluation of
the probable impact of the work
on the public interest, the reports
says. .
Any person may request that a
public hearing be held to consider
this application by contacting
William L. James, U.S. Army
Corp of Engineers, Regulatory
Branch, P.O. Box 1070, Nashville,
Tenn. 37202, or by calling 615-2515181.

Ramsey...
( Continued From Page 11
1950, Ramsey worked on
newspapers in Oklahoma, Arkansas and Mississippi. While with
the AP in Arkansas, he helped
cover the Little Rock schools
desegregation dispute in 1957-58.
He transferred to the AP's
Louisville bureau in 1958, and then
went to Frankfort.
He was a former president of
the Capitol Press Club.
Ramsey wrote a weekly
Statehouse column for AP
members.

SENIOR NIGHT — This weekend will cap the marching careers of
five senior Murray Tiger Band members. The five will be honored
during "Senior Night" ceremonies during the pre-game of the Murray High-Heath football game Friday. Senior band members are
(from left) Gretta Shepard, daughter of Fred and Linda Shepard;
George Moore,son of Charles and Claudia Moore; Tim Wilcox,son of
Helen and Glenn Wilcox; LuAnn Loberger, daughter of Gordon and
Ethelyn Loberger; and Lee Stacey, daughter of E.K. and Barbara
Stacey. Saturday will end the marching competition season for the
Tiger Band with an appearance at the Christian County Invitational
Band Contest. The Band will march in preliminary competition at 2
p.m. Eight bands from the field of sixteen will be selected to march in
finals competition beginning at 7 p.m. at the Hopkinsville Stadium.
Carter Studio photo

Marines complete list;
look for more victims
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — U.S.
Marines today completed a list of
survivors of the terrorist bombing
of their Beirut command post and
searched the -xreckage for more
victims as the death toll rose to
221.
Capt. Wayne Jones,,a„ Menthe._
spokesman, said bodies of those
killed in the suicide truck-bomb
attack on the Marine command
post were being flown to the
American Rhine-Main Air Base in
West Germany. He provided no
specific figures on what the
military called its "live list," but
the Pentagon said there were 1,700
servicemen not killed or wounded
in the bombing and began releasing the names in batches.
Jones said more than 450 servicemen at the camp had called
home on telephone Circuits that
had been set up for them.
The command center at Beirut's
international airport was flattened by a truck bomb driven into the
building's lobby by a suicide terrorist at daybreak Sunday.
Search efforts continued today
both at the Marine post and at the.
wreckage of a nine-story headquarters of a French paratroop

company about a mile away. The
French Defense Ministry put its
casualty toll from the almost
simultaneous truck-bombing at 54
killed, 15 wounded and four missing and presumed dead.
Cpl. Randy Barefoot, 21, of Kenly, N.C., who was helping to'dig
through the wreckage at the
Marine_ camp-Wednestiay,
:
"We've given up hope anybody is
alive. All the floors are pressed
down and everything is squished."
Vice President George Bush inspected the disaster site Wednesday and also met with President
Amin Gemayel and the commanders of the French and Italian
peacekeeping forces in Lebanon.
He landed while the Marines at
Beirut airport were on their
highest state of alert following a
dawn attack with small arms,
mortars and bazookas. No
Marines were hit.
The vice president returned to
the United States Wednesday
night. On arrival at Andrews Air
Force Base outside Washington,
he said he impressed upon
Gemayel "the absolute essentiality of working with all intelligence
services to find these culprits ...
This simply cannot go unpunished."

Families...
return home when his tour of duty
ended.
"He said things were getting
worse and he wanted to come
home. He was coming home at
Christmas ... he said he had all
these special presents for
everyone."
Paul Kluck learned at midmorning that his son had been killed by the terrorist's bomb that
destroyed the Marines' four-story
compound.
Kelly Kluck said his brother, a
radar technician, had been
reassigned from Fort Sill, Okla.,
to Beirut with a 32-member Army
radar unit.
Daniel Kluck had written in a
A Calloway County man has
recent letter that he faced sniper
been charged with theft in connec- fire every morning, his brother
tion with food items taken from a
said.
John and Lou Meurer were
parked vehicle in August, acamong the first to hear had news.
cording to a spokesman for the
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart- They were told on Monday that
ment.
their son had died in the blast. He
had been home on emergency
Ricky Lynn Chadwick, 19, Route
1, Dexter is to appear in court leave only a few months earlier, to
be with his wife, Debbie, for the
Monday on a charge of theft of
birth of their first child, Jennifer.
unlawful taking under $100, the
"We are expecting the worst,"
spokesman said.
Charles Holland said, although he
The department also reports a
is yet to get any news about his 1916-year-old Benton male has been
year-old son. "It is just terrible
charged wah second degree
burOry and theft by unlawful sitting here waiting."
Dean Norfleet said it took her
taking over $100.
son only a second to say the three
The juvenile was charged in
words she'd been waiting to her —
connection with the unlawful entry of a residence from which "Mom,it's Tony."
"We screamed in our household
jewelry and money were taken,
when he called and when he hung
the spokesman said.
up the phone we prayed," Mrs.
All property that was reportedly
Norfleet said.
taken has been recovered.

( Continued From Page 1 I
rived at the family home before
sunrise Wednesday to inform
Decker's parents that he had died,
she said.
"He got to go to Sicily while he
was in Lebanon," Mrs. Roof said.
"He sent home pictures and letters. He was so proud that he was
out seeing the world."
Yet, she added, he had said
recently that he was ready to

Local man charged
in connection of theft
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McFarlane's
experience helps
The president's earth the operative instrument of
U.S. foreign policy.
The assistant to the president for national
security affairs, who advises the president daily on
world developments, has more effect on foreign
policy than all the career State Department officers
in Foggy Bottom.
President Reagan recently appointed Robert C.
McFarlane as security adviser. McFarlane follows
William Clark, a long-time Reagan associate who
had personal access to the president. McFarlane
was Clark's deputy and Clark's choice for the post.
A retired Marine Corps lieutenant colonel,
McFarlane recently conducted negotiations leading
to the cease-fire in Lebanon.
McFarlane's appointment is significant for two
reasons, both salutary:
First, McFarlane is reviewed as a pragmatist,
not an Itdeologue. The right wing of the Republican
Party lobbied hard for U.N. Ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick, a hard-liner on Central America, to
take the post. The fact that Mr. Reagan passed over
Kirkpatrick for McFarlane is another indication
that Mr. Reagan is toning down the stridency of his
foreign policy.
Second, McFarlane can be expected to work well
with Secretary of State George Shultz, who praised
his appointment highly. Shultz is the best man on
the Reagan foreign-policy team and has been
pushed too far into the background. The
Institutional access to the president will remain
with the national security chief, but it will help
Shultz to have a man in the post who shares his
careful approach to the powder keg of foreign
affairs.
McFarlane has shown an interest in bringing
together separate nuclear arms negotiations into
one unified approach. This is sensible and may help
achieve a breakthrough with the Soviets, who are at
the point of backing out of crucial arms negotiations
in Geneva.
Central America is boiling over. But the fire
under the burner can be turned down by the United
States, before Central America blows up into a
regional war, if the White House is willing to
weather the storm of right-wing criticism and move
toward negotiations in El Salvador and Nicaragua,
and if the El Salvador guerrilla forces and their
Sandinista backers are willing to stop the violence.
The Mideast remains the most dangerous region
in the world. McFarlane's personal experience in
the region will be a help, but there are no easy
answers to the Mideast.
The man who now has the president's ear should
speak softly and carry two sticks: a big one to
protect America from the Soviets and a little one to
protectlir. Reagan from the ideologues.
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After o long, round-about search by one,
two old World War II buddies are reunited
John T. Irvan, 1307 Wells Blvd.,
tells me of a recent experience he
had similar to the one of which I
wrote a few days ago about my
renewed contact with a World War II
buddy.
John went into the Army in 1943
and served with the famous 1st Infantry Division, better known across
the Army as the "Big Red One." He
was in combat with the division in
Europe when the war ended.
He was working at the old Viola
munitions plant over in Graves County when he was drafted and went to
service with one of the Calloway
County groups.
Before that, he had taught school
for a year and a half at Wardell, Mo.,
which is between Hayti and Portageville in Perruniscott County.
When he went through basic training at Camp Wheeler, Ga., which is
near Macon, though, one of his best
friends became a fellow by the name
of Wayne Doyle. He came from New
Cumberland, Pa., which is near Harrisburg.
Once their basic training was completed, the two of them were in a
group which immediately was sent
overseas to a replacement depot. A
replacement depot was an installation from which men were taken to
fill vacancies in the units in the field,
both combat units and those assigned
to support services.
The two were in the replacement
depot only a few days before they
became separated.
John was sent to the 16th Regiment
of the 1st Division, while Doyle,
although sent to the same division,
was ordered to its 18th Regiment.
They hadn't seen each other since,
and until recently, had no contact
whatsoever one with the other.
• • •
After the war was over in May of
1945, the division returned to the
states. The two friends — still not
having seen each other since their

Rule may intrude
Doctors who care for newborns with birth defects
are in the business to save lives. But even the
lifesavers acknowledge that sometimes the humane
act is to forgo extraordinary measures — to allow a
doomed and suffering child to die. Those who face
such life-and-death dilemmas need help in
determining when that choice is right and when it is
wrong. But they do not need the sort of help the
Reagan administration wants to give under its
recently proposed revision of the "Baby Doe" rule.
The Baby Doe rule was first enacted to prevent
incidents like one last year in which an Indiana
Infant born with Down's syndrome was denied
corrective surgery and food at his parents' orders.
A federal judge revoked that rule last spring, partly
on procedural grounds. The replacement rule, due
to take effect sometime this fall, is virtually the
same as the original: It would require that signs be
posted in hospital nurses' stations listing the
number of a hot line where callers could
anonymously report suspected cases of poor
treatment or improper feeding of handicapped
newborns. Federal investigators would respond to
any tips; a hospital found to have withheld food or
treatment could lose federal funding.
The plan seems to be an honest attempt to guard
handicapped children against mistreatment. But,
as many doctors who oppose the rule have argued,
the rule would probably do more harm than good to
the youngsters it is intended to protect. It would do
nothing to help doctors resolve medical dilemmas.
But it would allow federal bureaucrats without
medical training to second-guess sensitive
decisions that should be made by doctors and
parents.
Despite the good intention behind it, the rule
would intrude upon the private doctor-patient
relationship, distract doctors from their duties and
aggravate parental anguish. Worse, it could keep
fearful parents and doctors from choosing the best
care for handicapped newborns. Ultimately, it
could prolong the suffering of dying babies. And if
hospitals found in violation of the rule lose federal
funds, the lives of even more infants could be
endangered.
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separation at the replacement depot
— returned to their homes.
Doyle went to work with the postal
service, while John eventually
became a buyer with U.S. Tobacco
Co. He has been with them for 39
years, buying tobacco all over this
part of the country as well as In the
Carolinas.
Not long ago, Doyle retired. One of
the first things he wanted to do, he
told his wife, was to look up his wartime buddy, John Irvan in Kentucky,
although neither had made any effort
to locate the other through all these
years.
"I'm sure we thought of each other
lots of times," John said. "I know I
thought of. him many times, but
neither of us simply took the time to
try to locate the other."
So, Doyle and his wife got in their
car and drove to Kentucky not many
weeks ago, beginning their effort to
locate John. Doyle remembered
Paducah and Mayfield being mentioned in this conversations with
John. He also recalled something
about John being a school teacher.
• • •
He began his search at the Department of Education in Frankfort.
Several of its employees .searched
the files long and hard, but to no
avail. There was no record of any
John Irvan ever having taught school
in Kentucky.
The Pennsylvanian was tremendously impressed with the friendly,
courteous, patient and accommodating way in which the people in Frankfort pitched in to help
him and with all the trouble they
went to in doing it.
Then, he came to he courthouse in
Paducah and Mayfield, searching,
with county employees also patiently
helping him, through the automobile
registrations lists. Still no John Irvan
was foundlisted.
It justflitrlimiened, though, that

I$

John's company car is registered in
Graves County, but in the name of
the U.S. Tobacco Co., not his.
Understandably,they missed that.
Finally, Doyle gave up, and, disappointed, returned to his Pennsylvania home.
• • •

There, it suddenly dawned on him
that he just might be able to locate
John through the Society of the 1st
Division, the division's "alumni
association" headquarters in
Philadelphia, kicking himself all the
time for not having thought of that
earlier.
He immediatley wrote to that office, and within a matter of days, he
had John's Murray address. He sat
right down and wrote him a letter.
When John came in from work a
few days later, Rebecca said,
"You've got a letter from somebody
named Doyle in Pennsylvania." "I
don't know anyone in Pennsylvania,"
John at first said before remembering his wartime friend, "unless it's
from Wayne Doyle, a fellow I was
with in the service."
Reading the letter, John learned of
his old friend's futile quest to Kentucky is search of him and how close
he had come, so he picked up the
phone and with the help of Ma Bell's
directory assistance, soon had Doyle
on the line.
They have talked several times
since, and already are making plans
to meet somewhere in between —
most likely in Cincinnati — come
next spring.
• • •
John went on to tell me about his
first days with the 16th Regiment of
the 1st Division once he and Doyle
had been separated at the replacement depot.
"I didn't know a soul in the company I was assigned to," he said,
"and I was as lonesome as a goat."
But he soon became close friends
with two other fellows — one by the
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by james gerstenzang

Much needed deficit reduction plan called for
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — As the
White House deals with the Grenada
invasion and the crisis in Lebanon,
government agencies and the budget
office are quietly designing a key
political document: the fiscal 1985
budget.
It will be the document that, should
he seek re-election, President
Reagan can point to as proof of his
domestic priorities. It will be the
document that his opponents can use
as the basis for their criticism.
By the beginning of next February,
when the campaign for the
Democratic presidential nomination
should be in high gear, the president
will send his proposed budget to Congress.
Reagan has already had the first of
a series of budget meetings that will
continue into December, focusing on
the overall size of the budget and the
individual agency and department
requests for the fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1.
Meanwhile, officials are winding
up work on the current fiscal 1984
budget fbr the period between Oct. 1,
1983, and Sept. 30, 1984. There is little
indication the president will do
anything other than sign the spending legislation handed down to him
by Congress, despite promises
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earlier in the year to veto any
measure he considers "budgetbusting."
With the 1984 budget process nearing completion, the chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee, Pete V.
Domenici, R-N.M., pleaded with Congress last week to comply with its
earlier goals on reducing the federal
budget deficit, which he predicted
would rise to $183 billion next year
and nearly $200 billion in 1986.
The Reagan administration, ariticipating much lower deficits than
those forecast by Domenici, is counting on a recovering economy to trim
the red ink.
There is little sign that Congress
will do the trick, as members focus
on the 1984 election and the chance to
report home on the money they have
provided from Washington for their
districts, rather than the money they
have staved.
The leaders of the House and
Senate want to send Congress home
for the year by Nov. 18. It appears
unlikely that by then Congress will
have enacted more than a fraction of
the more than $85 billion in deficit
reduction measures it had mandated
for itself in the budget outline of last
June.
Domenici recommended that if

looking back
Ten years ago
The Church of Jesus"Christ of
Latter-day Saints will hold the
Kentucky-Missouri District Conference in Murray Oct. 27 and 28.
Kathie Broach, Lynn Erwin, Mary
Beth Hays, Peggy Rogers, Juana
Stockdale and Vicky Butterworth are
varsity cheerleaders at Calloway
County High School.
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
has announced a competition in
history open to all students of
Elementary Schools in Calloway
County. Cash prizes will be awarded
writers of best essays on "The Battle
of Fort Donelson.".
The youth of Kirksey United
Methodist Church made an overnight
trip, Sept. 29 and 30, to Shiloh Battle
Field, Pick Wick Dam, and viewed
the county where the movie, "Walking Tall," was filmed. They stayed at
Bemus United Methodist Church
where the Rev. John A. Jones,
former Kirksey pastor, is now
pastor.
Joe Pat Futrell is pictured with a
deer he took with a bow in Land Between the Lakes. His son, David, is
also pictured.
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the white house

name of Newdecker, a IrS
generation immigrant from Germany. He lived in East Alton, Ill.,
just across the Mississippi from St
Louis.
The other is a lawyer today in
Denver. Although he seldom sees
him, they occasionally visit over the
phone. But Newdecker was killed in
action, shot one night while on patrol
in the same little German town
overlooking the Rhine River — from
which his parents had migrated to
America.
Shortly after the war was over,
John and Rebecca met the Denver
lawyer and his wife in St. Louis for a
reunion, and while there, crossed the
river to East Alton to see their
friend's parents, who turned out to be
well advanced in years.
"All the family was there," John
recalls, "knowing we had been with
their son and brother and could tell
them firsthand about him. This was
about the time many of the families
were having the bodies of their sons
returned to the states for reburial.
The Newdeckers were trying to
decide what to do about theirs.
"They asked our advice, and we
asked for a few days to think about
it," he went on. "Then we wrote and
advised them to leave him where he
was because he was buried in a
beautiful American military
cemetery, actually a part of the
United States.
"Fresh flowers are put on the
graves every few days, and the place
is kept beautifully at all time. To
return his body to the States only
would mean that the family would
have to go through all the agony and
sadness again. We just felt it best to
tell them to leave him where he was.
And they did."

Congress fails to make progress,
Reagan call a domestic economic
summit conference to consider
deficits and the budget.
That was an element in a measure
approved by the House on Tuesday.
Included in a $10.3 billion package of
deficit-reducing measures was an
order that Reagan call such a
meeting, to come up with one more
deficit reduction plan.

Twenty years ago
The recently organized Lutheran
Church of Murray now is having Sunday services at 10:30 a.m. at Robertson Elementary School.
Roland Cese, Shirley Thomas,
Carolyn McNeely, Anita Burton and
Carolyn Tutt are officers of Murray
College High School Chapter of
Future Business Leaders of
America.
Miss Winfred Gail Tress, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Treas, and Max
Wallis Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas A. Parker, were married
Sept. 21 at Kirksey Baptist Church.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat the Hopkinsville Tigers 33 to 32
in a football game.
Russell Johnson of the Style Shop
spoke at a meeting of the Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, program chairman.
Thirty years ago
A petition is being circulated to be
submitted to the Kentucky Highway
Department asking for rebuilding of
bridges and hard surfacing of
Highway 290 from Highway 94 East
to Highway 121 South, a distance of
approximately 15 miles.
"Dr. J.A. Outland has been director of the Calloway County Health
Department ever since it was formed
after havittg'15 years of general practice to his credit at the very beginning," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

murray today
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Underwood-Brown wedding Nov. 79 Hill and Mattox wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Underwood of Puryear,
Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Lisa Fay,
to Steven Eric Brown of
Murray.
Miss Underwood
presently is attending
Murray State University.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Underwood of
Hazel, and of Mr. and
Mrs. J.L Yates and the
late Emmett Riley of
Bardwell.
Mr. Brown is the son of
Mrs. Rhonda Brown of
Murray and Marlin
Brown of St. Petersburg,
Fla.
The groom -elect
presently is employed
with Swift Roofing Company.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Nov. 19, at 2 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
All relatives and
friends are invited to attend.
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Lisa Fay Underwood
to marry Steven Eric Brown

Collins represents Murray chapter at Dallas
Dr. Irma H. Collins,
associate professor of
music and president of
the Murray State
chapter, attended Phi
Delta Kappa's 39th Bien-

nial Council and Sixth International Conference
on Education Issues in
Dallas from Oct. 20-21.
Collins represented the
Murray Chapter in a con-
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ference that included
delegates from 584
chapters representing
every state, Canada, and
several other countries.
Dr. Collins and the
other delegates, who
represented approximatley 130,000 leaders
from all levels of the
education profession,
heard Billy Reagan,
superintendent of schools
in Houston, speak on improving schools.
Adrienne Bailey,
academic vice president
for the College Board,
and Emeral Crosby, a
member of the National
Commission on Excellence in Education,
analyzed A Nation at
Risk and other major
reports on education.
Other speakers included Jack Fryrnier, noted

educational leader and
distinguished professor
at Ohio State University,
and Dean Berkley, professor of education at Indiana University.
Delegates also
paricipated in a variety
of forums that dealt with
such topics as microcomputers, marketing public
schools, teacher expectations and student
achievement, and effective writing, in addition to
conducting the business
of the fraternity.
Presiding at the council
was PDK President Ray
Tobiason superintendent
of schools in Puyallup,
Wash. Succeeding
Tobiason as president of
the 76-year-old organization is Jerome Kopp,
principal of Downey High
School in Modesto,Calif.
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East, North, Southwest list honor rolls
The honor rots for the
first six weeks of school
for East, North and
Southwest Calloway
Elementary Schools have
been released by the
various schools as
follows:

Sixth grade
Chris Black, Tammy
Edmonson, Darby
Futrell, Beth Henninger,
Regina Kimbro, Kim
Mann, Elizabeth McCuiston, Johnny Mac
Phillips, Traci Walker,
Joey Baust,Jenny Bruce,
EAST
Rawly Evans, Scottie
Fifth grade
Gray," Chris Hale, Kinsi
Daniel Cohen, Tayn Hurt, Robyn Meador,
Dawson, Tracy Ross, Kim Moore, Robert Orr,
Brook Scarbrough, Lynn Julie Pittman, Lori
Boaz, all A's, Lonnie Roberts, Ray Roberts,
Gatlin, all A's, Rachelle Travis Torsak, Paula
Bandarra, Pam Bucy, Welch,
April Boswell, Susan
Mike Wilson, Tim
Herndon, Shelly Howell, Carpenter, Jennifer
P.J. Luciano and Wendy Green, Randy Hansen,
Smotherman.
Kim Hosford, John David
Morgan, Mike Ruccio,
Mark Sallin, Jason
FRI-SAT-SUN
Spiceland, Michelle StubDRIVE
OPEN 6:45
blefield and Diana Tracy.
IN
:Weeit
t—t;
START 7:15
North
Fifth grade
Charity Anderson, Joey
Etazzell, Ed Chapman,
Deborah Davenport,
Allen Davis, Jeff Enoch,
Ray Lynn Fennel, Dale
McCallon, Amanda
Pierce, LeAnne Vick and
Celena Wisehart.
Sixth grade
Leslie Banks, Scott
Buchanan, Tina Butler,
Michelle Clayton, Craig
First Feature
Collins, Andrea Crick,
Carload Sun.
SS
A
Lisa Culver, Terri Dick,
Repeated Fri. &Sat.
Leigh Ann Furr, Krlsti

TEXAS CHAINSAW
MASSACRE(R)

MEAT CLEAiiidiASSACRE(R)

Southwest
Sixth grade
Brad Gallimore, all
A's, Jon Rose, all A's,
Amy Helm, Michael Valerie Barrett, CasonHopkins, Tara Lamb, dra Canup, Clint Diers,
Matt Maness, Alan Christina Hankey,
Miller, Angie Miller, all Brescia Huie, Roger HutA's, Kristy Starks, Julie son, Marty Johnson, Eric
Tucker, Daphne Turner, Mitchell, Andy Rickman,
Tracy Walters, Loren Kim Shelton, Jason Sims,
Wisehart and Todd Raquel Wallace, Lee Aso
Wyant.
Wheeler, Janne Wilson
and Chad Woods.

Graham, Melissa Green,
Beth Haley, Angie
Haywood,

Community events
Thursday,Oct. 27
Thursday,Oct 27
MSU Chess Club will
Radio Auction by Murmeet at 7 p.m. in Ohio ray Lions Club will start
Room, Curris Center, at 7 p.m. on Radio Station
MSU. The public is in- WNBS and WAAW.
vited.
Clean and Paint Night
Murray Elementary for the new offices of
School PTO will meet at Need Line at 209 Maple
7:30 p.m. in cafeteria of St. will start at 7:30 p.m.
Carter Center.
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 7
p.m. in Special Education
Building, Murray State
University.

"Blithe Spirit" will
open at 8 p.m. by Community Theatre in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
Zeta Department of For information call 759Murray Woman's Club 1752.
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house.
Halloween party for
preschool through fourth
grade will be from 6:30 to
8 p.m. at Murray Country
Club.

Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

Poet Sherod Santos will
present a poetry reading
at 7:30 p.m. in Barkley
Lecture Room, Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
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George E. Kirk will
speak about Soviet Union
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray
State University.
The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church, back entrance.
For infonnation call 759-
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Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall.
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Pamela Kay Hill
to marry Jay Morgon Mattox

Mademoiselle Sportswear &
Dress Sale

Men's

Ladies Nome
Brand Fall
And Winter
Shoes Arriving
Weekly.

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
M. Hill, 712 Walnut St.,
Paris, Tenn., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Pamela
Kay, to Jay Morgon Mattox, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank K. Mattox of Indianapolis, Ind.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Henry County High School. She is
employed at Avery
Lumber Co., DBA Bob
Hibbard Trucking Co.,
Puryear,Tenn.
Miss Hill is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. A.B. Cook and
of Mrs. Rosie Simmons
and the late James W.
Hill.
The groom-elect is a
1981 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is selfemployed at Frank's
Garage, Murray.
Mr. Mattox is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Spurlock
and of Mrs. Ethel Mattox
and the late Roy Mattox.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, Nov.
19, at 2 p.m. at the Jones
Chapel Baptist Church,
Paris, Tenn.
A reception will follow
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives of the couple are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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FIRST COLONY
The island of St. Kitts
was Britain's first Caribbean colony. It was settled in 1623 and called the
mother isle of the West
Indies. Its Brimstone
Hill, with a colossal stone
fortress, was often referred to as the "Gibraltar
of the West Indies," according to National
Geographic.
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Armbruster-Murdock vows said
The wedding of Miss
Lorinda Jo Armbruster
and Thomas Wilson Murdock was solemnized on
Saturday, Oct. 1, at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
The double ring
candlelight ceremony
was read at 6:30 p.m.
with Dennis Rogers officiating. Approximately
150 guests attended the
open wedding ceremony.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William D. Armbruster,
302 Samaritan Ave.,
Ashland, Ohio. The
groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred H. Murdock, Rt. 1, Murray.
Two 15-branch spiral
and one 15-branch fan,
brass candelabra enclosed with ferns and ivy
formed a semi-circle at
the stone fireplace. The
mantle on each side had a
large brass candlestick
and an 1-shaped floral arrangement of fresh gypsophilia, dusty rose carnations and daisy pompoms. Ivy connected the
floral arrangements.
Donnie Hendrix,
pianist, and Terrie Liles,
soloist, presented a program of nuptial music.
The bride
The bride was escorted
by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore her mother's
wedding gown of antique
ivory tissue faille.
The gown was designed
with a shadow yoke of
nylon to form a drop
shouler effect around
which a band of shirring
formed a picture effect to
the form-fitting bodice.
The full a-line skirt
repeated two rows of shirring inserts about the
hips and swept into a formal cathedral train. Long
fitted sleeves tapered to
points over the hands and
fastened with a row of
self-covered buttons.
An ivory Juliet caplet
of silk venice lace and
seed pearls held her twotiered fingertip veil of
ivory bridal illusion
featuring a row of silk
venice lace flowers.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of silk ivory
roses, pink champagne
rose buds, gypsophilia
and greenery with ivory
streamers tied in love
knots.
Her jewelry was a string of pearls, borrowed
from her mother, and a
set of pearl earrings, a
gift of the groom.
Miss Jenny Armbruster, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor,
and Mrs. Raylene Gagel,
cousin of the groom, was
matron of honor. The
bridesmaids were Becki
Bohler and Melanie
Edds.
The attendants wore
gowns of primrose
polyknit with spaghetti
straps and a-line skirts
enhanced with self-tie
belts. The dresses were
topped with lace jackets
fastened down the back
and featuring high necks,
long full sleeves and
peplums at the waists.
Each attendant carried
a silk floral arrangement
of three long-stemmed
pink champagne roses
with gypsophilia,
greenery and coordinating ribbons. They
wore haircombs with
pink champagne rose
buds, gypsophilia and
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*Shirts
*Dresses
*Pants
*Skirts
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilson Murdock
greenery.
Jean Orr was flower
girl. She wore a mid-calf
length dusty rose cotton
dress. She wore a cluster
of gypsophilia in her hair.
She carried an ivory lace
basket trimmed with silk
pink champagne rose
buds and filled with fresh
rose petals scattered in
path of the bride and her
father.
The groom
The groom wore a
smokey gray pin-stripped
short tailed tuxedo. His
boutonniere was made of
a single silk ivory halfopened rose bud with gypsophilia and greenery to
match the bridal bouquet.
Bill Ed Murdock served
as best man for his
brother. Groomsmen
were Richard Smotherman, Dale Orr and Barry
Futrell. Steve Welter and
Barry Futrell, brothersin-law of the groom, were
ushers. Kyle Murdock,
cousin of the groom, was
ringbearer and carried
an ivory satin pillow edged in ivory lace.
Groomsmen, ushers,
ring bearer and fathers
were attired in matching
tuxedoes. Each wore a
boutonniere of a single
silk pink champagne rose
bud with gypsophilia and
greenery.
The bride's mother
wore a floor length
sleeveless gown of mauve
luster glow polyknit with
a knife pleated skirt and
chiffon cape. The mother
of the groom wore a matching gown in mint color.
Each mother wore a
silk corsage of white
roses tipped to match
their gowns with ribbons
to coordinate.
Honored guests were
Mrs. Georgia A. Armbruster and Mr. and Mrs.
Waldo Dilgard, grandparents of the bride, and
Mrs. Opal Webb, grandmother of the groom.
Each grandmother wore
a corsage of a large white

silk rose, three white
rosebuds, gypsophilia,
greenery and white ribbon. The grandfather
wore a boutonniere of one
half-opened white
rosebud with gypsophilia
and greenery.
Attending the guest
register was Lou Orr.
Cathy Ernstberger,
cousin of the groom,served as coordinator.
Reception
A reception followed in
the downstairs of the club
house.
Assisting were June
Welter, Janet Futrell and
Lori Murdock, sisters of
the groom, along with
Vonda Kay Murdock and
Carma Newsome,
cousins of the groom.
Each wore a white lace
apron, a gift of the bridal
couple.
All those assisting at
the wedding and reception wore corsages of
white silk carnations.
The groom's mother
made and decorated the
three-tiered square
shaped wedding cake.
The bottom layer was
highlighted with a sugar
swan on each corner
holding pink net to coordinate with the silk pink
and lavender baby's
breath. Fresh baby's
breath and leather leaf
adorned the top of each
tier with three wedding
bells on the top of the
cake.
The groom's cake, also
made and decorated by
the groom's mother, consisted of two flat connecting heart shaped
chocolate cakes covered
with chocolate icing with
the wedding date on one
and the bridal couple's
names on the other in
cream colored frosting.
The traditional rice
bags were replaced by
long stemmed cloth
rosebuds filled with birdseed, made by the bride's
mother, sister, grandmothers, Virginia Dor-

wart and Stacey Lloyd,
all of Ashland.
The couple left for an
unannounced wedding
trip. They now are
residing at 1909-B Greenbrier, Murray.
Mrs. Murdock
graduated from Ashland
High School in 1975 and
received a bachelor of
science in nursing degree
in 1980 from Murray State
University. She is a
registered nurse and a
charge and relief supervisor at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Murdock is a 1975
graduate of Calloway
County High School. He
presently is selfemployed in farming.
Rehearsal dinner
The groom's parents
entertained the wedding
party with a dinner,
catered by DeVanti's, at
the Murray Woman's
Club House on the night of
the wedding rehearsal.
Following the dinner
the bridal couple
presented gifts to each
other, their parents and
members of the wedding
Party. Bridal
events
Events given in honor
of the bride included the
following:
A household shower
given by Raylene Gagel
and Becki Bohler;
A miscellaneous
shower given by Jenny
Armbruster;
A household shower
given by Catherine Glass,
Ann Jeffrey, Vicki McClard, Helen McCuiston,
Diana Parker, Sandra
Parrish and Nell
Walston, all co-workers
of the bride;
A personal shower
given by the groom's
sisters;
A tea given by Jean
Murdock, Barbara
Smotherman, Gerelene
Newsome, Cathy Ernstberger, Bonita Irvan
and Janette Murdock.

SWEATERS
& JEANS
They Fit Your4vVoy Of Lite

ktK.%
ZENA JEANS FOR THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE
What do you wear when you just wont to feel
good? What do you wear when you wont to
look good but not dressed up? What else but
Jeans and a warm and comfortable Sweater.
Right!

OPE FRIDAYS 00 8:30
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Tonga King and Queen on official visit to London, England
LONDON (AP) — The
king of Tonga had more
than the usual tourist's
view of Great Britain,
with an itinerary that included lunch with Queen
Elizabeth H at Buckingham Palace and then
a tour with his own queen
of Westminster Abbey.
King Taufa'ahau Tupou
IV and Queen Halevalu
Mat'aho were on the se-

cond day of an official
three-day visit Tuesday.
But a spokesman said
ill health forced the ruler
of 90,000 people in the
South Pacific to cancel
plans to watch a soccer
match in North London
between Arsenal and
Plymouth Argyle. The 65year-old king has been
the patron of the Tongan
Football Association for

our
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•Walking Shorts
*Blouses
*Jeans
*Sweaters
*Coordinated Sportswear
*Suits

DRESS Yourself
For WINTER

10 years.
On his list of things to
His last trip to Britain do this time: inspect
was in 1979, for the wed- brass band instruments
ding of Prince Charles for the Tongan Police
and Princess Diana.
Band.

There ore times when you simply must have a
new dtess to be dressed. Bright's has Juniors,
Missys, Petites and Half Sizes, so you can be
sure to find a perfect fit. The selection is
sensational with up to date styling & colors,
and with over seventy years experience in this
area, we know how to please your taste without wrecking your budget. So the next time you
just hove to hove a new dress, remember Bright's.

Keel's Vacuum Cleaner
Sales at Service
Bel Air Shopping Confer
753-2706
We carry 8 brands of new vacuum cleaners,
good used cleaners, and vacuums completely
rebuilt in our store. We hove the largest
inventory of parts and occessories in this area
and repair all models,
'We provide fast service at o
reasonable price and give top dollar on
trode-ins, written estimates on all repairs,
and written worronties on oil cleonees.
Homo dosuoutstrotioo by oortiott000t
only.
Hooto-owood by Atm I Marie Keel.
Moo.-Sot. o...-5:)0 p.ot.
We we. to be your w0C1111611 10040.
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Murray woman spends much time traveling
Louise A. Gould, a
senior accounting major
at Murray State University, is spending much of
the semester getting on
and off airplanes.
Miss Gould is working
for the Farm Credit
Adiminstration ( FCA)
through the university's
cooperative education
program. She says the extensive travel involved
"has opened my eyes to a
lot of different opportunities."
The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Gould
of Murray Rt. 6, she
travels with a group of
FCA credit examiners to
audit Federal Land
Banks; the Bank of
Cooperatives; the
Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks and that
banking group's affiliates, the Production
Credit Associations.
Her work has taken her
to Boston and Springfield,
Mass., Washihgton, D.C.,
New Orleans, San Diego

Louise A. Gould
and cities in South
Carolina, Florida and
Georgia — all in a fourmonth period.
"We travel someplace
different each week. I
really enjoy the traveling
and meeting new people," she said.
Her job includes going
to a bank Ps months
prior to the actual audit
to study internal controls,
setting the scope of the
credit examination.
She and the group of
credit examiners next

Days
Their
Make Special!
Extra

return to the main office
Miss Gould is also in- Alpha Psi, an accounting
and design an audit pro- volved with numerous honor society for juniors
gram. The auditors visit campus organizations. and seniors; and Gamma
the bank again, two mon- She is a member of the Beta Phi, a national
ths later, and spend four ACCOUll
Socie
Beta honor sod
weeks conducting a
thorough inspection.
Miss Gould will work
through December,
return to campus for the
spring semester, and
work for the FCA again
next summer. She plans
to complete her degree
requirements at Murray
DAR SPEAKER — Dr. Joe Rose,center,faculty member of the Department of
State during the 1984 fall
Political Science, Murray State Univentity, spoke about The Treaty of Paris,
semester.
17113" at a recent meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
Miss Gould is not cerof the American Revolution. Fransuelle Cole, right, introduced the speaker at
tain what type of accounthe meeting at the home of Corinne McNutt, left. Dorothy Byrn, regent, presidting job she prefers.
ed.
"This co-op will help me
deciding what area I
want to pursue in the
future."
The University's
Cooperative Program,
AT PAGEANT — Rick Kupchella of Murray sang
Pat Clark, a graduate
The former Murray
which placed Miss Gould
of Murray Training
for his talent in the Mr. MSU Pageant,sponsored by
man
is responsible for
with the FCA, combines
the Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority of Murray School, Murray State
developing
and managing
classroom theory with
State University, on Oct. 19 at Lovett Auditorium. University and George
the training repractical work exKupchella won first in sportswear category. Ben
Washington University
quirements for approxperience. A co-op student
Waide of Madisonville was the talent winner and (MPA), has recently
imately 3,000 employees
works for a block of time, also named as Mr. MSU in the pageant. Carman
received a national honor
of the center.
usually one year, in a job
Garland, chapter advisor, said $846 was collected of the prestigious Alvah
Formal programs inrelated to the appropriate
Kentucky
the
donated
to
will
be
for the pageant and
K. Borman Award for
clude
125 apprentice
field of study. The student
Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation, a philan- cooperative Education.
technicians,
200 graduate
then returns to the camyear.
each
chapter
thropic project of the sorority
The award was
engineers,
190
pus to complete degree
The Arthritis Foundation is the only voluntary presented by the
cooperative
education
requirements, accordimg
arthritis
health organization working in the field of
American Society of
students, and specialized
to Lynn Richard, prowhich affects over 506,000 Kentuckians.
Engineering Education.
training in management
gram director.
Photo by Steve St. Aubin
Clark is the first
and executive developfederal employee to
ment.
receive the award that is
Clark also serves as an
named for the late Dean
adjunct professor in the
of Cooperative Education
Golden Gate University
at Northwestern Univerand George Washington
sity.
University graduate proClark, a native of MurPat Clark
grams.
ray, also received in OcNASA -Langley
tober the NASA Excep- grams at Langley Research Center has
Priors Good Fri. Oct. 28th-Sat. 29tis & Mee. 31st
tional Service Medal for Research Center, Hamp- cooperated with Murray
establishing and con- ton, Va., where he has State's Cooperative
Ai Ladies
Al Ladles Winter
ducting superior training been employed since 1967 Education Program in
Jeans
Coats & Jackets
and educational pro- and director since 1970.
the fields of library
0
t‘
science, English and
Jr. A Misses Sizes
journalism. There have
Al Ladles
been five faculty summer
Census at MurrayMrs. Kay Ola Nelson, fellowship recipients
Oste Grasp Jr.
Sportswear I et 0/
Calloway County Hardin; Miss Mary L. from Murray State.
Jeans
Hospital for Monday,Oct. Tutt, Rt. 8; Mrs. Joyce D.
I U 70 off
& Dresses
Mr. Clark is married to
24, was 124 adults and Channell, Rt. 2, the former Joan Gayle
f
of
Al Childree's
Al Girls Winter
three in nursery.
Mayfield; Mrs. Jirnein Portsmouth, Va., and
,„
A newborn admission Go Dron, Rt. 3, Benton; they have three children
Sleeping Bags
Jackets
was Baby Girl Tabers, Mrs. Gaye C. Champion — Stan, an attorney
in
parents, Jan and Keith, and baby boy, Rt. 4; Mrs. Portsmouth, Mrs.
Alleys
Rhon2T See 7
Al Boys iiaight.
Rt. 4.
Helen J. Rose, Southside da Laufer, a teacher in
Sportswear
Dfsmitikls Were as Manor;
Jackets
York County Schools, kid
10% on
follows:
Henry Oglesby,Jr., Rt. Patritili Clark.
0•
Slicks-Shirts sad Sets
Mrs. Sarah Nan Hen- 1, Almo; Mrs. Bernadine
Clark is the son of the
son, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Bowles, 1304 Birch, Ben- late M.O. and Tempest
Oise Gress Boys leo,Sleeve
Crisis She 27 tire 6X
Clara Hopkins, 520 Broad ton; Lonnie F. Cook, Rt. Clark of Murray. His two
Shirts
St.; Ronald Dunn, Rt. 2; 2, Cadiz; Alfred G. brothels, Fred and DorSportswear
0/
Mrs. Shirley C. Wilferd, Thomas, 1508 Henry St.; ris Clark, and a sister,
10 /0 off
Puryear, Tenn.; Joe M. Mrs. Jessie Mae Spraggs, Mrs. Quava Honchul,
Gardner, Rt. 1, Hardin;
114 N. Jefferson, Clinton. reside in Murray.
Oes Tale Boys
AN Boys Quitted
°
The former Murray
Jogging Shoes
Nylon Vests I / A
man
joined the Navy at
"A moth is a butterfly
the
age
of 17 and after
without makeup.Al Bless
Al Mee's Wilted
serving four years
Suits, Dress Pants,
returned to Murray State
Nylon Vests
to finish his degree.
Sport Coats
Learn how to make up your face...Free.
He served in the Air
Training Command
& Blazers
20%
Teaching Division at
Shop Downtown
Chanute Field, Illinois,
following graduation.
The Place for the Custom Fuer"
From there he went to the
Across From Us OM Of fiterrey
position he now holds at
Ith
ibsri TseGet Ovellfy Swamis* M Moreseasiple Prim+
9:30-5:30
NASA-Langley Research
Bel Air Center
FII/ste,
753-6926
Lamm For Oriels= Ileerf
Center, Hampton,Va.

Pat Clark receives honor
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,
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Spooky
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FERN TERRACE LODGE is
offering a new service to the citizens of
this area called ADULT DAY CARE.
The program is designed to assist
those SENIOR CITIZENS who are in
need of a safe and comfortable place
to stay during the day. Flexible hours
can be arranged and a nutritious meal
furnished for $10 per day. Planned,
supervised activities and the use of all
FERN TERRACE LODGE grounds and
facilities are included in the daily rate.
For more information call, Laverne
Cornett, Administrator or Sonoma
Lamb, Asst. Administrator 753-7109.

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray

20% off

20 c./..

q_ti

20%

1/2

013twot\

Settle-Workman

noRmAnA

Rabbit Jackets

49.00
Reg. to 99.99
Rabbit jackets are dyed and pieced
rabbit fur. All furs labeled to show
country of origin.

Super sayings on a
selected group of our
coordinates. Junior
and misses sizes

Blazers
Skirts

12.99
Reg. 59.99
12.99
Reg. 32.99

Pants

12.99
Reg. 32.99

SWEATERS
reg. 18.99
BLOUSES
reg.to 19.99
PANTS
reg. to 24.99
SKIRTS
reg. to 25.99

I
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Stadiing.15odts
Reg. 69.99
Great looking, luxuriously warm,
water repellant cotton and polyester stadium coats.
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Recital planned tonight

Thursday,Oct. 27
4045.

Tubist Ted L Cox, an associatate instructor of
muaic at Indiana University, wi3 preeent a guest
artist tuba recital tonight (Thutsday) at 8 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Center, Murray State University. The recital is open to all interested persons at no admission charge. Cox will
be assisted on the piano by Dr. Stephen Brown,
assistant professor of music fa Murray State.
Cox, who has also been an Instructor of low brass
in the Houston public schools, has played in the
Phoenix Symphony Orchestra and the Phoenix
Brass Quintet and has been the principal tubist in
both Orchestra Texas in Houston and the
Evansville Philharmonic/. He was awarded the performer's certificate for outstanding musical performance at Indiana University in 1981. One of his
students won the Interrational Tuba Association's
soloist of the year competition in June.

Seminar will be Saturday
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries
International will sponsor a seminar, "It's Little
Things That Count," on Saturday, Oct. 29, with
registration at 8:30 L.m.in theatre of Curtis Center,
Murray State University.
"This is a motivational type seminar for office
personnel of all :evels," said Annita Peeler, a
chapter spokesman. This is open to all interested
persons and for information call Mrs. Peeler at 7535161 or 753-9645.

Aububon Club will meet
The Jackson Purchase Audubon Club will meet
Saturday, Oct. 29, at 7 a.m. at Hernitite Lake in
Land Between the Lakes. Each person should bring
a sack lunch, binoculars and camera. For informtion call 753-934.

Dance planned Friday
A Halloween dance will be at Fern Terrace
Lodge,Staciiim View Drive, on Friday, Oct. 28, at 7
p.m. Music will be by a live band, and all residents,
relatives ant friends are invited, a spokesman said.

Class plans Saturday event
A Ham and Bean Supper will be at the cabin
behind thehome of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burkeen on
Highway 1346, 31
/
2 miles east of Dexter, on Saturday, Oct. 29, starting at 6 p.m. This event is sponsored by the Young Adult Sunday School Class of
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. Donations
will be accepted. Signs will be posted for directions
to the cabin. In the event of rain, the event will be at
the church.

Bun Swann will be honored
Bun Swann will be the honoree at an open house in
celebnition of his 94th birthday on Sunday, Oct. 30,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the home of a son-in-law and
daughter, Earl and Dulcie Douglass,217 Woodlawn.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Brittany Jonee Overby born
• it::and Mrs. DsrrI'Overby of Murray are the
parents of a daughter, Brittany Janee, weighing
/
2 inches, born Thursseven pounds, measuring 191
day, Oct. 20, at 6:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Tammy Hutson. The
father is employed at Overby Honda. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Hutson and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Overby, all of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mr.and Mrs. Curtis Overby of Murray.
•

Trip planned Nov. 7

Jackie Weatherford said the one-day trip for
Senior Citizens and friends will be on Monday, Nov.
7, instead of Tuesday, Nov. 8, as previously announced. The bus will leave the parking lot of
Murray-Calloway County Park at 8:30 a.m. for a
visit to National Military Park at Fort Donelson,
Homeplace-1850, Lake Barkley Lodge and Kentucky Dam. Cost of the trip including lunch is $19
per person. Reservations will be taken until Tuesday, Nov. 1 and payment must be received by Nov.
4. For reservations call 753-4646.

Halloween events planned
Two special Halloween events are being held at
the Jaycee Fairgrounds. The Fall Festival, sponsored by Calloway Athletic Boosters, is from 7 to 10
p.m. each evening through Saturday, Oct. 29. All
types of booths and concessions including arts and
crafts are featured. The Haunted Forrest, sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees, will start at 7
p.m. through Oct. 31 with proceeds to go to the
Children's Christmas Party.

Mike!Dane Wilhom born
Mr. and Mrs. John (Buz William of Maryville,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Mike! Dane,
weighing 10 pounds 61
/
2 ounces, measuring 22 inches, born Tuesday, Oct. 18, at Blount Memorial
Hospital, Maryville. They have another son, Tyler,
2. The mother is the former Cindi Alexander.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Wilham and
Mrs. Rex Alexander, all of Murray. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Hazel Snyder of Murray and
Fred Bradshaw of Burgin.

jI
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Fall Festival, sponsored by Calloway
Athletic Boosters, will be
from 7 to 10 p.m. at
Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Haunted Forrest, sponsored by Murray Calloway Jaycees, will
open at 7 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
Ladies Awards Banquet (potluck) of Oaks
Country Club will be at 6
p.m. at the club.

Continued from page 4
Sunday,Oct.30
Sunday,Oct.30
Saturday,Oct. 39
Saturday,Oct. 29
start at 7 p.m. at Jaycee honored on 94th birthday
Alcoholics Anonymous Fairgrounds.
with an open house from 2
and Alanon will meet at 8
Fairgrounds.
to 4 p.m. at home of Earl
p.m. in western portion of
"Blithe Spirit" will be
Bun Swann will be and Dulcie Douglas.
Livestock and Exposition presented by Community
Center.
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
Square and round dancAuditions for next proing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
duction will be from 3 to 5
Woodmen of World Hall.
p.m. For information call
759-1752.
Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
Dance featuring Fire
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Mountain Band will be
Roller Rink. A potluck from
8 p.m. to midnight
supper will be served at at
Murray Moose Lodge.
6:30 p.m.

Sat. Oct.29 through Sun. Nov.6

Men's Basic Levis

Events in Land Between the Lakes will inSingles Parents of Murclude Ghosties and
ray State University
Ghoulies and Things That
students, faculty, staff
Go Bump In the Night at6
and employees will meet
and 7 p.m. at Golden
at 6 p.m. in Office ConPond Visitor Center;
ference Room, Curris
Deer Population '83 at 2
Center, MSU. Note
p.m. at Woodlands
change of meeting place.
Teens Who Care of Nature Center; Weaving
Calloway County High Demonstration from 10
Staff meeting of Life School will have a bake a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
House Crisis Pregnancy sale and collect for Crip- Farm.
Center will beat? p.m. at pled Children's Telethon
"The Gold Dust
center, 1506 Chestnut St.
at Central Shopping
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 Follies" will be presented
at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Shoplifting Seminar p.m.
Auditorium, Murray
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
State University.
University Branch of the
Jackson Purchase
Bank of Murray.
Aububon Club will meet
Sunday,Oct. 30
Friday,Oct. 28
at 7 a.m. at Hemitite
Events in Land BetKentucky Lake Lake in Land Between ween the Lakes will inChapter of National the Lakes.
clude Weaving
Association of Retired
Demonstration from 10
Federal Employees will
Thigl night of Fall a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Festital, sponsored by Farm; Ghosties and
Calloway Public Library. Calloway Athletic Ghoulies at 6 and 7 p.m.
Boosters, will be from 7 to at Golden Pond Visitor
Hazel and Douglas 10 p.m. at Jaycee Center; Deer Check Data
Centers will be open from Fairgrounds.
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acNature Center.
tivities by senior citizens. a Third night of Haunted
Forrest, sponsored by
Fourth night of
Mothers Morning Out Jaycees, will start at 7 Haunted Forrest, sponwill be at 9 a.m. at First'- p
. at Jaycee sored by Jaycees, will
Christian Church.

Fern Terrace Lodge
will have a Halloween
dance with music by a
live band at 7 p.m. This is
for residents and their
families and friends.
Reservatiqns , for
Ladies Tennis Banvet on
Nov.3 at Murray Country
Club should be made by
today with Vicki Miller,
Jeanette Williams of
Cecelia Brock.
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Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include
Games at 8 p.m. and
entertainment in Lounge
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
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Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Ghosties and
Ghoulles and Things that
Go Bump In the Night at6
and 7 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
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Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

to%

I.

Of Prewashed Jeans, Slacks, Shirts,
Jackets and Accessories. Choose from
Levi, Lee, Sedgefield, Zeno, Esprit and
Kennington.

to%

Second night of Fall
Festival, sponsored by
Calloway Athletic
Boosters, will be from 7 to
10 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

,1
,I.
11 99

$1488

25% Off Entire Inventory

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray. Ky. Olympic Plaza

to%

Concert by "Big Twist
and the Mellow Fellows"
will be at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University, as part
of Parents' Weekend.

Straight Leg
Boot Cut
Flare
Big Bell
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"blithe Spirit" will be
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Second night of
Haunted forrest, sponsor ed by MurrayCalloway Jaycees, will
start at 7 p.m. at Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

Halloween Scramble
will be at 1 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.

ITNEPsalni

Ham and Bean Supper,
sponsored by Young
Adult Sunday School
Class of Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church,
will start at 6 p.m. at
cabin of Robert Burkeen.

Halloween Wiener
Roast and Hayride will
start at 6 p.m. at Plain
Gospel Missionary Mission.

Sunday,Oct. 30

to%

pit

Ic

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00 Sundays

Robitussin
Family Size

80.$1.83

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAvF
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Agruments about use, misuse of lie detector tests continue
NEW YORK (AP) —
On the eve of 1964, use
and misuse of be detectors has sparked debate
in the courtroom, the
boardroom and the war
room over the mixing of
machines and morals.
In Washington, federal

officials are arguing over
Reagan administration
proposals to require mandatory polygraph tests
for thousands of government employees. In Los
Angeles, lawyers are
disputing two different lie
detector tests which

alternately indicate John
Z. De Lorean is lying and
telling the truth about the
cocaine charges against
him.
In New York, a television station paid for a lie
detector exam for a
former Guardian Angels

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

eaturing: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the HalfShell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp Fried
Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breaded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:
Children

495

a2s-

Adults 7

Kenlake State
esort P

Oxford Cloth
Shirts
White and
Blue
$

member who claimed
le—ders of the self-styled
subway vigilantes had
staged incidents involving claims of police
brutality. And across the
country, more and more
employees and job applicants are filing — and
winning — lawsuits
against companies which
require them to take
polygraph tests.
A major problem is
that no one, not even the
1,200 members of the
American Polygraph
Association, will claim lie
detector test results are
always 100 percent accurate. However, they
say the machine's
measuring of changes in
heartbeat, blood pressure
and perspiration can
show to 95 percent accuracy whether someone
is lying.
Opponents, on the other
hand, say a machine
should never be the gauge
of something as abstract
as "truth." After all, if
people through the ages
have been confounded by
the notion of "What is
truth?" then how can a
machine decide it for
them?
At hearings in
Washington earlier this
month on the Reagan proposal, the head of the congressional Office of
Technology Assessment
called the lie detector
"more of a fear detec-

tor."
"There is no scientific
evidence to establish the
validity of polygraph
testing for screening of a
large number of people in
connection with the investigation of unauthorized disclosures," John
Gibbons said. "There has
been no research on this
type of application."
The White House directive last March, aimed at
plugging leaks to the
news media in the
Defense Department and
other agencies, could require 2.5 million federal
workers and 1.3 million
employees of defense
contractors to submit to
polygraph tests or lose
their jobs. Disgruntled
Defense Department
employees complain that
while the Nixon administration had its
"plumbers," the Reagan
administration has its
"electricians."
Private employers require an estimated
American 500,000 to 1
million workers and job
applicants to take
polygraph tests each
year. Tests are given to
judge the honesty of
workers before they are
hired and to question people already on tile job
about thefts.
Some people who lose
jobs because they flunk
lie detector tests are
fighting back by hiring

To preserve the tender
memories of babyhood...
More precious as the years go
by.

Patty-Cakes are wall plaques made
from impressions of your own child's
hand or foot in bronze mounted on
cameo bock.
Patty-Cakes are beautiful keepsakes
and heirlooms to hang in living room
or nursery.
Potty-Cakes are lovely gifts an inscription on back of plaque.
Call now for impression of your
child.

Patty-Cakes

Route 2Box 168 Murroy, Ky. 42071
502-489-2796 After 6:00 p.m.

Table of
Bras and
Panties

1/3
1/2
Maidenform

Nylon
and
Cotton
Panties

attorneys who challenge
In some ma they
the use of the machines claim the results are
on a variety of legal libelous. In some eases
theories,
they claim the madams

cne

14
By Abigail Van Buren

Women Who Pay Their Way
Also Can Play Their Way
DEAR ABBY: I want to congratulate the 16-year-old
Iowa girl who didn't think it was fair for the fellow to
always treat the girl. She said she had a job and could
pay her own way, but her friends and parents thought she
was crazy—the boy should always pay.
She is not "crazy"—she is smart. I am a senior citizen
and have always felt that boys obligated girls by paying
their way, then they expected sexual favors in return.
(Maybe not all, but about 98 percent did.)
I say the girl should pay her own way, and if the boy
makes romantic overtures, she is free to do what she
wants, depending on the way she feels about him, because
she won't owe him anything.
WISCONSIN GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Another Wisconsinite shares
your view:
DEAR ABBY: When I first started to date about 15
years ago, I was one of those rare girls who insisted on
paying for myself. I got some strange looks, but that's the
only way I felt comfortable.
My reason was twofold. First, I felt if a man treated me,
I would owe him something, and that something could
mean sex. Second, I believe male-female relationships
should be mutual.
One of the few men I dated told me he appreciated my
independent attitude. We're married now, and still share
all the expenses.
irs WORKING IN EDGERTON, WIS.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My mother was terminally ill, so we
decided to keep her home in familiar surroundings instead
of having her live out her last months in a hospital.
This decision necessitated constant care, night and day,
changing bed linen several times a day, and trying to
make 'Mother as comfortable as possible. This was
exhausting enough, but worse yet were friends, neighbors
and relatives who felt the need to visit from 7:30 a.m. until
11 p.m.
I had to stop whatever I was doing to prepare coffee for
these visitors, make sure they didn't stay too long and
answer the telephone, which rang at least 50 times a
day—people wanting to know how Mother was.
My husband finally put a "No Visitors" sign on our
front door, which did no good because everyone thought
the sign didn't apply to him.
Abby, please ask your readers to be more considerate of
dying relatives and their families, and not drop in at all
hours expecting conversation and coffee.
EXHAUSTED IN NEW YORK
DEAR EXHAUSTED: The "inconsiderate" visitors
who need to heed this message will think it doesn't
appky to them, so it's up to Lisosm raring for the very
sick person to meet the visitors at the door with a
firm tut.gentle, "I'm sorry, but this is not a good
time to visit." And put a muffler on your telephone.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO AMBITIOUS IN CONNECTICUT: There are two ways to get money: Marry it or
earn it. Actually, there is only ONE way, because if
you marry it, you will earn it.
"ALEXANDER PO PO"
•• •

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or • simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's booklet. Send $1 plus • long,
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents)envelope to: Abby's
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.

MICHELSON JEWELERS

CoatsJackets
Long

Coats-Short
Jackets
Down-Poly Downs
Sherpa Lined
All Wool Blends

Briefs,
Hipsters,
Bikinis

FREE

NEVER BEFORE
OFFER!

S100.00 Diamond
Cluster with any
Purchase
or Layaway of
S300 or More!

Sole
/17
%.1
to
$417

Acrylic
Sweaters

Vanity Fair
Long Nylon
Robes

Solid-Solid with
Piping
Lots of Fall
and Winter Colors

Wrap& Zip
Colors: Jade,
Royal, Red.
Sizes: S,M,L

Sole
Sale
$ 1 099

26

3111
0%3

This Sale Ends
Sohn-day Night

The Proven Leader in Jewelry and Diamond Values
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY. KY.
1

were defective or the
operators were negligent.
In one case in Chicago, a
lawyer negotiated a settlement after claiming lie
detectors were
discriminatory because
blacks have a higher
failure rate. Another pending case in New York
claims that a department
store is discriminating
against the physically
handicapped by requiring
them to take Ile detector
tests.
Lawyers have also won
damage awards for
clients denied jobs
because of lie detectors
tests: $150,000 in
Micligan,$220,000 in Connectkut and $250,000 in
Florida.
Sevmteen states and
the District of Columbia
have passed laws either
banning or restricting the
use of lie detectors, and
21 states require
polygraph operators to be
licensed,according to the
Legal Attion Center in
New York.
There is no federal law
limiting polygraph use,
though the U.S. courts
bar lie detector results as
evidence. it is also rare
for any sate court to
allow lie detector results
as evidence,even if both
sides ask that it be admitted.
In the De Lorean case,
both the defense and the
government rrosecutors
would like to have
polygraph evidence admitted on the former auto
magnate's claim that his
arrest by the FBI on drug
trafficking charges was
illegal entrapmtnt. But
the defense wants the
judge to admit the lie
detector test that it arranged and De Lorean
passed, while the gpvernment wants the judge to
admit the test the FBI arranged and De Lorean
flunked.
The U.S. Supreme
Court has never directly
addressed the ism*,
though a 1965 opinion suggested that polygraph
results might be at odds
with the Fifth Amendment protections against
sell-incrimination.
In the Guardian Angels
case, WNBC-TV last
Thursday asked Curtis
Sliwa, the group's
founder, to take a lie
detector test to defend
himself against the
allegations by four
former members. When
Sliwa and his wife Lisa
refused, the station asked
one of the four men to
submit to an exam and he
did.
The polygraph expert
who conducted the test
later appeared on
camera saying there was
no indication that the
man was lying, along
with a reporter reminding viewers that the test
was not necessarily 100
percent accurate.

KFC
acquires
thirteen
franchises
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky Fried
Chicken International announced Wedruiesday it
has acquired 13 franchised KFC stores previously
operated by Albany
Foods Ltd. of Great Britain.
Kentucky Fried
Chicken International Co.
Ltd. (Great Britain), a
subsidiary of Kentucky
Fried Chicken International will own and
operate the stores, accordingg to a news
release from KFC's
Louisville headquarters.
The stores are located
in Birmingham, Warley,
Wolverhampton, Nottingham, Leicester and
Oxford.
The acquisition increases the number of
KFC stores in Great Britain from 47 to 00, a
spokesman said, and 130
other KFC stores are
operated in that country
dy franchisees.
More than 6,500 KFC
stores are operated
worldwide
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More American students evacuated; little figthing reported
CHARLESTON, S.C.
(AP) — More American
students were evacuated
from strife-torn Grenada
today, bearing memories
of diving under beds to
evade gunfire, treating
wounded troops in a lecture hall and waiting m

terror until they were
rescued by multinational
forces.
Two military planes
airlifted 74 evacuees
from Grenada to
Charleston Air Force
Base early today, after
two flights brought 141

passengers from the
island Wednesday. Most
evacuees were American
students at St. George's
University Medical
School.
Authorities say as
many as 650 students and
other foreigners remain-

AIDS may be linked to fungus
BOSTON (AP) —
Federal scientists are
working around the clock
on a theory that a plant
fungus may cause AIDS

by spewing out chemicals
that suppress the body's
natural defenses against
disease, a researcher
says today.

ed on the island, two days
after armed forces landed.
Jeff Yusin, a medical
student from Los Angeles
who arrived in
Charleston around 2:30
a.m. today, said there
was little fighting when
he left Grenada late
Wednesday.
"At about 5:30 a.m.
Tuesday morning we
were all asleep and I
heard gunshots," said
Roxanna Mann of Fresh
Meadows, N.Y., in an interview on ABC's
"Nightline." "We just
crawled to the back of our
room and we laid there
until about 8:10 praying
for our lives because we
thought we were going to
die...
"The only time I felt
safe was when I got into
that lecture hall and they
told me that it's
Americans, don't worry,
they're here to save us,"
she said.
A fellow student, Jeff
Geller of Woodridge,
N.Y., took photographs of
fighting on the island.
News reporters have
been barred from
Grenada.
Geller took pictures of

the airstrip beside the
school's True Blue campus, noting that "we
didn't see much fighting,
but we did hear a lot of
it."
He said most students
headed for a large lecture
hall, which they converted into a makeshift
emergency room for
wounded troops, and
stayed there for 26 hours
before leaving the island
Wednesday.
Army Rangers arrived
at the campus about two
hours after the first shots
were fired,students said.
"In comes this U.S.
Ranger. He said, 'We're
here to take you out if you
want to go," said student
Matthew Kern of Wayne,
N.J., after he arrived at
Newark International
Airport late Wednesday.
"We heard fire which
scared the hell out of a lot
of us."
"They wanted to get us
out by 1 p.m. today," said
Luke Megna of
Princeton, N.J., who
returned to Newark on
Wednesday. "There was
a lot of firing this morning and there were
snipers around us last
night."

Although the research
is still in its early stages,
the scientists suspect that
the fungus — found in
cultures of some AIDS
patients' blood — produces a substance that
mimics a drug usually
MIAMI(AP) — Burger We're talking about no given to organ transplant
King says one of its pickles, heavy onions, patients.
managers placed too whatever," Garcia exThat medicine, called
heavy an order when he plained.
cyclosporin, suppresses
directed employees of the
The order angered Immunity so that the
fast-food chain's local leaders of a Hispanic civil body won't reject the new
outlets to stop speaking rights group, who said organ.
Spanish to each other.
The fungus — Therthey might urge
District manager customers to take their moascus crustaceus — is
Pedro Garcia's Aug. 17 business elsewhere.
ordinarily found in plants
memo, distributed at
But John Weir, in many parts of the
Burger Kings around manager of corporate world and has never been
Miami, read: "Com- relations for the Miami- known to cause disease in
munications among based chain, said humans. It grows in
managers and-or crew Wednesday the memo did warm places, such as
members in the Spanish not reflect company under rotting leaves, and
language will not be policy. He said it was thrives best at the
tolerated."
written by a "very junior temperature of the
"We had complaints supervisor ... without any human body.
that employees were consultation with the
The researchers found
speaking Spanish and not Burger King manage- that it makes a substance
E
getting orders right. ment."
chemically similar to
cyclosporin that they
have named CyAIDS.
Drake
CyAIDS has a similar
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1983
molecular weight to
What kind of day Will tomor- SCORPIO
BOWLING GREEN, formation that will lead cyclosporin, and it shows row
be? To find out what the (Oct.23 toNov. 21) net
Ky. (AP) — Bowling to the apprehension of the up during a chemical stars say, read the forecast
Expenses could escalate for
Green police have been criminal."
analysis that is intended given for your birth sign.travelers. Indecision besets
getting a lot of help from
you about a career concern.
A major concern when to monitor levels of
ARIES
Handle superiors tactfully.
citizens lately in catching a citizen chases a cyclosporin in the blood.
21 to Apr. 19) TA SAGITTARIUS
criminals — a little more criminal is the danger
The substance, which (Mar.
A friend from the past has (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
than they would like.
was
not
found
in the blood changed in ways that you
should the suspect be corCurb that tendency to abuse
Two burglars have nered,Thomas said. The of normal people, caws didn't anticipate. Be less credit. You'll hear some
been shot, a purse- same energy the suspect mild suppression of im- critical of loved ones this gossip today. Be more tolerant
of those whose values differ
snatcher chased, and a was using to flee will be munity in the test tube, evening.
from yours.
citizen's car blocked the turned on his pursuer if but no one knows so far TAURUS
(
20 to May 20) 1:SIG1' CAPRICORN
path of an alleged car he is trapped, he said.
what effect it has in the Apr.
Don't be duped by some (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
thief in incidents involvPolice have an ad- body.
mail order advertising. QuibA loved one's evasiveness
ing residents within the vantage over citizens in
In a letter published in bling about minor things could could concern you. You have
past month.
that they have portable today's New England lead to domestic tension after to give others time to make up
their minds. Avoid money
ssie Police say they are radios to stay in touch Journal of Medicine, dark.
dealings with friends.
-risgralogsti for the lietiFe but
.11NeigAbelAAMOth t1„a- 4,iGEMINI
/I-others,during
21 toJurit
AQUARIUS.
I said it would be begot if :suit and nightsticits.and tional Institute of /ink& May
Be careful of faulty goods (Jan.20 toFeb. 11”
citizens just gathered
handcuffs with which to in Bethesda;Md.,said the when shopping. A question of
The party might have tolgo
the information about a subdue a suspect, fungus may be the taste could cause differences. on without you. Don't push
suspect they could and Thomas said.
beyond your limits. Avoid
primary cause of AIDS or You're inclined to be moody.
CANCER
arguing with loved ones about
leave the actual capture
"We believe a person may somehow contribute (June
21 to July 22) flE04C) career matters.
of the criminal to trained has the right to defend to the patients' immunity
You may be lackadaisical in PLSCES
officers.
himself from an attacker, suppression.
matters of health and diet. An (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
City police officer Pat burglar, etc., especially
However, the resear- argument could occur with a
Others present infeasible
Thomas said while the in his own home or chers cautioned that this teenager about money. Be less business propositions at a parprivate citizens in Bowl- business," Thomas said. fungus may turn out to be critical.
ty. Flirtatiousness may upset
a date after dark.
ing Green were not hurt, "But we do not encourage simply another op- LEO
there have been cases people to apprehend portunistic infection (July 23 to Aug. 22)
A family member is faultelsewhere in which criminals — for their own which takes advantage of finding. Your judgment
may
YOU BORN TODAY are
citizens have been safety. The only real ex- the body's lack of be off in romantic matters. both independent and
seriously hurt or killed ception to that would be defenses.
Escapist tendencies need to be cooperative. You wort best
while trying to catch shoplifting programs for
when inspired and are capable
Victims of acquired im- curtailed.
VIRGO
original achievements in
of
criminals.
mune
deficiency
synmerchants who have to
23 to Sept. 221
both the arts and sciences. At
"Our main objective is detain shoplifters.
drome lose their ability to (Aug.
A busy social schedule could times, you can
be
the protection of life,"
"We appreciate peo- ward off disease, and tire you. Get the rest you need temperamental and must
Thomas said. ple's help, but we'd they frequently die of or you become irritable. Little' avoid a tendency to go to ex"Therefore, we don't en- rather they let us do it rare illnesses like things could get to you.
tremes. You have a fine intellect and would do well in
courage citizens to ac- since our officers are Kaposi's sarcoma, a LIBRA
such fields as writing,
tually apprehend trained in apprehending cancer. Until now, most (Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
You may let a career matter teaching, law, medicine and
criminals, but rather to criminals and are proper- attention in the search for slide
which needs attention. politics. Though you can sucact as eyes and ears so ly equipped to do the the cause of AIDS has Get all the facts before mak- ceed in business, you also need
that they can give us in- same."
ing business commitments.
focused on viruses.
an outlet for your imagination.

Memo.disapproved

Megna said he plans to
return to medical school,
"but not in Grenada."
"There is no way I
would go back there,"
said Katherine Tracy of
Stockbridge, Mass.
But Geller and Ms.
Mann said they were told
they might lose their
medical school tuition if
they departed the island.
"We did not want to lose
either the money or the
time. We were afraid
we'd lose that if we left,"
Geller said.
"We're hoping to coritinue studying medicine.
Many of us are hoping the
school will relocate to
Grand Turk," an island in
the Bahamas, said Mary
Antoinette Burns of South
Pasadena, Calif.

the ground as wellwishers cheered, waved
American flags and carried signs saying
"Welcome Home."
Most of the students,
dressed in blue jeans,
shorts and T-shirts, carried suitcases, knapsacks
or duffel bags. They said
they had a 30-minute warning that they were being
evacuated.
The passengers said
they could hear gunshots
in the background as they
were escorted from the
campus by US.forces.
"I don't think there's a
more beautiful sight than
being back in the United
States or seeing the
Rangers at the True Blue
campus to save us," said
Jean Joel of Albany, N.Y.

SNAPPER — 83'MODEL

CLEARANCE
The SNAPPER riding lawn
mower has earned its reputation for superior power and
performance Heavy gauge
steel components and the exclusive drive system with
sealed chains and gears make
the rider tough and durable
On-the-go shifting. easy
height adjustment quick response steering and a rearmounted engine give the driver unmatched convenience

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances

Citizens help police

Philip Underwood of
Patchogue, N.Y., said a
sniper's bullet blasted
through the door of his
dormitory room. He
displayed the rug burns
he got from "diving
under my bed" to avoid
the bullets.
At the State Department, spokesman John
Hughes said roughly half
of the estimated 1,000
Americans on Grenada
had asked to be
evacuated and that
planes carrying the
evacuees would arrive at
bases around the country
today.
When the two evacuation planes landed at
Charleston on Wednesday
afternoon and evening,
some passengers kissed

Options like the rear mounted
grass catcher.Thatcherizer,
front dozer blade, front load
carrier and the new front
mounted two stage snowthrower offer four season versatility Year round, SNAPPER
riding mowers set the standard
of excellence
for lawn
machines.

SNAPPER
DescoverThe Difference

44ki
7½%
A.P.R.
Financing

all

6124,g

KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

Fall Rome and
Energy Show
October 25-30

- Example

Reg $1303.95

Now'1150"
+71/2 A.P.R.

753-8201

Financing

200 E. MAIN

Pumpkin Festival
One Day Only Saturday, October 29 — 9:00 A.M.-9:00 P.M.

These events at our Marion and Paducah locations.

11:00 A.M. Pumpkin Carving
Contest

12:00 Pumpkin Pie Baking Contest

Ages 4-12 (Limited to 50 kids).
We provide pumpkins and knives.

Grand Prize: $ 100°°
Toy Kingdom Gift Certificate

Grand Prize:

ver 40 exhibits throughout the mall concourse
turing all your home care needs and furnishings
or the homeowner and builder.

ming November 4-6

ntique Show.
and Sale

Bicycle

Trophles 1st, 2nd, 3rd
In Each Categories
At Marion ant.; Paducah

Open

Trophies top three winners. Entrants must be
area residents and must not b• In regular line
of buying or selling pies. Pies ludgod on appearance. tisittur• and taste. All pies the pro
porty of Toy Kingdom to be used In Pi, toting
Contost at Marion and Paducah.

Immediately after Baking Contest we'll have Pa Eating Contest. Entrants must
be men at least 21 years of age. Number of entrants limited by number of pies
In Baking Contest. At Marion and Paducah.

TOY KINGDOM

C Promotion
•

On All Snapper
Equipment
8 h.p. 30"
Electric Start

Toy Kingdom's

Spectacular/Trade Shows
presents a

our Window to a NEW WORLD is N

71
/
2% A.P.R.

Largest Toy Store in Western Kentucky
4120 Clarks River Rood on lieltlIne 160 East, Paducah
Monday Saturday 9 9
Sundays Noon•5:00 P.M

Lay-Away Now
For Christmas

AGE
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Thanks to some big talkin' by the big wigs, Long
Run Audio got some special buys—your big
chance to save big bucks on namebrand electronics...

Direct Drive Turntable,
40 Watt Receiver, Auto
Level Cassette Deck,
8" 3-Way Speakers,
Stand With Glass Doors
Reg. $800"

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON HAND THIS
WEEKEND AT BOTH LONG RUN AUDIO LOCATIONS.

NOW
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$1,550"
IS-990B
• Con pu Selector System • Cornpu Edit • QuCKII Pt L
synthesizer tuning • Presets to 6 FM and 6 AM stations
•Programmable record track sequence selection
• Linear trockirso Tamar'',• AMPS lAutomatic Music
Program Search)for tapes• Double tape transport for
race dubbing, editing and continuous Plc4 • DC seri.io comp
• 70 watts per channel nun RMS, both chonnels driven
into 8 ohms,from 201-1z to 20kHz with no more than 0 05% total
homionic distortion
6-909 Integrated Amp
T-909 Quortz-Pil Synthesizer
FM/AM Tuner
PiLSO isnwer-Trackeg Fully Automatic
Turntable et*
Serve
DONK? Drove Motor
0-990 Double Cossiiwk Deck
00-909 discommoded Audio Cobtret
2 smoked gloss doors castes
At-701 Optimal Audio Prom Timer
BLACK FINISH

S-1130
3-Way Speaker System
• Impressive I 2" woofer 12
passive radiator
• Big TOXIMUT input power of
I(0 watts
• Level control
• Rich boss response
• Attroctive tower styling

• See-through grille
• Dome tweeter for high
frequency response

than 009% THD

Reg s1.1 9:5$0900

NOW

Get the Most Out of
Your Digital Recording
With JBL's New Series
of High Performance
Loudspeakers Like the L-46

mews.1Pri Milbn1

SALE

95
159

BSR

Reg. 406.00'

Sale
$7coo

LED, Stereo meter
Dolby B
8 Dot LED Bar Meter
RecorcrMute
Auto MPX Filter

High-Power AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Player With Auto Reverse

•

SALE $1

29" leg.

$161"

DX 136

50

OPEN
MOW-SAT. 9-8
SUN. 1-5

rtat

$9

ALL ADC CARTRIDGES

LIMITED
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tricks
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careful
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strongt

Dolby B and DBX
Soft Touch Transport Control, Record Mute
8 Dot LED Meters, 3 Step Bias Control
V 400

SALE $24995 '2R7a9"

NY

o
Stereo Cassette

SANYO AM/FM

,AIJECGOIND SNS1Et.11

XS-800 8" 3-Way Speaker

Player

BEST RUN(
-

• Pole Mounted Tweeter/Midrange
• Massive 20 Oz. Magnet
• 4-way Mounting System
• Acoustically Transparent Metal
Grille

SALE
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High Power
Auto Reverse
Dolby

It"'
'2011" pr.

$4995

VIDEO TAPE

$7995

T- 1 20

PRO/4X

HV/lA

maxell

Sale Ends Oct. 30, 1983
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KOSS STEREOPHONES

GUSDORF

Paducah
Lone Oak Villiage Center
Phone: 554-0028
Murray
Olympic Plaza
Phone: 759-185

••

TEAC

Reg. 549"

SALE $6995 '10119.'!"Pr. SP 778
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$199" NOW
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CARTRIDGE SALE

DELUXE 6"X 9" 3-WAY
SPEAKER SYSTEM
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SPECIAL FACTORY CLOSEOUT
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(5 Year Warranty)
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23000

• 30 Watts per Channel into 8 Ohms,20Hz 30kHz with
no more than 0.05% THD •
• Gold Plated Input/Output Jacks
• Video Ready
• Digital Synthesized Tuner
Reg.
• 16 Station Preset Memory(8 AM,8 FM)
• 2 Sets of Tope Output Jacks
'350"
• Up/Down Touch Control for Tuning

IIIReg.
'129"

--,----------

55 Watts per Channel
16 Presents Digital

SR 430 MR1114101.71140413LIMZ.
AM/FM DIGITAL SYNTHESIZED STEREO RECEIVER

ADC

DC Power Amp.

Sa/1 1. 1.1

Walnut-Vinyl
Cabinet

Reg. $150.00
each

.

r
f:

5 Frequency Controls Per Channel
10 Frequency Slide Control LED Display
Tope Monitor
ADC

$23900

Linear Tracking SALE

12" 3-WAY ACOUSTIC SUSPENSION
LOUDSPEAKER
Designed for Digital.
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Direct Drive

AT

Reg. 279.95

25 Watts Per Channel into 4 ohms, Minimum
Continuous Power Output from 20Hz to 30KkHz
With No More Than 0.2% THD
5
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?Acworth SR1000 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

$1 1 1 50"
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Drive
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A Sansui Specialty
System Direct From
Sansui To long Run
Audio Exclusively!

0stkivya

M-T640
Reg. 199.95
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Value
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This is it! A 100-watt per channel Fisher system that delivers unbeLecoble
sound' The system includes a powerful amplifier, quortz synthesized tunh•
direct drive turntable, cassette deck with Dolby* and a1:ioir of Fisher 3 way
speokers. A beautiful component cabinet with a gloss lift top and full
gloss door is also inclucied!
MT273C13 Studio Stondord Semi outornatic
CA880B Studio Standard Integrate..
Direct Drtve Turntable
Stereo Amplifier
CR I 258 Studio Standard Stereo Cosset', Deck
• .00 Watts per channel minimum RMS Power
into 8 ohrns, from 40Hz 201i.
in no more
DS]78 Studio Srondord 3 Way Speaker Si, sterns
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sunday school lesson

HEALTH

by h.c. chiles

Frequent urination

God's gracious covenant
This lesson contrasts
the covenant of the law
given through Moses and
the covenant of grace
through Christ Jesus.
The Old Covenant
Exodus 19:5-6
God summoned Moses
Into His presence on
Mount Sinai and charged
him to remind the
Israelites that He had
delivered them from bondage in Egypt and chosen
them for a specific purpose.
God's covenant with
them was both a pledge to
sustain and protect them,
and a challenge to them
to be faithful in their obedience to Him. There
were two sides to the
covenant — what God
would do and what the
people would do.
God made it known that
He expected the people to
respond with a prompt

and cheerful obedience.
Moses descended the
mountain and conveyed
God's message to the
elders and they in turn to
the people. Without any
hesitation the people promptly, cheerfully and
wholeheartedly pledged
themselves to do what
God through Moses had
commanded them. Their
ratification of the covenant was commendable.
God made it clear that
He was not obligated to
honor the covenant until
the people had met the
conditions. In the event
that the people were
disobedient to God, they
would not have any right
to claim or to expect the
divine blessings. The
agreement involved
privilege and responsibility.
In view of all that God
had done for them, they

were obligated to do their
part by exercising a
redemptive ministry in
the world out of appreciation to Him for doing so
much for them.
The New Covenant
Hebrews 8:6-13
It is noteworthy that
God's covenants were
made with people or with
an individual for a
specific purpose. The
value of a covenant,
which was an agreement
between two parties and
was considered binding
upon both, was determined by the faithfulness fo
the parties involved.
When the Israelites
refused to obey God and
to permit Him to use
them in the redemption of
others, they broke their
covenant with God. Then,
God spoke through
Jeremiah about a new
covenant that He was go-

Several repeat murderers loose
WASHINGTON(AP)—
The Justice Department
says there may be nearly
three dozen repeat
murderers, like Jack the
Ripper or the Boston
Strangler, on the loose in
America and many "will
look as normal as the person next door."
At a news conference
Wednesday, department
officials disclosed some
of the findings from their
preliminary research into what they call the problem of "serial
murders."
The officials defined
such "serial murderers"
as those who kill for

motives other than greed,
a fight, jealousy or family
disputes. Unlike mass
murderers, whose killings all occur in one spot,
serial murderers often
cross city and state lines,
making their detection
more difficult.
Roger L. Depue, chief
of the behavioral science
unit at the FBI academy
at Quantico, Va., said
early research shows
"many of these people
are not obviously mentally ill and will look as normal as the person next
door."
The early surveys of
existing unsolved

murders and interviews
with convicted serial
murderers have convinced department officials
that there may be 35
repeat murderers at
large in this country today, said Robert 0. Heck,
the research project
director for the Office of
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention.
"Ttukt's a conservative
estimate," Heck said.
He added that one
medical examiner was
asked recently to review
unsolved murders in his
city over the past three
years and, as a result,
"now believes they have
five serial murderers
there." He declined to
BOBBY WOLFF
identify the city.
As examples, they also
cited Charles
111-27-A
NORTH
Starkweather, who went
•K J106
on a killing spr,e in
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Nebraska sod
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in 1957-55, Lin
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Depue said his office
482
wants to study all the
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open murder cases in the
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country, noting that
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer about 28 percent of the
nation's roughly 20,000
East. The bidding:
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East Suitt West North
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and that the percentage
Pass
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All
has been rising in recent
Pass
years.
He said his unit has inOpening lead: Spade five
terviewed 40 convicted
patience to wait for your serial murderers in the
tricks.
last year and so far has
"identified four general
Bid with The Aces
categories of serial
murderers."
South holds 10-27-B
Depue declined to give
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details
of the different
53
types at this stage of the
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•J106
research.
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"There is often as much
independel in not being
being driven."
led, as in
-- Tryon
ards.

West got the early ruff he
was looking for but he didn't
beat the game. Had he set
his sights a little higher, he
would have been sure to
reach a better target.
Dummy's spade 10 went
to East's queen and East
continued with ace and
another, South ruffing with
his jack. West overruffed
impulsively and that was
the end for the defense.
South won West's diamond
exit and led a trump to
dummy's ace. A club to
South's ace allowed South to
draw West's remaining
trumps and South didn't
even need the club break -dummy's high spade provided a cinch tenth winner.
It would have been a different story had West discarded instead of overrating. West's Q-9-7-6 of
trumps would have proven
too much for South to
handle. Instead of only a
quick overruff, West would
have scored two trump

tricks and South's game
would have failed by one.
When you force a declarer to use a high trump, be
careful about overruffing. A
moderately strong trump
holding becomes much
stronger if you have the

South
1*

North
241

WINDIEST CTTY
Christi is
Corpus
ANSWER: Three diamonds.
Choose the constructive America's windiest city,
raise instead of rebidding with Boston and Wichita
the five-card spade suit.
close behind, according
-•to "The Book of
Send brtdge questions to The Aces.
American City RankP0 Box 11353, Deltas, Texas 75225
with self-addrened, stamped envelope
ings."
for reply.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
ing to make, w ch was to
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm trouble starting or stopping surely big breakfast My is accustomed to eating a
be written upon human writing
you for information urination. Tests can be done favorite was waffles and large breakfast will feel
minds and hearts.
on the prostate- gland. I have to determine if you really do sausages. I usually ate four fatigued and even weak if he
This new covenant, been troubled with a fre- have urinary retention that medium waffles with syrup suddenly doesn't get breakwhich was promised quent urge to urinate. I get leads to frequency Inciden- or jelly.
fast. That lasts a few days.
through Jeremiah (31:31- up three times a night and tally, retained urine also Now I no longer can eat then his body adjusts.
34), did not become then, for two to three hours may lead to a bladder infec- anything significant for
You may find that if you
breakfast. I have a half gra- exercised each morning
operative until Christ in the morning I have to go tion.
every half hour.
To update you on such dis- pefruit and coffee, usually when you got up and then
came.
I went to a urologist a orders I am sending you The several cups without cream had a "late breakfast and
Christ came and made year ago. He performed
a Health Letter 15-6, Prostate and with a small amount of skipped lunch, you would
salvation available to sin- biopsy and said the gland Gland Problems.
Others who sugar. I
for the most develop a breakfast pattern.
ners and then returned to was not malignant. But he want this issue can send 75 enjoyableyearn
meal of the day.
You may also be
the Father without a did say it was enlarged and cents with a long, stamped, which was always breakfast, enough calories fromgetting
your
stain. Superior to all wanted to remove 80 per- self-addressed envelope for but I simply am not able to other meals each day so that
it to me, in care of this news- eat my former fare.
others, He was great in dent of it at that time.
the additional calories for
person, position and I did not have it done paper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio Have you any idea why breakfast would just be too
power. He is sufficient for because I thought the doctor City Station, New York, NY this change has taken place' much So if you do develop a
was trying to sell something 10019.
I am quite active in organ- big breakfast habit as you
all of our needs.
that was unnecessary. I
DEAR DR. LAMB — izations. My calendar is full describe I would strongly
His sinlessness, sym- would like your opinion on When I retired 15 years ago
and I play 18
of golf suggest cutting back on your
pathy, strength, suffi- this. If I have this operation, I ate breakfast heartily. I every day when holes
I'm in town. other meals. Otherwise you
ciency and supremacy will it cure the frequency of usually had fruit, dry cereal, DEAR READER — A lot may have some problems
make Him worthy of our urination?
milk and a cup of coffee. On of our eating habits are just with being overweight along
DEAR READER — To weekends I enjoyed a lei- that — habits A nerson who with its health problems
highest admiration and
adoration, and of our start with, there are several
most faithful obedience different causes of frequent
urination. These include
and loyalty.
diabetes. Obviously whether
Under the new and bet- an operation will help you or
ter covenant, that which not depends entirely on what
could not be achieved by is causing the frequency to
human efforts was made begin with.
possible by the grace, If you have frequency
from an enlarged prostate
love and mercy of God.
It is the privilege of gland, then surgery should
God's children to have in- relieve the symptoms, unless
you have a complication or
timate fellowship with an
infection following the
Christ.
operation.
Under the new coveFrequency occurs when
nant every believer in the prostate is enlarged and
Dance To The Sounds Of
Christ is a priest, and it is obstructs the outflow from
the task of every one to the bladder. You never realshare his knowledge of ly empty the bladder
God with those who do not because of the obstruction so
you frequently return to the
know Him.
bathroom in response to the
Out of hearts of love let signal of a full bladder.
us do our very best in this
Usually the patient also
Limited Space Available
important and glorious has a small stream from the
Reserve Your Tickets Now
obstruction and may have
work!
$1500
Per Couple

HALLOWEEN
DANCE

"Going My Way"
Oct. 29th 9 p.m. til 7 a.m.

Money,documents
seized during raid at
Newport Bingo Parlor

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— Police Chief David
Williams and 40 officers
seized money, paper and
documents in a raid at the
_Bingo Parlor, and sent
..several hundred persons
ome.
No arrests were made
in Wednesday's raid.
Williams said the
evidence will be turned
over to the Campbell
C,ouunty Attorney's office.
The Ohio-based Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation was
reported to be the
benificiary of the sixnight-a-week game,
police said.
The charity received
$33,000 of 6146,000 taken
in, according to a required report filed with
the police department in
July.
Williams said police
became suspicious when
an Ohio charity opened a
bingo in Newport. "We
have no quarrel with
Cystic Fibrosis," said
Williams
"This is the fourth time
I've been to a raid," at a
bingo game, said Phyllis
Poter of Cincinnati, as
she left the building.
"It's the only enjoyment old people ever
have," complained Mary
Dolwick ofBoone County.

"Look at all those people. They spent all this
money and they're going
home with nothing,"
complained Ron Baker of
Newport. The game offered three nightly
jackpots, including . one
for $1,200.

HWy. 94 Aurora
474-2211

YOUR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER PRESENTS

THE0TO50-IN5.8-SECONDS
CHRYSLER
LASER XE
CHRYSLER
amyl"
Chrysler Laser XE

,
Nns1110.
1 --""

THE COMPETITION IS GOOD. WE HAD TO BE BETTER.

SAVE M° E
IN A MINIM

I Laser XE does 0 to
50 in 5.8 seconds.
Camaro Z-28 doesn't.
Equip it with optional turbo,
suspension and handing package
and 15" road wheel/tires Then,
watch Laser XE out-accelerate
Camaro Z 28 Trans Am, Toyota
Supra and Mazda RX7 A proven
record according to USAC sports
car certification tests
'83 models

6-10 oz.
Returnable
Bottles

I Laser's available with
an elegant Mark
Cross leather
interior. Mustang
isn't so posh.

I Laser's quality is
backed by a 5 Year,
50,000 Mile
Protection Plan. The
competition isn't
Laser's quality is backed with
limited warranties covering
e xdoi ,power train and outer
body rust-through for 5 years
or 5Q,000 nxles. whchever
comes first Deductible apples
Excludes leases Ask your dealer
for details
Laser base sticker
price 88648!
Laser XE as shown S11,668!

With world class Mark Cros,leather, Laser offer. sophrsoca
Pon and elegance that Mustang
is hard pressed to match

I Laser's got fuel
injection.
Laser s power comes from its
turbo option and its fed
A multi-point infection system
'sprit2es' fuel in at four points
Even the new Corvette is only
a dual point system

416'

Prices good through November 6
at Minit Mart Stores.
6

vslci
Phrtiouth

•-

*Both pnces exclude title, taws
and destination charges

Murray Datsun
Chrysler-Dodge.

WAY
TO GO,
CHRYSLER!

604 South 12th St.
753-7114

,

•
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Classes give specialited training on how to win elections
sitting in the next Congress," said Dudley
Dudley at a campaign
school sponsored by the
Women's Campaign
Fund.
Ms. Dudley, a New
Hampshire Democrat
who is working hard to
win a seat in the 99th Congress, was one of nine
potential House candidates and three Senate
hopefuls who attended
the two-day school here
this month.
"In the past few elections, more and more of
the successful candidates
are getting some kind of
candidate training," said
Steve Lotterer of the National Republican Cong ressional Committee.
"It's now an acccepted
part of being a candidate."
"More than 1,500 people attended our schools

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Thousands of people are
flocking back to school
this year for a kind of
specialized training they
hope will help them get a
few select jobs up for
grabs in 1984.
But these schools aren't
part of a college curriculum aimed at updating computer skills or
teaching new wrinkles to
engineers.
What they offer is a
hard-nosed course in
practical politics taught
by the Republican and
Democratic parties, by
women's groups and by
conservative and liberal
political organizations.
The sole objective: win
elections.
It seems to be working.
"It's great to look
around the room and
know that a lot of these
women are going to be

in 1982," said Yolanda
Carraway of the
Democratic National
Committee. "Ten of them
are now in Congress."
Winning elections in the
1980s means raising
money, defining the
issues, using hightechnology and above all,
finding the right people.
Thus, candidates aren't
the only students at the
campaign schools.
Potential campaign
managers, fund-raisers,
press secretaries,
research staffers and
candidates' spouses
gather to learn what to
do, what to say and even
what to wear.
At least 6,000 activists
will be trained at the
various schools this year
and_next in preparation
for the 1984 elections.
Campaign schools have
been around in various

forms since at least the
1960s, but the formal instruction sessions have
blossomed since 1976.
The lessons cover the
entire campaign — from
deciding to run and planning a strategy to raising
money to phone banks
and buying television
time.
All include lecturing by
experts, but most now
emphasize small groups'
working through case
studies of campaign problems and individual
presentations.
For example, potential
candidates are asked
without warning to get up
and give a five-minute
speech before a camera
or answer questions from
party professionals posing as reporters at a
make-believe news conference. Their performance is then criti-

€10
.W
.
301%743
31PcscocIL liblEaL-311x.set•
We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

qued from the videotape.
With classes held in
hotel meeting rooms, corporate halls and even
school rooms, the lessons
are short on theory and
long on political reality.
"Be especially pleasant
to Democrats. We need
them," GOP consultant
Jacqueline Phillips told a
campaign school held in
early October,just before
the annual convention of
the National Federation
of Republican Women in
Louisville,Ky.
"Polls don't have to be
made public — unless
they help you," said Buddy Bishop, another
Republican consultant, at
the group's gradudate
campaign school in
Louisville.
"Candidates do not
want to talk to everyone
in their district," Daryl
Glenney, a Democratic

3 Lb. Con

48 or

limit 1

OR BOTH
WITH'30"ORD

With 515.09 Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy and
Tobacco Products

SUPER SPECIAL
All THREE
WITH 545"ORDER

Whelan, executive director of the National
Women's Education
Fund, one of the largest
training organizations.
"Women need certain
skills to run. It's better to
brush up those skills in a
supportive environment."
Among the groups putting on campaign schools
for the 1984 are the
Republican National
Committee, Democratic
National Committee,
Women's Campaign
Fund, National' Federation of Republican
Women, Democrats for
the 80s, National
Women's Education
Fund, the Committee for
the Survival of A Free
Congress, National
Republican Congressional Committee, and
National Republican
Senatorial Committee.

Prices Good
10-27-83
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means to communicate
with the elements of the
coalitions much more
precisely, the candidate
is still the critical ingredient in any campaign,"
said Richard Wirthlln, a
Republican pollster
whose best known client
is Ronald Reagan.
"The better use that is
made of the candidate,
the better a campaign
you will have," said Ann
Lewis, political director
of the Democratic National Committee.
The driving force
behind the increased
visibility of women in
politics has been the
training many women
have received from the
parties and various
women's groups.
"We have to increase
the pool of women thinking about running for office," said Rosalie

We're The Best In Custom Barbecuing

Mazola

SHOinfiNING I
$769

consultant, told the
Women's Campaign
Fund school. "We are only interested in the ones
who vote."
She went on to
describe, in detail, how to
define and to find that
target audience. But the
lessons also include a
leavening of anecdotes on
how the best-laid plans
can fail.
"We met our vote goal
based on previous elections," said LaDonna
Lee, the GOP expert
teaching the school with
Ms. Glenney, of a 1982
House race she advised.
"But 30,000 more people
voted than in 1978 and we
lost."
For all the planning,
the key to election victory
remains the candidates.
"It is so evident that,
despite our sophisticated
polling methods and the
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PaulStrum addresses Kiwanis Club
What's in a name? Paul those who do not know the
Strum,a charter member language well. He gave
of the Kiwanis Club of as some examples the
Murray,related stories of names that are used to
names as applied to describe groups of peogroups of organisms at ple. These include an authe club meeting.
dience at a theatre, specHe stated that because tators or fans at a sporof the many names that ting event, a crowd at a
are given to groups, the sidewalk sale, a mob
English language is very when violence is
colorful, but this can lead threatened or occuring,
to much confusion for or a congregation when at

worship. Similar varied
examples of group names
can be applied to groups
of birds or mammals, or
fish.
Strum is retired from
the position of wildlife
manager of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes Project. Before being with
TVA, he was manager of
the Kentucky Woodlands
Wildlife Refuge whose
boundaries are now those
of the Conservation
Education Area of Land
Between the Lakes.
The Murray Kiwanis
Club meets each Thursday, 6 p.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade Restaurant.

Mickey Mouse ready
for movie comeback

'1

LONDON (AP) — One
of Hollywood's most enduring characters, making a comeback with his
first movie in 30 years, is
being hailed in London as
a star reborn. And no one
seems to mind that he has
a tail.
It's Mickey Mouse, and
be's wowing the critics.
David Hughes of The
Sunday Times wrote of
the revered rodent, "A
very old friend is back
after 30 years in the
wilderness."
"The Disneyland gang
are enough of a universal
tradition by now, and just
as deeply associated with
childhood, to step into the
shoes of an English
classic and walk proud."
"If Garbo had suddenly
decided to come out of
retirement it could hardly be a more welcome
comeback than that of the
most famous animated
character in movie

history," said Margaret
Hinxman in the Daily
Mail.
There were kudos, too,
for the Disney studios for
resurrecting Mickey in
the 26-minute short, a
cartoon version of
Charles Dickens' classic
tale, called "Mickey's
Christmas Carol."
The Times of London's
David Robinson waxed
poetic over a full column
about the return of
Mickey and his perennial
sidekicks, Donald Duck,
Goofy and Jiminy
Cricket.
Mickey is Bob Cratchit,
the lowly clerk; Scrooge
McDuck is a natural for
Ebenezer Scrooge;
Donald Duck, his voice
still provided by 78-yearold Clarence Nash, is
Scrooge's nephew;
Goofy, constantly tripping over his diaphanous,
chains, is Marley's ghost,
and Jiminy is the Ghost of
Christmas Past.
The cartoon opens in
theaters across the
Follerelaide liartst News Service Oc- United States on Dec. 16,
tsber21,11113
playing with a re-issue of
Letacky Pechora Ares Beg Market
Disney's animated
Raged ladirbsICabo Rebeas
Realgts: Act. Will Est Hallarreirs is GM* feature-length film, "The
steady lesis 4/118 boor
US 1441114111 b...01.11441.75 Rescuers."
US alb=lbs
Mickey Mouse's last
es.sata
US:maim
$21.7$41.7k
USS41114/elte.
187.7548.19 cartoon was'The Simple
Sows
Things" in 1953. He first
US 14 MRSlbs.
11111141.111 appeared in the
blackU5141141it
RIII141.111
US 14OHM lb*
O2I141.91 and-white "Steamboat
US 14RHO As.
RUMS Willie" in 1928 and
made
US414,11141111bs
119.11941.19
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Hog market
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Paul Strum

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
of ship
1 Baby's
2 Mountain on
napkin
Crete
4 Mends with
3 Prohibits
cotton
4 Fond wish
9 Headgear
5 Accompany12 Room in
ing
harem
6 Regrets
13 Sewing cases 7 Insect egg
14 Poem
8 Steamship
15 Pale
alobr
16 Let it stand
9 Mountain
17 Sluggish
Paw
18 Pigpens
10 Fuss
20 Latin
11 Church
Conjunction
bench
21 Symbol for
17 Declare
silver
19 Symbol for
23 Sea eagle
tellurium
24 Begins
20 Greek letter
28 Edge
21 Betel palm
30 Formal
22 Venomous
instruction
lizards
32 Lamb's pen 24 Strewn
name
25 Ceremony
34 A state: abbr 26 Sum
35 Girl's name 27 Trap
36 Wooden
clappers
39 Organ of
hearing
40 Classify
41 Coverage
43 French article
44 Compass
point
45 Hinder
47 Part of
skeleton
50 Fruit cake
51 Limb
54 Veneration
55 Pattern
58 Cry of cow
57 Condensed
moisture
5,8 Weer away
59 Fondle
DOWN
1 Forward

Answer to Previous Puzzle

IUu OCUU MVO
MU MOB UOUU
NEOMOU MU DO
ULU MU COW
UGUU UUU OU
COU
OCUBU
nu UULICUOU UM
OUOUID OUU uru
OU ILJUU UULM
QUO MUU EEO
UV UUU UOMOUU
=WU OBOU 13120
MOO =NU UOU
29 Unmarried
woman
31 Rubber tree
33 Make
amends
37 Exist
38 Colonize
42 Diphthong
45 *Val border

46 Inclined
roadway
47 Evil
48 Be in debt
49 Recent
50 Rocky hill
52 Fish eggs
53 Witty remark
55 Pronoun

A WELCOME GUEST -LD. Miller, who donated land to Murray State University for the Frances Miller
Memorial Golf Course, was a welcome guest recently at Calloway County Middle SchooL He ate lunch in the
school cafeteria with Roy Cothran, principal, and Truman Smith,custodian.

Historical Confederation sets seminars
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Historical
Confederation of Kentucky will hold two
regional workshops in addition to its annual
meeting next month.
The confederation, an
alliance of various
historical organizations
around the state, will
holds its fourth annual
meeting, with the theme
"Kentucky country
fare," Nov. 5 on the campus of Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond.
The meeting will
highlight the state's
folklore and local history
as reflected in folk music,
dancing and storytelling.

Features will include exhibits of local history,
films and slide presentations, performances and
interpretation of traditional Kentucky ballads
and dances and an
awards banquet.
A regional workshop on
using newspapers as
sources of information
for local history and
ggenealogy will be held
Nov. 12 in Frankfort,
while a workshop on oral
history will be held Nov.
19 at Morehead State
University.
The newspaper
workshop will include the
types of historic information found in newspapers,

*Tulips
*Daffodils
*Hyacinths
*Crocus

where to locate the
material, now to interpret the information and
now to organize and index
historic newspapers.
The oral history
workshop will include

discussions on how to conduct oral history interviews, where to locate
sources of equipment and
funds and how to organize
an oral history program
in local communities.

TIME TO DO YOUR
DRIVEWAYS

--

We Will Be Shutting Down For The
Season Nov. 10th.
If You Have Your
Driveway Done
-(Between
Oct. 25th and
Coll
Nov. 5tfi
Now

-

MMMMM MUM Holland bulbs give your
MEM MUM MEM garden
bright, -beautiful...
3
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MEM MIMI ME Rowers from late winter 'tit
Free
Off Normal Price
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has.
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MW WMM MMEWWW
West 14.
WNW WOMMEMMUM HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY 7534163
Asphalt Co.Inc.1
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304 N. 12th
7S1-7862
MURRAY KY
HWY 98E
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AUTOMOTIVE TIRES & SERVICE
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Murray Home & Auto ;4
Phone
753-2571

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

-

IS SOON TO BE
MURRAY'S LEADER IN
MAJOR APPLIANCE TV'S & STEREO'S
NOW WE HAVE:

Qua's
-as;

HARDWARE STONES

#mington.
MODEL 7400

ton.
MODEL 7600

CENTER FIRE
AUTOLOADING RIFLE
.270 OR .30-06

CENTERFIRE
PUMP ACTION RIFLE
.270 OR .30-06

SPECIAL $289.95

SPECIAL $269.95

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

*Dishwashers
•Refrigerator;
*Stoves
*Microwaves
*Dryers
'Freezers
*Ranges

WHILE QUANTITIES

Example
Example

Schaper

$1 299
Stomper Road Kiser.'
Semi-Tractor and Troller Set
Contains Stomper Road Kings"

Semi plus Trailer Powerful 18
wheeler Has side switch for easy operation and real working
headlights._ Ages 4 & up
783

Year Choice

$449 EA
StOMPerTM 4X1
1/1
Choose from assortment of 24 incredible 4-wheel drive trucks'
Indoor/outdoor super-grip tires tough-pulling traction Working
headlights Approximately 2x4 iii

/ilectiln,

Macks Decker

$11888

$2788

Equatorm
Kerosene Neater
Portable conviction

(
Dustbuster
Cordless Vacuum
The

puts out
a powerful 15,200 BTU /hr
Double fuel tank construction
and a &mop() finish
C581W

-*Televisions
*Stereo's
*Portable "Boom Box" Radios
*Video Recorders

25" Color Console TV

Good Housekeeping Approved,
Better Homes & Gardens
Cookbook Ovenlight, 3 stage door
seal, 1.3 cubic ft. interior,
defrosting cycle, 700 Watts of
cooking power.

Customotic Tuning, 82
Channels, Automatic Fine
Tuning, 4"x6" Speakers, Walnut
Groin Finish

Only

Only 26/Mo.

1 5/Mo.

Rudalpb Goodyear

cordless rechargeable cleaner that has no hose Reaches
hard-t0-Mich places where dirt dust and crumbs collect Mounts on
wet U.L. hood
, 9330

12 Months Free Financing
On November 17, 18& 19

Quasar

Whirlpool Microwave

epomp/haw This

•110641i Ire I imam &airs

414.11,0•1 Appliomm
ociumbar MIA&s Stereos

411sisaind*kW Spimafted$waim
U.S. 641 S.
Merrigt KY.
ihroWis Is Gape "IV* Mow A lama" haw —

••

S itow hymn*

(502)-7534515
40,01/S Prim"
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Shultz arrives in Pais;says Syria views withdrawal as weakness
PARIS (AP) —
Secretary of State George
P. Shultz feels Israel's
troop withdrawal from
Lebanon's central mountains was viewed by Syria
as a sign of weakness and
made it less willing to
remove its forces from
Lebanon, U.S. officials
said today.
Shultz arrived in Paris
this morning for a oneday meeting with the
foreign ministers of Britain, France and Italy on
the the future of the four

nations' peacekeeping
force in Lebanon.
The one-day meeting
was called after nearly
300 American and French
troops of the multinational force were killed In
twin bombings by suicide
terrorists Sunday. Italian
and British forces were
not attacked.
The senior officials,
who asked not to be identified, flew with Shultz to
Paris.
Speaking to reporters
aboard his flight from

Washington, Shultz said,
"It is clear that the
Israeli redeployment —
which we counseled
against — has led to a
great deal of conflict.
There has been a perception in Syria of a different
attitude of Israel, and
that has made quite an
impact on the situation."
Washington had argued
against Israel's redeployment last month to
southern Lebanon on
grounds that it would
reduce chances of a

withdrawal of foreign armies and increase the
likelihood of a permanent
partition of Lebanon.
Shultz said he expects
the meeting to "generate
some ideas" on restoring
peace and stability in
Lebanon, but indicated he
does not foresee any
dramatic new steps. He
said there are no plans to
increase the size of the
peacekeeping force.
But he said, "All of us
will be looking to the
security of our

forces."
Shultz also said he was
prepared to answer questions from the other
foreign ministers about
the U.S. invasion of
Grenada. The French
have criticized the move
and the British, who
refused to join in the invasion, also have voiced
reservations.
The secretary of state
told reporters the Cuban
presence in Grenada was
"more extensive, more in
a military mode, more

organized" than
Washington had thought.

He said American troupe interesting material" but
were uncovering "a lot of declined to elaborate.

'Forecasts'callfor snow
LANCASTER, Pa. after examining the colAP) — There's no need ors of woolly bear caterto wait for Groundhog pillars, and finding most
Day, the "woolly bear" of them dark.
"I've looked at a couple
forecasts are in — calling
for plenty of snow and hundred of these critters,
cold temperatures in the and they're almost all the
same — black at the ends
months ahead.
Sam Taylor and Arnold with a brunette midriff,"
Leuck issued their Taylor said. "You can't
predictions for this year mistake what they

This Week Only, Get A Great Deal
uring...
On America's Best Buil
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MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A former state
police detective was
sentenced to three years
in prison for possessing
forged police forms and
misusing agency funds,
Hopkins Circuit Court
Clerk Paul Summers
said.
Hopkins Circuit Judge
Thomas B. Spain sentenced Larry M. Bollinger, 38,
to one year in a state
prison for each of three
counts against him.
Bollinger pleaded guilty Tuesday to two counts
of second-degree posses-

Explorer

Free AirSave
$738*

Ranger Explorer

Free AirSave $738*
C)

We're dealing on all Ford Trucks!
Now through October 31st we're offering
great deals and special savings on
tough Ford Trucks. Your participating
Ford Dealer is doing everything he can
to sell every Bronco,Bronco II, Van,
Ranger and F-Series Pickup in stock.
Free Air Conditioning!
Getfree air conditioning when you buy
a specially-equipped 1984 Ranger or
F-Series full-size Explorer pickup Each
truck comes with an option package

including power steering, tinted glass,
speed control, AM/FM radio, special
Tu-Tone paint, auxiliary fuel tank and
much more, including FREE air
conditioning!
Get a tree
Ford hat
with a
Ford truck
test-drive!
Come in
and get

1

Ex-KSP
detective
sentenced

rr.

F
-Series

Legend has it that woolly bear forecasting began
with American Indians,
who passed it on to Pennsylvania Dutch settlers
hundreds of years ago.
Taylor, a retired Lancaster newspaper writer,
and Leuck, an
agriculture extension
agent,seem to be the only
ones issuing the forecasts
now.
"It kind of fell on my
poor skinny shoulders,
but it doesn't bother me a
bit," Taylor said Tuesday. "I accept it in the
spirit of fun and in the
nature of tradition."
Taylor is predicting
snow by Dec. 1, a green
Christmas, bitter cold in
January and February,
and a March snowstorm
so bad, snowplow
operators won't know
what to do with it all.

."1"111.11
mentda411448i
nd one
gedcoun
ingni
t of
theft by failure to make
required disposition. He
had been indicted on
those charges by a
Hopkins County grand
jury.
Summers said Bollinger remained free
Wednesday on $5,000
bond.
A hearing was set for
Dec. 5, when Spain will
rule on Bollinger's
eligibility for probation
or announce where Bollinger would serve his
term,Summers said.
State police said Bollinger resigned voluntarily from the force Sept. 7,
after 16 years, including
more than eight years as
a detective.
Trooper Stan Jones,
public information officer
for the Madisonville post,
said Tuesday that the
forged instrument
charges stemmed from
use of recovered property
forms, dealing with a
drug investigation.
The theft incident occurred May. 19, when
Bollinger acquired
money to assist him in a
drug-buy as part of a
criminal investigation,
Jones said. Bollinger did
not use the money for that
purpose, he said, adding
that the affair involved
about $3,000.

yours while supplies last.
Ranger "S"—Just $5,993.
An '84 Ranger at an '83 price! Ford
Ranger has the widest cab of any small
pickup. And Ranger has unbeaten quality. + All for just $5,993, manufacturer's
suggested retail price excluding title,
taxes and destination charges.
America's best-built trucks. Based on
a survey of owner reported problems
during the first three months of ownership
of 1983 trucks built in America.

15-year-old
to be tried
as adult

See Your Participating Ford Dealer.

Parker Ford Inc.
s —

MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Hopkins Circuit
Judge Thomas Spain niled Wednesdily that 15year-old Ankela Foster
will be tried as an adult in
the slaying of Karla Kay
Guy,34, of Madisonville.
The Madisonville teenager was indicted for
murder Tuesday in the
stabbing death last
August of Mrs. Guy.
Spain ruled that Miss
Foster was being lawfully
detained in the Hopkins
County Detention Center.
Her attorney had contended she was being held
In violation of the law.
Craig Clark, 19, also of
Madisonville, was indicted in the same ease
for murder, robbery and
theft.
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Murray High(5-4) hosts Heath(5-3)
Friday 7:30 p.m.

It

MHS Seniors
Mark Boggess
Rodney Key
Robert Stout
Marcus Cavitt
Jimmy Walker
Chris Farmer
Randy Payne
Trevor Mathis
Karl Flood
David Wallace
Jeff Downey
Harry Weatherly

FINAL GAME — While some of Murray High's victories this season he come'On a
wing and a prayer, Friday night the Tigers will be looking to lift their record to 6-4 and
drum their seniors out in winning style. Kickoff against visiting Heath will be 7:30 p.m.
in Ty Holland Stadium, but senior sendoff ceremonies will begin at 7:15 p.m.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
HAVE A REAL MEAL
AFTER THE GAME!!

RAMA* PLLAIWG
va... <On no.C.,Ome
•10,01.0 ,cucin ot lpicew to.rvo,
eft.,DOW WINS psnoecNe 1.100,00130.s
,
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*$ MURRAY
AUTO PARTS INC.

401 Olive

Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window
Chestnut, Murray

Profened
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

3eriire,—Ireiteck

,yut

There should be special car insurance for more
mature safer drivers

Lii-

15er
in
ay

GO
TIGERS

Now there is

We're
Behind You
All The
Way

It's State Auto Companies Medalist Auto policy.
The rates are lower The covrages are broader

If you have been accident-free for three years and are at least 25 years old. you
are qualified to become a Medalist policyholder enjoying special reduced
rates
And if you are truddle-aged 45-64 , you'll get the biggest rate tweak of all
What's more as a Medalist policyholder you are not charged for your first
accident. That's effective immediately too. There's no three year waiting
period to qualify once you oven Medalist policy
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe dnvers

MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

753-0045

- UEIL—ALI
_RESTAURANT— -

Murray
Electric
System

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE

407 Maple
53-445
71
adrt,=Au:c.,...

MURRAY GULF
Free Car Wash
With Fill-Up

Free Estimates
Gulf Cards Welcome
Good Used
CARS
At Honest Prices

"We Buy, Sell,
Or Trade"

G ulf\

South 12th
Phone 753-9164
Owned and Operated by
Brent Morris Jr.

Tigers Are No. 1

n.
or
he
st

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac S.
Buick
"Satisfied Customers
are our mein concern"

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

Your Decorating Center
•Paint
*Carpet
•Vinyl
•Wallpaper

Member
la&

RUDOLPH TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
7

Southside Manor

753-3321

I SO 12th

753-0595

Imes

ABC regional broadcast: Murray State hosts Eastern Kentucky

sports
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
HOPKINSVILLE — In
the game they absolutely,
positively could not afford to lose, the Murray
High Tigers came up
short.
Wednesday,in the West
Kentucky Regional Tournament, the undefeated
Tiger soccer team felt the
anguish and frustration
they had dealt to eight of
their opponents this
season. Murray lost, 1-0,
to Owensboro Senior at
University Heights
Academy.
The loss knocked the
Tigers out of a berth in
the state playoffs which
they would have been
assured of had they won
one more game.
But it wasn't to be. The
Tigers couldn't find the
range when it came to
putting the ball in the net
against a determined
scarlet squad from
Owensboro.
"I can't believe we did
it," a breathless 'coach
Dale Poole said after his
Red Devils shutout the
Tigers in a hard-fought

Saturday,2:30 p.m. atStewart Stadium

contest. "Murray has an
outstanding squad and we
had to play tough to beat
them.
"I think the difference
in the game was our ability to get around the corners against their
fullbacks near the end. It
looked like they might
have been getting a little
tired. What might have
made a difference for us,
too, was our experience
at having played several
back-to-back games this
season."
The Tigers did appear
slower in the back lines
mainly because of the
pressure they were providing at midfield as the
Tiger forwards controlled
the ball the entire second
half.
Owensboro goalie Mark
Freer lived on the edge of
the knife all afternoon
and especially in the second half when the Tigers
kept knocking. He faced
21 shots by Murray including a kick by Matt
Harrington that ricochetted off the top bar, missing a goal by six inches
with less than two

Mirrray Ledger & Times

minutes to play.
"We outplayed them
almost the entire game,
except for one play that
cost us the game," said
MHS co-coach Rob
Williams. "We just left
one man open on a free
kick and he scored. It's
funny, in the game of soccer, how sometimes the
ball bounces in and
sometimes it came= off
or goes the wrong way."
Except for the sole goal
by Jamie Duvall with less
than five minutes to play,
the Red Devils had their
share of missed shots and
false hopes.
Duvall had more than
his share as he missed a
head shot from 20 feet
away, a penalty shot and
one of his kicks also hit
the top bar and bounded
away. His scoring shot
was a long, high kick
from the right side that
barely cleared goalie Ben
Yoo's outstretched hands
before dropping behind
him into the net.

REGIONAL SEMIFINALISTS — In the team's first year of existence, the Murray High Tigers advanced to the semifinals of the
West Kentucky Regional Tournament before losing to Owensboro
Senior, 1-0. Players and coaches on the 1983 inaugural team included (not in order) Steve Beyer, Don Brock, Charles Cella, Darron

Poole credited his
defense with an outstanding job against the
smothering tactics of the
Tiger forwards.
"They gave us an awful
lot of pressure on our goal
— as much as we've seen
all year," Poole said.
"But we have taken a lot
of pressure against our
goal this year and our
For the game the Red sweeper, Kenny Willis,
Devils shot 16 times has done an excellent job
against You.
back there clearing

FORCING THE PLAY — Murray High forward Matt Harrington (13) tries to drive a shot past Owensboro
sweeper Kenny Willis (29) but to no avail. Supporting Harrington on each side are Tiger teammates Mike
Phillips(7) and George Moore (fl). Murray was eliminated from the regional tournament, Wednesday, when
the team lost to Owensboro, 1-0.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray Supply Co.
Special Purchase Sale
Hallmark's HTR-95
With 9500 BTU's
$9995

things up."
While the Red Devils
managed to beat the
Tigers, they couldn't take
away what the team had
already accomplished in
its first season of existence.
"We've had a

Gibson, Luke Harrington, Matt Harrington, Andy Jobs, Ricky Jobs,
Brian Krizan, Bill Maddox, Ken Mikulcik, George Moore, Robert
Perrin, Mike Phillips, Mitch Phillips, Joey Rekroat, Todd Ross,
Aaron Schroeder, Ezra Schroeder, Dave Weihrouch, Tim Wilcox,
Ben You,and coaches Beth Broach and Rob Williams.

remarkable season,
regardless of this game,"
Williams said. "For a
team to go undefeated in
its first (regular) season
is really an amazing feat.
These kids have nothing
to be ashamed of, nothing
at all.

For the year the Tigers
were 8-1, falling only to
Owensboro (11-3-1) in the
regional semifinals.
Daviess County (11-1)
overcame a 1-0 halftime
deficit to defeat Marshall
County 4-1 in Wednesday's other semifinal

game.
Today Owensboro
plays Daviess County in
the championship game
of the West Kentucky
Region. Both teams will
advance to the state
playoffs Monday in Jeffersontown.

Commentary:

NFL tv games not drawing like last year
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
Something funny has
been happening to the National Football League
this fall. America's
League — the league
America loves to watch
— isn't being watched as
much as it used to be.
Question: What is happening to the grAmtpst
television spectacie _ever
devised by man?
Answer: Probably
nothing that a few good
games wouldn't cure.
With half the season
gone, ratings are down
for all three major networks' NFL coverage.
The comparison is 1981 —
the season before the
strike and an all-time
ratings record holder.
Leaving room for adjustment, CBS is down about
5 percent, NBC about 9
percent and ABC about 15
percent.
Why? There are a lot of
opinions, which means no
one's really sure. Some
samples:
— Parity, which also
means that there are few
can't miss attractions.
Dalktis, always;

Washington, maybe; the
Raiders, Miami. Who
else?
— The strike.
— The weather. Too
warm at the beginning of
the season, which started
earlier anyway. Meaning
people went to the beach
or to the golf course or
just took a walk instead of
watching foatbalL---- --- The United States
Football League. Fans
used to go without football from January to
August. This year, they
went without football
from July until August.
— Monday night
counter-programming.
CBS and NBC lined up
specials and other
attention-getters to draw
viewers away from
Howard and company on
ABC. Meaning the folks
that bring us the NFL on
Sunday afternoons are
doing their best to blow it
out in prime time.
The best bet: Parity
combined with just plain
bad luck, particularly for
the big loser, ABC.
Or, as Val Pinchbeck
Jr., the NFL's television
coordinator and schedule

The Style And Grace
Of Years Gone By...
Energy Savings
For Today

maker puts it:
"We had a whole series
of games that looked good
on paper that were onesided and uninteresting."
An, yes. Scratch off the
Washington-Green Bay
4847 game, Dallas' opening Monday night 31-30
win over the Redskins
and the Raiders'10-38 win
Sandal,
'-night "ever -the•
Cowboys and-what did
ABC get. They got:
San Francisco 48, Minnesota 17; the Giants 27,
Green Bay 3, the Raiders
27, Miami 14; the Jets 34,
Buffalo 10. Plus offending
snoozers like Pittsburgh
24, Cincinnati 14; San
Diego 17, Kansas City 14,
and this week's clinker —
the Giants 20, St. Louis 20.
Which gets us to parity,
which can make one
season's contender the
next year's dog. Tampa

Bay,0-8 at midseason will
be on ABC Dec. 12. The
Cardinals and Giants
demonstrated their
wares Monday night and
Cincinnati is due for an
encore.
On the other hand, San
Francisco, one of the better attractions, won't be
on until the last week c4
thellesson.
Things should get' better. Dallas and the
Raiders set a record for
ABC's Sunday night
telecasts, and DallasWashington and
Washington-Green Bay
did fine in the ratings.
Moreover, network
people point out that it's
hard to do better than
1981. And as races for the
playoff shape up, more
people get interested. As
it gets colder, more people stay indoors.

Murray Police Boxers
travel to Hopkinsville
Fighters from the Murray Police Boxing Club
will travel to Hopkinsville
Friday to compete in
their first bouts ever in
Kentucky.
Although the local club
is two years old, the team
has never fought in its
native state, traveling instead to Tennessee where
more clubs on the Murray
level are located.
The Hopkinsville fights
will include clubs from
Henderson, Fort Campbell,
Springfield and
Clarksville, Tenn., and

Hopkinsville and Mw-ray.
Five fighters, including
two who will see their
first action ever, will
represent the Murray
club. Lenny Mize and
Cliff Pittman will get
their first taste of the
sport while Jay Thomas,
Ron Stevenson and Rod
Jones will be the Murray
veterans attending.
The bouts begin at 7
p.m. at the Hopkinsville
National Guard Armory
and the Murray club will
meet and leave from the
Murray Cablevision office Friday at 4:30 p.m.

Ziegler commits to UK

Hallmark's HSC-180
With 18,000 BTU's

$1 5995

Only

48 INCH PADDLE FAN
Prices Start At

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Jeffersontown
High senior Todd Ziegler
became the first
schoolboy basketball
player to announce a
commitment to the
University of Kentucky.
The 6-9 Ziegler averag-

ed 19 points and almost 9
rebounds for the
Chargers.
Ziegler is expected to
sign a national letter or
intent during the preseason recruiting period,
Nov.9-16.

SMALL BUSINESS SEMINAR
"Shoplifting: A Billion-Dollar
Headache"
HURSDAY,OCTOBER 27, 1983, 6:30-9:30 p.m

Sponsored by:
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
M.S.U. Small Business Development Center
U.S. Small Business Administration
For More Information
CALL 753-5171 or 762-21156
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Tigers play final game Friday

Sports at a Glance

Late-bloomers collide in MHS-Heath game

04

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Friday night will be the
senior swan song at Murray High as the Tigers
dose out their 1983 campaign against sub-district
foe Heath.
Kickoff will be at 7:30
p.m. in Ty Holland
Stadium with senior sendoff ceremonies beginning at715 p.m.
For 2•IHS coach Tony
Franklin the final game
will be a bitter-sweet
mixture.
"We've turned into a
pretty good football team
these past few weeks and
we've got a good shot at
winning this last game
and finishing with a winning record," he said.
But with the season
drawing to a close,
Franklin says he'll miss
this year's seniors which,
as a group, "is the most
exceptional bunch of
leaders" he's ever been
associated with.

The Tigers, 5-4, have
won their last two games
and although their hopes
of playing in a postseason game were dashed in the loss to Fulton
County, Franklin says it
makes no difference now.
"These kids want a
winning season and our
seniors definitely deserve
It. We've played two of
our best games of the
year even after we knew
we had no chance of making the playoffs and Friday night will be no different from any other —
except we want to prove
we could have made it to
the playoffs even without
the game against Fulton
County."
The game against
Heath was billed in the
preseason as perhaps the
deciding game in the subdistrict race. However,
the Pilots threw a
monkey wrench into the
scheme by beating both
Murray and Heath and

Lakin reeds

winning the crown
outright.
Now, the game boils
down to a battle for second place; a battle of
pride.

became the Pirate commander two weeks ago
against Caldwell County.
In that game he led the
Pirates to a 14-7 comeback victory after hitting four of his first five
panes for 50 yards.
Heath also has a strong
running game in senior
Matt Reams who has
helped the team establish
a two-game winning
streak since losing to
Fulton County. three
weeks ago. Last week the
"I think we're as good a Pirates pounded Ballard,
team as anybody in our 22-0, and improved to 5-3
class right now," on the year.
Franklin said. Especially, he adds, since the
"In a lot of ways we are
Tiger offense has jelled two very similar teams,"
so well after freshman Franklin notes. "Both of
quarterback Mark West us have had trouble offenwas added to the sively until just lately and
backfield.
both of us have very good
But Heath has been a defenses. Heath may be
late-bloomer this season the best defensive team
too. The Pirates also add- we've faced all year."
ed a new wrinkle at
Beating the Pirates'
quarterback when wide defense may be trouble
receiver Lamont Fox for the Tigers but their

best offensive weapon —
IOWA
Tema
• I.
the long pass from West Teen
I2
to senior Mark Boggess Teem
............
a
Tere
te
—
may prove to be Tema 16
11
helpful in more ways than Teem.4
14 14
Ti_ It
13
11
one.
Tema
12$
In the past two weeks Teems12
1 M
the West to Boggess con111.Tem Beam (11C)
nection has accounted for Tama 11
Ti_ fl
five touchdowns, in- roma
cluding a 65-yarder last
10TeesGime(IC)
Friday.
Tess es
171
The hookup has been Teas MI
Taman
NI
attracting a lot of attention and Franklin is sure
Teseillgin=
Tea M
11116
the Pirates will be wat- Ti_
fl
1741
ching for it Friday night. Teem 16
1177
Good, says the Tiger
NO Tem kers
Ti_rn
coach.
)433
Tema
2147
"I kind of hope they do TIMM
/4at
key on Boggess because
last Game(IC)
we've got four other
Mma
receivers who can catch BIS McCarthy
311
&wee Royal
the ball just as well. Check Perilegtem
Maybe they'll forget
lam
MoCeNhy
311
about (Jeff) Downey or Pat
Weeklinda
MI
Pat
Pewee
(Robert) Stout or one of
•
176
our other guys because
1110letOmen OM
West doesn't just throw to
Nee
Chock Paidesks.
IN
Boggess, he's pretty good Bob Porno
314
about finding the open BM McCarthy
MI
amen
man, whoever he is."
Pat Pau=
116
Cana Bereskin
Jadde Brake

Lakers seek second win

31I

ass W.Arks IC)

First quarter bounces could shape Lakers'fate
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Although the Lakers
have won only once in
nine games this year,
Coach Sam Harp says his
team may have an advantage over host
Reidland (4-5) Friday
night
"Their schedule hasn't
been as tough as ours
which may work in our
favor," Harp said, then
added, "But there's
always the adage that
success breeds success
and they have won more
games than us this year."
Harp's remark may
sound wishy-washy to
some, but coming from a
coach with the rollercoaster season he's bad
the comment is more

Local Bowling

realistic than anything
Filling in for Taylor,
else.
who separated his
Every week the Lakers shoulder making a diving
have struggled with inex- catch last week, will be
perience and injuries and Steve Holland who will
after last week's 32-8 loss also double with Monty
at Paducah Tilghman the
situation hasn't changed
at Calloway County High.
Lad for the season are
starting flanker Sam
Taylor who injured a
shoulder and starting
safety senior Richard
Dowdy who reinjured an
ankle against the Tornado.
"All year we've had
problems like that," Morton at the vacated
Harp said. "But injuries safety slot. Harp said
are something you have Greg Warren may also
no control over under see action at flanker.
game conditions. We just
Another obstacle for
have bi fi,U the gaps and the Lakera to oygccome
keep On trying."
will be their ability to

overcome a pesky
tendency to lose the game
in the first quarter. Last
week the Tornado scored
M points in the first 12
minutes and the game
was decided after that.
"In every game except
two this year we've allowed the other team to get
out ahead in the first
quarter. It usually takes
us the first part of the
game to wake up and say,
'Hey, we really can play
with these guys.' But by
then it's too late," Harp
said.
"If you take away the
first quarter against
Tilghman we'd have had
a 10-8 ballgame and that's
a lot easier to handle,"
Harp said.
Friday's game will be

Mee
BtO McCarthy
Me
Jim Handle
$53
Chock Pariegles
lane
Pat McCarthy
$M
GladeIferedaa.
411
Jamelath44.

the first Reidland home
NOW brims MIC)
game in the last four
Mee
weeks including an off- Bib Plana
171
Ft
date last Friday. Trigg Check Peakeglui
Barna Nide
611
County smothered the
Irma
Pat Meer*
117
'Hounds, 35-7, two weeks Glade
Ikea&
663
ago.
Janet Scala
144
Optimistically, Harp,•
RI01101
.
00
says his team has a
Ike
McCarthy
IN
chance to beat Reidland BID
Uri* Reyal
161
if the Lakers play up to Jim Herndon
S...,
their potential.
Pat McCarthy
116
"The game will be KaraBap
127
decided on how the ball Gleeillerniss
bounces in the first
quarter and how we perform the entire game. We
can't have any letdowns
and expect to stay in the
GREEN BAY, Wis.
game against Reidland." (AP) — Former Green
Kickoff is at 7:30 p.m. Bay Packers' lineman
at Reidland Friday and August "Iron Mike"
the Lakers play one more Michalske, the first
game this 111136Q1/ WW1 guard Inducted into the
they host Marshall Coun- NFL Hall of Fame, died
ty, Nov.4.
at age 80.
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Pro Tennis
COLOGNE, West Germany(AP) — Eric Jelen
reached the quarterfinals of a men's $88,500
Grand Prix tennis tournament with a 7-5, 6-4
upset of Stan Smith.
Meanwhile, Andreas
Maurer defaulted to Sandy Mayer; Nick Saviano
defeated Cassio Motta 36, 6-4, 7-6; Marco Ostoja
beat Eric Korita 6-2, 3-0
(resigned ),ansi--Bernie
Mitton downed Tim
Wilkison 7-6, 6-4.
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.01
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ISO
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.111/
Kassa Oty
Si. Meanie
Mob
.11111
Pacific Make
Conks State
.1e1
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.1111
Phoenix
AN
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.11111
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IN
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.11
FridWaGease
Ifaatungtoo at Philadelphia, 735
•
p.m.
Atlanta at New Jersey, 7.32 p.m
Baton at Detritt,7:X p.m.
New York at Cleveland,116 p.m.
Indiana at Milwaukee.I p.m.
Las Angeles at Kansas Clty, 1 X
Utah at Denver,9:40 p.m
San Diego at Portland, 10:X p.m
Golden State at Seattle. II p.m.
flaterslay's Games
San Antonio at Houston, 3:35 p.m_
Wan/Wigton at New York,7:36 p.m
Pluladelphia at Indians, 7:21 p.m.
Detroit at Atlanta, 7:46 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland.IS p.m.
New Jersey at Chicago,1:36 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas,1.3$ p.m.
Los Angeles at Utah,9:X p.m.
Denver at San Diego, 1035 p.m
Portland at Golden State. 11:05 p.m
Nomay's Gamow
Seattle at Kansas City,2:65 p.m
Dallas at San Antonio, p.m

Transactions
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS —
Placed Peter Thibeauz, forward, on
WIIVert
KANSAS CITY KINGS — Traded
Reggie King, forward, to the Seattle
SuperSonics far a aiscasi-round pick k
the 112 NBA draft.
LOS ANGELES LAKERS — Pissed
Clay Johnson, guard, Kurt Rani*
forward, and Mitch Kupchak,forwerd,
on the injured hat.
NEW YORK KNICKS — Cut Mart
Jones, guard_
SAN ANTONIO SPURS — Cut Devil!
Lawrence,forward.
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS — Signed
Michael Brooks, forward. Acquired
Honk McDowell, forward, from the Indiana Pacers in exchange for Wars
caesareans
SEATTLE SUPER SONICS — Cat
Steve &arts, guard, Pete DeBisectiop,
center, and Craig Dykema, forward.
Added Charles Bradley, guard, and
Steve Hayes,center,from waivers
WASHINGTON BULLETS — Placed
Bryan Warrick. guard, on waivers
FOOTBALL
National Football Laegue
BALTIMORE COLTS — Re'
activated Derrick Hatchet, defensive
beck_ Ca Maros Toogne
lapack,
and Brae agrees, maw
uous-roa alums-lend Curtis
Brown, running beck Cut Al Stemfeld,
guard.

New plan offered for state racing dates
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Former State
Racing Commission
Chairman William H.
May says he has devised
a plan to assure yearround quality racing in
the state while providing
relief for tracks that suffered because of last
summer's overlapping
racing dates.
May, 75, who stepped
down as chairman in
December 1978, said the
Idea would be an alternative to his fears that
the General Assembly
will try to wrest control of
racing dates from the
commission in 1984.
The racing commission

has scheduled a Nov. M
public hearing on racing
dates for next year. A
week later, it will assign
the dates.
The major issue will be
the sununerlong racing
dates awarded last year
to Churchill Downs
thorougbred track in
Louisville. Because of
those dates, three Kentucky racetracks — Churchill, Ellis Park near
Henderson and Louisville
Downs harness track in
Louisville — were competing with each other for
the first time.
Under May's plan, the
Keeneland Association,
which operates

Nettles, Gossage join
ranks of AL free agents
SAN DIEGO (AP) —
The list of players eligible
for the Nov. 7 free-agent
draft stands at 37 with the
addition of New York
Yankees third baseman
Graig Nettles and San
Diego Padres pitcher
Elias Sosa.
Nettles, 39, is the captain of the Yankees and
the fourth member of the
team to file for free agency, joining outfielder
Oscar Gamble and pitchers Dale Murray and
Rich Gossage.
He hit .266 with 20 home
runs and 75 runs batted in
last year to increase his
career home-run total to
333, the all-time high
among American League
third basemen.
Nettles wants a twoyear contract and his
agent, Jerry Kapstein,

who also represents
Gossage, said Wednesday: "My talks during
the last month with
(Yankees owner) George
Steinbrenner regarding
Graig have been
businesslike and friendly.
We have made progress
in one area, specifically
the length of contract, but
we are not close to any
agreement."
Sosa was 1-4 with one
save and a 4.35 earned
run average for the
Padres in 1983.
Re-entry rules permit
players filing for free
agency to continue
negotiations with their
old teams until 72 hours
before the draft. They
also can talk with other
clubs, but can only
discuss salary figures
with their former teams.

Keeneland Race Course
at Lexington, would purchase Ellis Park for $3.5
million, the price for
which the estate of James
C. Ellis has said it would
sell the Henderson facility.
According to other
parts of the suggestion:
— Keeneland would
spend $1.5 million to
upgrade the Ellis
facilities to make it comparable to the state's
other tracks.
— Churchill Downs
would end its spring meet
July 72 instead of Labor
Day and Ellis would
operate for just 31 days,
from July 29-Sept. 3, instead of 59, ensuring that
the two tracks would not
run against each other in

HERE
NOW.

July and August.
May said he is confident that Ellis Park, with
improvements, could
generate as much income
in a 31-day meet as it did
this year in 59 days. And
Louisville Downs would
have 250 calendar days in
which to operate free of
competition from Churchill, he said.
"I have always thought
that overlapping
thoroughbred dates
would be disastrous,"
May said. "Last summer's experience at least
gives support to that
belief.
"And I think we
(thoroughbred racing)
must work with the
harness people. After all,
they're here to stay."

DODGE ARIES 4-DOOR

Hendon's Service
Station Reopened

ARIES.
AMERICA'S FIRST FUEL-EFFICIENT
FRONT-WHEEL-DRIVE6-PASSENGER CAR
IS STILL AMERICAS CAR VAWE.

Under New Management
Jerry B. and Patricia Lassiter invite
all of the customers of Hendon's and
their friends to stop by.

Dodge Aries is the way to say American
value with economy: 41 est. hwy.,
IN EPA est. mpg.* Wagon: 40 est. hwy.,
EPA est. mpg.* With price.With
protection: 5 years or 50,000 miles.**
And, with standard features: 2.2-liter

overhead corn engine,front power brakes
and rock-and-pinion steering. So, don't
shortchange yourself. Compare Dodge
Aries with anything you like. If value is
what you're looking for.. Aries is where
you'll find it.

• Use; EPA est mpg to compare Your mileage may vary depending on speed, weather and distance Actual
hwy mpg probably lower ••5 years/50,000 miles, whichever cornet first Limited warranty covering
engine, powertroin ond over body rust-through A deducible applies Excludes leases Ask for details

Plate with
Reg. Drink

o & W AUTO SUPPLY

)

$299

CO. INC.
Special Pick Up Truck
Sliding Back Glass Installed
Only6995
512S. 126

753-4563

T.J.'s Bar-B-0

604 South 12th St. 753-7114

Osseo St.

7534e41

Can Us F.. V...Coate*. Seeds
Oven 7 Days A Walk
mama ''''tb--- 1 1 161.9'
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REACHING HIGH,LAY'EM LOW — (Left) Calloway County assistant coach John
Orr demonstrates the importance of keeping a defensive rusher's hands down to
sophomore lineman Allen Jones (53). Meanwhile (above) the Laker defense is learning the importance of stopping offensive rushers with sure-handed tackles. In on this
play is David Snow (81), Doug Smotherman (68) and Mike Wheeler (far right). Friday
Calloway travels to Fteidland for a non-district game beginning at 7:30 p.m.

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
1983 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
at Reidland
Oct. 28
7:30
Marshall County
Nov.4
7:30
-•

"• •"'7

•7

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL ROSTER
STUDENT
Monty Morton
Scott Taylor
Steve Holland
Rtisaell Usher
David Lawrence
Mike Wheeler
Mickey Gemmel
Brooks Barton
Mark Garrison
Richard Dowdy
Greg Boren
Todd Contri
Richard Williams
Kna Starks
Jerry McCuuston
Corey Hwe
Sam Taylor
Greg Raker
Tim Garland
Allen Jones
Johnny Burkeen

0
TEAM
Hwy 641 N.
Murray

NO.
5
9
11
12
16
17
20
IS
24

HT.
5'9"
51"
510"
510"
51"
5'7"
CO"
51"
5'9"
511"
51"
61"
51"
5'9"
51"
51"
5'10"
51"
51"
51"

WT
155
150
144
165
130
140
155
150
155
1110
150
1110
130
150
155
155
160
205
155
200
170

Poetise
FtB, DB
QB,DB
Z.DB
X, LB
QB,DB
TD,DB
RB,DB
FtB, DB
RB,DB
RB,DE
ZX,DB
QB,DB
RB,LB
RB,LB
FB,DD
X,DB
Z. LB
G,LB
G,DB
C.DE
C,LB

,. -ONO
Soph.
Soph.
Sr.
Sr.
Fresh
Soph.
Soph
Soph
Soph
Sr
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph
Jr
Soph.
Soph.
Jr

Chris Birdsong
Kelly Starks
Reser Gallimore
Danny Fleming
Steve Markle
Scott Newsome
James Daniels
Shane Wallace
Doug Smotherman
Darin Lotto
Richie Johnston
Mike Garland
Shane Brandon
Terry Cunningham
Joel Conoley
Allen Douglas
David Snow
Marty Sheridan
Mark Duncan
Tony Ray
Shane Wall
David Lamb

50
57
59
60
63
63
64
66
63
69
70
75
70
77
79
79
23
63
94
10
10

510"
510"
5'9"
5'9"
511"
510"
510"
511'
51"
51"
61"
5'1"
6'4"
510"
511"
6'4"
510"
51"
6'3"
51"
51"
in,
'

Ill
190
230
170
160
210
220
190
160
150
255
210
220
225
731
230
160
160
220
150
156
175

GOT
G,LB
T,DT
G,DG
G,DE
T,DT
C,DG
T,DT
G,LB
Y,DE
DT,OT
T,DT
T, DG
T,DT
1,01
C.DT
Y. DE
X, DE
Y,DG
Y,LB
Z, DB
X,DE

Jr
Soph.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph
Soph
Soph.
Soph
Jr
Fresh,
Soph
Jr
Jr
Soph
Sr
Soph.
Sr
Soph.
Soph
Jr
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GO CALLOWAY!
HtALTM
arns

Try Our Wide Variety
Of Delicious Seafood
Dinners!
*Frog Legs
*Oysters
*Clams

ain's AMC-Jeep-Renault

Buchanan
Feed And Seed

*Shrimp
'Ky. Lake Catfish
*Ocean Boneless Fiddlers
Mon.-Wed. 6-2
Thurs.-Sat. 6-9
Sun. 7-2
Hazel 492-8195

Bag & Bulk Feeds

Hwy. 641 N. Murray

753-5378

753-6448

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.
•Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
*Complete Automotive
Glass Shop

512 S. 12th

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!
'Auto
*Home

Unlike similar policies that require three years ai
policy ownership the Medalist allows ths
exemption immediately

•Commercia
*Form

Ross Insurance
Agency

753-4563 600 Main
When you qualify as a preferred risk for State Arlo
Companies special Medalist Auto Poll< y your
rates won t go up with your first accident

I

GO TEAM

Murray

753-0489

The Popular
Yamaha 200 YAMAHA
On Sale!

The Meg:Jailst recognires the older safer inner with substantial rate
,eductions and broader ,overage Rate reductions begin as early as age 25 and
are particularli attractive for the 4.5 trial year old
If you have a safe driving record we pist how low your car msanince
premium can be with the Medalist Oslo Fah, y from SW* Auto Insurance
Canspones
Cassabed this car insurance break-through for safe afters

407 Maple
PURDOM &
THURMAN
753-4451
INSURANCE X„s,11:".,=c

TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
Hwy.94 E. Murray 753-8078

GO
FOR IT Ci
!AKERS!

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5312

strial Rd.

Murra

K

Go Lakers!
Wierray
Ledger &
Times

"All The Way Lakers"

Good
Luck

Southern States

GO LAKERS!
SEE US FOR:

CABLE'•BagandandSeedBulk Feed, Fertilizer,
VLSI N •Form Supplies

•
MURRAY

ITS TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

Industrial Rd.

753-1423

A

'4•
- *
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Ford among senators calling on Japan to buy more coal
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Senators from four coalproducing states have introduced a resolution
calling a, the Japanese
government to buy onethird of the country's coal
requirements from the
United States.
The resolution asks
President Reagan to seek

a formal commitment
when he visits Japan next
month.
Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa.,
co-chairman of the
Senate Coal Caucus, said
Japan traditionally has
bought 33 percent of its
coal from U.S. producers,
but that the U.S. share
has fallen to 16 percent in

recent years.
At the same time,
Heinz said, Japan has increased purchases of
Australian coal and kept
Canadian and South
African coal purchases
about the same.
"We believe the United
States is being most unfairly treated. We want

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
Industrial Average

Gulf Oil
I.B.M.
Jerico
JC Penney
Johnson &Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

4.40

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

42% -1%
28% -/
3
4
60% -1-7/4
29% -%
51% -14
68% -1
/
2
15% -Mt
53% -14
78% -3/4
36% +%
29/
3
4 unc
30% -%

461
/
2 -1
/
2
127% -34
18% -1
/
2
62% unc
44% -4412
37% -7/s
15% +74
43% -48
1
58 -%
40/
1
2 +Vs
35% -34
32% -1%
413
/
4 -%
17% +/
1
4
18% +¼
1334 +/
3
4
899

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTIJ Al FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

LIA

the Japanese government
to understand the
seriousness of this. Trade
shouldn't be a one-way
street," Heinz said at a
news conference with
three colleagues.
Sen. Wendell Ford, DKy., the other cochairman of the coal
caucus, said recapturing
the lost market share
would shave $1.5 billion
from a projected $22
billion trade deficit with
Japan this year. He also
said the additional
shipments would employ
55,000 people in the
United States.
"The U.S. coal and
related industries are
spending millions to beef
up their exporting
capabilities," Ford said.
"The U.S. coal industry is
certainly the most
reliable, competitive and
healthily diverse in the
world."
Ford said President
Reagan must emphasize
the reliability of the U.S.
coal market and ask for
immediate action, Ford
said.
"I think the president
must stress to Prime
Minister (Yasahiro)
Nakasone that reversal of
the decline in Japanese
imports of U.S. coal is
vital to cutting the in-

creased U.S.-Japan trade
deficit," Ford said.
"In addition, exports of
U.S. coal have accounted
for $1.5 billion in sales
and 50,000 U.S. jobs, particularly in a state like
Kentucky, which leads
the nation in production
of bituminous coal," Ford
said.
Mark Joseph, chairman of the Coal Export
Association of America,
conceded that American
coal "tends to be more
expensive than coal from
competing areas," particularly steam coal.
He said South African
steam coal, the cheapest
on the market now, is $10
to $15 less per ton than
American steam coal
when it arrives in Japan.
But Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-W.Va., said
Japan would nevertheless benefit from purchasing American coal
because "it would be insured of security and
diversity of supply."
Last week, Rep. Hal

Rogers, R-Ky., and 39
other House members
sent a letter to Reagan
asking him to make coal
a priority discussion item
on his trip.
Heinz said Wednesday
that an administration
aide told him coal
shipments will be one of
three priority items on
Reagan's agenda in
Japan. He said the other
two are liberalizing the
market for agricultural
products and liberalizing
the capital market.
"The administration
would like to see U.S.
(coal) contracts back to
what they were," Heinz
said. However, he called
the resolution "a Senate
initiative" and said he did
not know what Reagan
will specifically request.
Heinz said Japan
should be interested in
reducing the trade imbalance in order to avert
protectionist actions by
Congress on other products.
"I am not prepared to

4141d
71
/
2%
A.P.R.
Financing

say at this point where
the pressures will
culminate," Heinz said.
"But the trade imbalance
we have with Japan ... is

1. 4 :e,f •
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<iA NOTICE
PRIME OFFICE
SPACE
Prime Office Space Available.
Excellent Location, Close To
The Downtown Court Sq.
Plenty Of Parking Space.

PHONE:
753-5870 or
753-4682
1.1
itA

,••

c*

ts°

Blacks Decker
•

INDUSTRIAL/CONSTRUCTION DIVISION

3/8" Heavy Duty
Variable Speed
Reversing Drill
No. 1172-10 (0-1200
rpm)

•

am • %lb

Lawn and Garden
Tractors

111

John Deere offers a choice of 7 models — from 19
transmissions with
hydrostatic or variable-speed drive Triple-safety
starting guards against accidental starts A weldedsteel frame gives rugged strength Headlights are
built in Color-coded controls Roomy operator's
area Wide range of attachments

'
11

• Rated heavy duty for full production use
• Double insulated for added operator
protection
• New, powerful 3 2 amp motor with full power
in reverse; built for good performance and
long life
• Variable speed reverse feature adds versatility
and offers better control
iliotiopernough nylon switch handle for
durability and added operator comfort
and safety
• Precision industrial grade chuck for reduced
run-out and maximum gripping power
• New checkpoint brush system stops tool
when brushes wear out, prevents damage to
commutator
• Bearings: ball, sleeve
SpAcIfIcattons: 3.2 rated amps (AC),0-1200 rpm
variable speed. 8-1/8" long, net weight 3-1/4 lbs.

to 29 horsepower — and

I

Special
;6800

71
/
2 A.P.R. On All
John Deere Equip.
— Example —
John Deere Model 212
12 H.P. Kohler Eng.
With 39" or 47" Mower

•••
'

Reg. $100.00

n

e

JONES
(
I

Big
Savings On
Interest
Big Savings
On
John
1,fisttopro.,

ION
and
METAL

711-314I

Reg. $3608"
Now

zi
•.171111111111._
•••••iii"."
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At The Dixieland Shopping Center
Thursda - ,turda

SALE

20% Off

LADIES

Cotton Sweaters
One Group Fall Dresses
One Group Sportswear
Ultra Suede Suits(Reg.$500)
Corduroy & Wool Shorts
Other Items
Men's Suits & Sport Coats

30% off
30% off
30% off
25% off
112 price
20-50% off
20% off

STOREWIDE

DOR - MAE FASHIONS
DIXIE LAND SHOPPING CENTER
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Nuckingliam itatj
Traditional Clothing for Men and Women
Dixieland Center

THE
e•AMS00

*Wicker Furniture
*Baskets & Lamps
Dixieland Center
*Picture Frames
Murray
*Pillows
Lay-Away
*Brass
Now For
*Kitchen Accessories
Christmas
*14 Kt. Gold

•J

3-Days Onli- Thum., Fri. & Sat.

20% OFF
STOREWIDE

GARDEN

20% OFF STOREWIDE
Givenchy
Jeanne Durelle
Jantzen
Douglas Marc
Enrico

1 Group Sportswear

Graft
Alia
Donagin Sweaters

1/3 Off
1 Group Sportswear

& Vests
Coats

1/2 Price

••

TOWN AND IrCf),1\
Dress Shop
Dixieland Center, Murray

?'.•

•
4S111 00r:

•••••: '
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$11,

•
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Air
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$310800

Save $500.00

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY,KY. 42171

HARVESTOF VALUES
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the kind that drives
legislation such as the
local content bill. It does
provoke reaction in Congress."
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1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

ImmmilliminrinttON TO BID FOR
GASOLINE & DIESEL FUEL

Nave 5 admates?
Call 759-4444 for
en inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for gasoline and
diesel fuel for the Calloway County School
District until 1:30 p.m., Wednesday,
November 2,1963.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office
building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

,S1

2. Notice

2. Notice

44

••

Coll Tony
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
753-8201

10,
•

•
•
•
•
•

:*
.•
•
•
.
:A
.•
-4
4
•••

S.

•

1890's Halloween Party.
Mon., 630-8:30. Free
sample cones. Cake
walks, games, prizes.
Costume contest, 7:30.
753 3604.

FAYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates'

Oranges, grapefruits
and apples for sale by
CCHS Speech Team
Call Mark Pool,
759-1866.
Pregnant? Don't know
how you can go through
with it? Contact Life
House, 753-0700

Anyone who wants information on the book a
Vietnam Vet named
James should contact
William Thomas
James, P.O. Box 282,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
Attention Farmers!
Disaster loan applications completed. Call C.A.S., 388-2017 or
388-9306

1Jim Salter S. Jerry
leery will he in eer
shaman from 6:305:00 Mee., Tees.,
Then., Fri.
PURDOIN
MOTORS, INC.
011is-Peat.-Ced.•Beick

SHOP
where tlie price is
WORLD Of SOUND
222S. lttli
753-5865

/MAYBE WE
CAN TAKE
TURNS...

14. Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous

34. Houses for Rent

38. Pets-Sugplies

Sales positions available, part time and full
time. Earn extra money
for Christmas shopping.
Must be trained in
Murray. If interested
send resume to P 0.
Box 630. Murray,
Kentucky.
Volunteer Christian
counselors needed for
crisis pregnancy center. Training will be
provided by Life House
Call 753-0700.

Wood stove and chest
freezer Call 1 90) 247
5399

Used church pews, oak
padded seats. 10 pews,
18 ft long. 2 pews, 16 ft.
long. $10 per foot or best
offer. Call 753-5091 after
5p m.

Two BR, farm house, 1
mile west of city. 121
North. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
Unfurnished house, 1615
Miller. Recently re•
modeled and decorated,
$200 per month, no pets.
753 5292

Brittany Spaniel, 41
/
2
months already pointing just right to train
this season. Call 7530874.
Trained dogs make
better companions and
protet.tors. For professional help
Call
Glendhenmere Kennels.
436-2858.

5. Lost and Found

9. Situation Wanted

Female Irish Setter.
Lost in the Kirksey
area 489-2813.
Lost small tan and
white Terrier. Lost in
Kirkridge Rd. area.
Answers to the name of
Buffy. Call days, 7533476. After 5p.m., 4362778. Reward offered.

Going to Lost Angles,
Ca. for 2 weeks and so in
Nov. Would like reliable
couple to share expense
and help drive. Phone
436.2260.
Mother of 2 will do
babysitting in my home.
Days and afternoons.
759-1765.
Will babysit, days only
in my home. 753-0823.

6 Help Wanted
Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves

6. Help Wanted

ASSEMBLY
WORKERS. Light assembly work from your
home. Excellent income
opportunity for
housewives, etc. Start
immediately. Call
Maggie at 312-969-8686
Also open evenings.
Agents Wanted, No
selling. No capital or
experience Needed. $2,
000 per month plus. For
information send stamp
to Bible Cassette Co. 50
Park PL Dept. 1240
Newark N.J. 07102.
Our company will be
hiring four people for
Management positions
with national financial
services company. Excellent career potential,
numerous benefits.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 630, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Part-time nursery
worker for church services. 753-4945 after
V•mRN or LPN position
available. Full time for
ttie 11-7 shift. Working
Mon. through Fri. with
every weekend off.
Excellent salary and
benefits Persons interested should apply in
person at Care Inn, 4th
and Indiana, Mayfield,
Ky. or call 247-0200.
Wanted experienced
automobile mechanic.
Call Royce at 753-5273

FIRST,
I'LL CARRY
YOU FOR
A WNILE..

10. Business Opportunity
1,200 Square Feet,
located in Southside
Shopping Center. Call
Mason Thomas,
753-6612.
Good Investment! Four
bay clean up shop on
Industrial Park Dr.
Includes gas heaters,
city water and sewage
Priced at $29,500. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

11. Instruction
-Lawn to ride
life!,
end efficiently!

Somerset Faris
RidiotAcadeori
located in Murray.
FINE HORSES QUALITY INSTRUCT/ON at
oil levels and ages.
'Aduk evening classes
now available. Boarding lessons, training,
Pock and soles.
Indoor and outdoor
riding at AFFORDABLE
RATES.

Call 753-8573
er 759-1569.

14. Want to Buy
We are still buying used
air conditioners. Call
753-9104.

CARRY
YOU AGAIN
FOR A
cer

YOU DONT KNOW
THE FIRST THING
...ABOUT MEDICINE- !

15. Articles for Sale
3 Electric typewriters. 1
new, $150. 2 slightly
used, $200 each. 1
Craftsman Chain Saw,
$75. Cash register, $100.
759-1156.
Chimneys. All fuel.
Triple wall pipe,
6"x36", $27.99; installation kit, $37.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
Little boys toys, board
games, baby's hamper
and matching waste
basket, Onyssey and 6
game cartridges. Call
753-0107 before noon or
after 6.00.
N -gauge train set and
accessories, $25. Sears
WEE -ALERT, $20.
Kenwood Stereo cassette deck, dolby, $75.
Two Radio Shack
microphones, $20 each.
8" Newtonian telescope,
mount, eyepiece, $325.
Call 753-9371 before
9p.m.
Nice large metal office
desk, $165. Nice metal
office desk, $145. Nice
wood office desk, $125.
Large metal folding
tables with adjustable
legs, $35 each. Old wood
dining room set with 5
chairs, $65. Electric
wall heaters, $10 each.
Typewriters, $12 to $20.
Wood library table, $65.
753-1566.
Rabbit jacket with
hood, girls size 14, good
condition,$35. 753-5971.
Stove Boards. Heavy
lined. 28"x32", $8.99;
3 2"x 3 8",
1 1 .99 ;
36"x52", $17.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

16. Home Furnishings
4 Rooms of used gold
carpet. 753-4445 after
4p.rn.
Corner coucb sleeper,
like new. Electric
fireplace logs. Lotus
banjo. Call 753-6185.
Gold Herculine couch
and chair, heavy wood
coffee table and matching commode table,
lamp, vinyl recliner,
drapes, bookcase, mini
blinds, bamboo look
rollups. 759-4587.
Good washer and dryer,
$175. Portable dishwasher, needs work,
*50. 759-1657.
Tan corduroy sleeper
sofa, like new. Call
753-3006.
Used furniture and
appliances. Reasonably
priced. 208 West North,
Mayfield, Ky. Mon.-Fri.
Used refrigerators for
sale. Dill Electric. 7539104. _
Whirlpool Electric
Range, almond, used 1
year, excellent condition. Paid $500, asking
S350.753-5508.

SCHOOL.

NURSE

WHAT PO YOU GET IF YOU
CR055 A CAT WITH A DOCTOR?

GET A CAT WITH A
LOW GOLF HANPICAP

YOU

47I'm c'Avft
I'LL HAVE
A NUMBER 3
DINNER

V

YOU'RE

LOOKING AT
THE KIDDIE
SECTION OP
THE MENU

MR'S. sums-reAo,
PLEASE TELL YOUR

DON'T YOU 14AVE
THIS ON Ti-IE

ADULT SECTION?

OAGW000!
I

HuSESAND NCT TO
RUN INTO ME EVERY
MORNING
OF COURSE,

MR BEASLEY
;

29. Heating-Cooling

30. Business Rentals

20. Sports Equipment

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

31. Want to Rent

30 Carbine M 1 rifle 20
gauge shotgun. 753-5913.

22. Musical

32. Apts. For Rent

Private guitar lessons
for beginners and advanced. Chucks Music.
753-3682.

1 or 2 BR apt. near
downtown, very nice.
Call 753-4109, 762-6650,
/36-2844.
2 BR duplex, 1300 Peggy
Ann, Murray. 492-8225.
2 BR garage apt.,
furnished, paneled living room and kitchen,
carpeted, no pets, $200
per month. 713 1/2 Elm.
Call 395-4756.
Small furnished apt.
$90. Private, married
couple or single lady, no
children, no pets. See at
407 S. 8th Street.
Three rooms and bath,
furnished, edge of city.
Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898
Two bedroom brick
duplex, partially furnished, 2 miles east of
Murray, $165/month,
$100 deposit, no pets.
753-1566.

Any storm door in
stock. $45 - Closeout
Sale. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central
Shopping Center.
Bar and chain oil,
gallons, $2.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Bees, hive bodies, extractor, supers, racks,
misc. supplies. 436-2181.
Firewood for sale.
Custom cut to order.
Days, 753-3476. Nights,
436-2778.
Glidden Latex wall and
ceiling paint. $5.99
gallon or $24.99 for 5
gallon can. You can get
this at Black's Decorating Center. 701 South
.4th . Call 753-0839.
Oak and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25.
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 1,pm.
OregM saw chain, /
3
4"
pitch for 16" bar, $7.99;
20", $8.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Seasoned hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
S313/rick delivered. Min.
order 2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0335.
Water Heaters. Electric, round glass lined
tanks, S year guarantee,
double heating element,
30 galton, $109.99. 40
gallon, $1 1 4 99 , 50
gallon, $139.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, In

41. Public Sale

Went to has. to
my fens, Dark fired
end Morley tobacco
bases fer 1 arson
years. Prefer 3 yews.
Will pay cash a advance. Weald coesider
busying tobacco bases.
Send price end
acreage to P.O. lex
S41, Murray, KY
42071.

Ave

dot=

Moviog Sale
1523811W k.
Catertry
Sat., Oct. 11
by side refrigerator,
Magus °ctn. cud,
chest tat car ratios,

Wu, sslie maple aster
Md. hie Ise spoil
bicycles all isairy der
misc. items. Mos 753°64.

[MUI:

YAI

Sat.,
15001
Rai

37. Livestock -Supplies

Cattle feeder,
galvanized metal, 125
Bushel capacity on link
adjustable stand, good
condition. Phone 489
2162.

38. Pets-Supplies
Yr. old male Cocker
Spaniel, registered with
excellent breeding,
very good with children.
Antique piano, very
good shape. Fireplace
door, flat black with
glass windows. 753-7186
after 4:30p.m.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, 60 champions
in 5 generations. Also
guard dogs. Call 5542153.
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever‘
9amale, 6
months $0.11, had all
shots,$75. Call 753-6986.
AKC black Pomeranian
stud service. 759-1769.
Beagle, 4 months old,
male, S30. 436-2102.

41. Public Sale

YARD SALE
Sit. Only

1....-?
1004 College Ch.
behind the Stodg.
Lots of good
clothing (boys, teals
end ode/ she:), hag
dresses, she 1/10
wedding dress aml
veil, nit mats mai
misc. Cancel in cee•
of rein.

BIG 3 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1413 tismiley Dr.
Theirs., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 27, 28 & 19
Smell appliances,,
clothes-, reuse
shades, iemps,
dishes, kitchenware,
something for
everyone.

34. Houses for Rent
3 BR house, with large
garage, newly decorated. Call 753-9475.
Extra nice 2 BR duplex
appliances furnished,
dishwasher energy ef
ficient. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9898
House near Southwest
School. Available Nov.
1st. $135 per month.
Couple or smell family.
References. Call 7532611.
Three bedroom house,
furnished, near Ky.
Lake, washer and dryer
included, $200. Deposit
required. 753-1964 after
59.M

6 PARTY
GARAGE SALE

5 PARTY

YARD SALE

Rein or Shine
Thurs. & Fri.
Oct. 27*i 251k
cm.-7 p.m.
2 miles west is Stet,
Line Rd., Nagel.
.24 _11.

Asti Salts
Alas kilts
Sat. al Su.
5-4
Ca prts Iris. car m. lsfl
Maio, WM 111184.
(ladies all sizes, asi-Za
**attunes'lel lok.

bikes, feralfere,
eletbes, eel lets
morel

YARD
SALE

YARD AND
BAKE SALE
Sat. Oct. 29
9-3
7th & Woo
Women's Civil Nees.
Nome Dept. Merrily
Women's Club
Coffee Available
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Garage Sale

YARD
SALE
1515 Medley

Want to rent apt or
small house in town
Phone 436-5894.

24. Miscellaneous

WANTED:

Se

28. Mobile Home Rentals
3 BR trailer, furnished,
front porch, out
buildings, $50 month.
East of Almo. 753-6791.
In Hardin, 12x60 2 BR
trailer, all natural gas
with water furnished.
$30 a week. 437-4469.
Nice 2 bedroom mobile
home, large lot, small
court, $90. 753-8216 after
5
-

19. Farm Equipment
1086 International
Tractor Disc, chisel
plow, and 9 ft. blade.
$15,000. 985 New Holland Combine. Both in
excellent condition. Call
1-658-3415 after 5p.m.
AC No Till Planter, 6-30
inch rows with fertilizer
attachment. 492-8425.

36. For Rent or Lease

[

Authorized Electrolux
Sales and Service. We
service all makes of
vacuum cleaners. 7533639 or 443-6469.

-s

SCHOOL
NURSE

12 wide, 2 BR furnished,
new paint on outside,
$2,200. 753-6791.
12x50 Trailer in good
condition. 492-8215.
12x70 Shultz mobile
home, 2 bedroom,
partly furnished. 5277998.
1978 14x70 Liberty, 3
BR, separate dining
rm., washer and dryer,
central air, terms
negotible, excellent
condition. 759-4187.
1981 3 BR Buchaneer
mobile home, 24x44, 11
/
2
bath, all electric, dishwasher, shingled roof,
brown masonite siding,
excellent condition with
lot. 5 min. walk from
Ky. Lake. Call 354-6152
after 6p.m.
2 BR mobile home and
lot on Watkins St. in
Hardin. Will sell just the
mobile hiome. 437-4425.
Mobile home, 8x24,
complete kitchen and
bath, gas furnace. Ideal
for lake cottage, $1,600.
Also wooded lot which
can be purchased
separately located near
Ky. Lake with lake
access. Borders on
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Camp ground. $5,500.
Call 354-8469.
ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with,the
earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/1
and older mobile home
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
3/4 of the land is
tendable with a pond
and creek. Partially
fenced and ready for
you. Contact CE.N
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors and get ready
for quiet living.

Butane gas floor furnace, 50,000 BTU with
flue, 500 gallon tank, 35
percent full of gas, all in
good condition. $500.
Call after 6p.m.
753-5966
Four Stack 4000 watt,
portable, electric
heaters, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Hutch-Rebel wood burning stove, like new.
Daytime, 189-2133.
Nights 489-2769.
Kerosene space heater,
automatic ignition, 9500
BTU,$50. 436-5439.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

•

27. Mobile Home Sales

41. Public
Immo

Fri. S. Sat.
All Day

GARAGE
SALE
Fri., Set. mid
Sea. Afternoon
121 Sank to Mt.
Cannel Chen+ end
fellow signs.
Lots of misc. end
lots of dolls, some
cloths:.
,

Set. 7:30-2
Rein or Shine
1106 Pepe
1 block Smith of
Sycamore, /
1
2 back
East of 12th.
Clothes, flimflam,
sin. appliances, mock
more.

MOVING
SALE
Everythiag Mast Gel
Fri. & Set.
1615 Miller Ave.
NeeselieW fvrsiteo
sad pods. Also 1971
Hoods SOO.

S PARTY
YARD SALE

4 Party
Carafe Sale
se kr 29th

loch WiMe's Store
641 See%
Fri. A Sat.
a.m.-?

8-5
Or* 611 pst pst city
limits.
Niro is*II oil
item rtaicit

YARD
SALE
1639 Fanner
H.I-4
Sat. 5-12
A variety of items
incieding •inter
clothes.

175V

(no p
All
to pa
Olive
cond
p.m.
Ad
light
at 75:

Clothes, glassware,
books mid misc.

I

YARD SALE

915 Nerth Johnny
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46. Homesfor Sale

16. Homes for Sale

A home with lots of 3 BR frame house with 2
T
S
Space to grow is this acres, six miles NorREALTY
four bedroom house in theast of Murray, $25,
000. 437-4940.
Hardin. Some remodel
lee Aas Plillyiet 753-6543
ing done. Carpet,
17.
Motorcycles
Warm Whoa 753-5006
II-12 Fox
drapes, fireplace, storm
lee L Emma 435-5676
doors and windows, 1971 Honda CL-350 with
Meadows
1912 Coldwater Amid
good concrete storage helmet, sharp. 753-6148.
Murray, Kentscity 42071
building, city water and 1976 CR 125, Excellent
Saturday
(502)73 01114
sewer. $30,000. Roberts condition. Call 753-9131.
e....?
8
Anytime*
Realty, 753-1651
1980 Yamaha YZ465.
1011. KENNON
Avon, hooks
By owner, 3 bedroom Call 753-8490.
Amber
home, southeast of 1981 Silver Wing Inters*Wry A clothes. '
Utensil & loaded
Murray, with base- tate, 2600 miles.
ment, wood or electric 437-4171.
heat. Two car shop. 2
Motorcycle trailer.
acres. Will sell
Hauls 3 cycles. 1666
separately. 436-2693.
Ryan Ave.
CITY BOUND Yamaha YT 125 3
COUNTRY HOME. If
Wheeler, like new. Call
Appsinfintotts mode
you can't make up your
435-4313.
for you convenience.
mind where to live, why
not enjoy both. Just 48. Auto Services
Fell time sells
minutes from town via
associstes
esenims
8-4
Hwy. 641, this older Car Batteries. 24 Series,
*ass.
home and six acres will 36 month guarantee,
Sat., Oct. 29th
make you feel you're $29.99 exchange; 60
Ames McCarty. . 753-1243
1500 Olevidele Rd.
Out
in the country. month guarantee, 539.99
%rasa
KaigkI . . 753-7728
Rein or Shin
Plenty of shade trees to exchange. 27 Series, 36
loyce Iletswort 753-1381
sit under or sit on the month guarantee, $34.99
Key Sia.
front porch and relax exchange, 60 month
753-2531
and watch the world go guarantee, $44.99 exAsia Itagurti
753-2471
by. Come and let us change. Wallin HardLouise taker.
153-2409
show you how you can ware, Paris, Tn.
lass Croue... 1531311
enjoy city - country Import Auto Salvage,
living. Phone 753-1492 - new and used parts.
Pretties
. 753-5125
CENTURY 21 Loretta This month special,
Datsun water pump
Jobs, Realtors.
44. Lots for Sale
with built-on clutch fan.
Beautiful wooded lots Duplex, 507 Poplar. $48 new. 474-2325.
for sale in Sherwood Live in one, rent other.
Forest. Each lot is Upstairs roughed-in for 49. Used Cars
100x160
and each priced 2 more bedrooms. Good 1956 Red Chevrolet car.
003 Sonny use
at $2,500. Call KOP- investment. Excellent Call 753-0107 before
Set. II-2
PERUD REALTY, 753
location to downtown, noon or after 6p.m.
1722.
liesseheid misc.
grocery and hospital. 3966 Cadillac FleetPriced to sell .524,500. wood, 87,000 miles, col45. Farms for Sale
Brenda Sins, Realtors. lector car, offer trade
By owner, Paris 354-6325, Rt. 5, Benton, for jeep, camper. 4365806.
Landing-Ky. Lake, 11.2 Ky. 42025.
43. Real Estate
acres. Terms available. Here's what you have 1974 Buick LeSabre,
Call 901-6.42-0880 or 502- been looking for. This 3 runs good, everything
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick works, needs body
753-7668. Night 753-2394.
Perdoet & Mermen
home has all aluminum work. 900 Coldwater
leserence
46. Homesfor Sale
trim for easy mainten- Rd., Apt. 10.
Reel Estate
LOOKING FOR A ance, economical new 1974 Oldsmobile Luxury
GOOD BUY? You must gas furnace, central air Sedan, new tires, low
South:id' Court Sq.
see this neat 2 bedroom and wood stove. It also mileage. See at 605
Merrey, Kentecky
brick just listed and offers a 3 car carport Main, Boone's
753-4451
located on 11
/
2 acres m/1 and patio, and is pro- Cleaners.
and only minutes from fessionally landscaped. 1976 Lincoln Continenal,
town'. It has a workshop Priced right in the 550's. good shape, brand new
CO.*,
for dad and a game Call KOPPERUD Michelin tires. $2,000.
room for the children. REALTY today, 753- 753-2437 after 6p.m.
Nice shady yard with )222.
1977 Olds 98. Call 79304 N. 12th, Merrily,
mature trees. You'll get IT WOULD BE SO
476 after 4p.m.
Ky. .
your money's worth in EASY TO LOVE a
1978
with opSales Associates, this home! ,Call CEN- house like this --- after tions, Corvette
low mileage, one
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, all it has an assumable
boring Phases
Realtors at 753-1492 and loan, it is picture pretty owner, extra clean,
inside and out and the excellent condition. Call
see for yourself.
753-3090.
lows OW 753-3514
Lynnwood Estates. 4 price is only $42,000
Way Neley • 459-2266.
BR, 1 1/2 bath, garage, This 3 bedroom, 2 full 1978 Volkswagen
Is Reeves 753-2437.
above ground swim- bath ranch may be just Schirocco, excellent
the one for your family! condition, air, AM-FM
Our interest in you ming pool, TVA in- Come
by CENTURY 21 stereo, cassette and
sulated, central heat
pays off.
and air. Set up for wood Loretta Jobs, Realtors equalizer. 753-9682
heat. Reduced to or call 753-102 and let's 1978 beige Chevrolet
Adhpleiged“OWerprimm.
take a look.
Caprice Landou, 51,000
549,700. 753-6746.
miles, extra clean,
•
loaded, SS,650. 753-6984. '
PUBLIC NOTICE
1979 Ford Pinto Wagon,
Sale of Used Mercury Vapor Street Light Fixtures
green, good condition,
The Murray Electric System has now totally completed the
asking $700. Call 4928879.
conversion of all City street lights from Mercury Vapor to High
1980 Buick Electra Es
Pressure Sodium Type Fixtures.
tate, 9 passenger diesel
This conversion has resulted in a savings for the month of
wagon. Fully loaded
September 1983 to the City of Murray of $2,148.00 in energy
Also 1975 Rotary engine
consumption costs.
Mazda Pickup. Phone
MES now has the used Mercury Vapor Fixtures that were
437-4429.
taken down to offer for sale to the public. Listed below are the
1980 Olds Omega,
$4,000. 1666 Ryan Ave.
types of fixtures and corresponding prices of offering:
1980 Trans Am, loaded.
175 Watt Mercury Vapor Fixture
83.00
Call 753-8490.
(no photocell or refractor glass)
1982 Chevrolet Cavalier
2 dr. Couple, air, 4
400 Watt Mercury Vapor Fixture
$8.00
speed, AM-FM, 40,000
(no photocell)
actual miles. 436-2398.
1982 Chevette, 4 dr., air,
17,000 miles, like new.
1000 Watt Mercury Vapor Fixture
815.00
436-2181.
(no photocell)
1982 Z-28 Camaro, all
options, show room
175 Watt Mercury Vapor Post Type Fixtures
condition, $11,200. Call
(no photocell)
762-3306.
All sales will be for Cash with no refunds. All persons desiring
Corvette, 1975 Roadto purchase fixtures should contact the MES Business Office, 401
ster, both tops, red,
automatic, fine cars.
Olive in person with payment. Sale of the fixtures will be
Si spou See Bob Cook,
conducted on the days of Oct. 31, Nov. 1st and 2nd from 8 a.m. to 4
Hazel, Ky.
p.m.
Rear end for a Chevy
Additional informaion regarding the sale of the used street
car, good condition, 565.
light fixtures can be obtained by calling the MES Business Office
753-1440 anytime.

YARb
SALE

BIG
MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
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at 753-5312.
Ron Underwood
Superintendent
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SO. Used

50. Used Trucks

52. Boats-Motors

1959 Chevy 2 ton, flat
bed, hoist, 2 speed axle,
offer trade for LWB1/2
3/4 ton. 436-5806.
1963 Ford 1 /2 ton,
custom bed-paint, recent overhaul, trade for
LWB 1/2 ton. 436-5806
1972 GMC, 427 engine,
tandem axle, 14 ft
Rogers bed and hoist,
fitted rainbow tarp, 600
bushel grain capacity,
excellent condition. 4928125.

14 ft. Fishing boat, 40
h.p. Johnson, trolling
motor and depth finder.
Pointer full blooded
pups Days, call 753-2252
or nights, 753-6132.
1957 Richardson 27'
Cruiser, sleeps 4, cedar
hull, twin screw, trailer,
offer trade for 4)(4
camper. 436-5806.

1977 Chevrolet C-10
Pickup, Holley Abbl-z
series in take, headers,
mileage, cam. cap.
Needs mechanical
work. After 6p.m. 7532580.
1978 Ford Van, air
condition, p.s., p.b.,
custom wheels, partly
customized cabinets.
$2,850. 474-2209.
1978 Ford Pickup with
42 inch camper top and
.40 gal. gas tank, $3,500.
Without top, $3,200.
437-4873.
1980 Datsun, pickup,
automatic transmission, 30,000 miles. See
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric. No Phone calls
Please.
1981 International
Cab over truck, 400
cummins, 13 speed,
excellent condition.
Phone (502) 354-8810.
1982 Chevrolet S-10, V-6
Pickup, extra nice, low
mileage. Call day, 4892133 or night, 489-2769.
DEER HUNTERS. 1979
3/4 ton Chevy 4 wheel
drive with cab over
camper. 1977 Blazer 4
wheel drive. 1974
Bronco 4 wheel drive.
1976 El Camino. 4 miles
south on Hwy. 121.
753-9773.

LAKE REGION LP-GAS COMPANY
we can save you money"

Route 1 - Box 656A - Hardin, Kentucky 42048
OFFICE (502)354-8011 (Pirates Cove)

CITY LEAF PICK-UP
BEGINNING DATE: NOVEMBER 7
ENDING DATE: DECEMBER 15
STARTING - EAST SIDE OF THE CITY WORKING WEST
1. Leaves should be raked 2 to 3feet from the street.
2. DO NOT place leaves in the street.
3. DO NOT mix leaves with brush. If mixed, leaves will not be picked up.

FOR BRUSH REMOVAL:
Call the Sanitation Deportment - 753-5127 - for estimate of charge. The
department offers a "Special Pick-up" service year-round. FREE BRUSH PICKUP IS ONLY OFFERED IN THE SPRING.

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates call 753-2310.
Concrete Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys. 753-5476.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights
474-2276.

Mobile Auto
Service
We service you car
et your convenience.
Reasonable rotes.
Certified Mechanics.
Cell 759-1672 or
753-7354 between 05.

INTERIOR
XTERIOR
PAINTING

Satisfied Referosion.
Iris Estimates.
7114.1012

11111

Ivy

WALLPAPERING

APPLIANCE SER VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Set
vice 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
(home).

Fire Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates
753 5476

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
*

FREE

ES1-

P.4

Es *

•

56. Free Column
Compost, 1 yr old, free
1303 Doran Road.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

ial
CARMEL NEU
MUIR
Ti.
Call Collect: 11-352-3171
or 801-352-5711
Free Estiales

Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
397.00 Yesterday
°passel Today 314.00 Opeeed Today
DOWN
13.00 Dews
Compfinients of

Ken Lake Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. 205 S. 5th
753-8505.
Warm

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

9.60
8.74
.86

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10-8 Doily.
12-5 Sunday.

s

Poviso Co.
Specialties ie ell types of
91Phatt NT*. rain mid
excavetiss. Free estimates.
Des. 753-0411
in. 436-51174

TLC
We professionally clean everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionally...clean
Carpets, wash Windows, Walls, etc. Strip & Wax

Floor:
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service,753%5827.

We Cater Parties and hove Special Services tor Sr
Citizens

LOCAL, MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759-9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

ESTATE AUCTION

3x12" Plow • 3 Pt. Tractor Seeder
All Listed Equipment Will Be Selling Under The
Rules Of Absolute Auction!
The Auction Will Be An Open Sale And

Absolute Real Estate Auction

Welcome Any Outside Consignments!

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER -FANCY FARM. KY
(502) 623-8466 or (502) 623-6939
SELLJNG SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
UNDER THE RHYTHM OF THE SELLING MACHINE

AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
10 A.M.
ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
House and seven acres, 1978 Mercury automobile, Model 58Q
CK Case troctor with bock hoe and front lood unit attached,
many tools and other items
Leaden: Follow Meier, 121 Smith fro. Mow Concord,

Kostedy for 2.6 miles. Tern left- Pass Baptist Choral sad
Mks rigid fork for 1.3 wiles to solo she.
NOUSE AND MEN ACRES
This property will be sold in two tracts and then-offered as a
combination.

TRACT 1
House and Approximately 1 Acre
This house is a 12x56" Frontier mobile horne with a 1204'
addition attoched. There is also a 12x22 patio and o 60'
antenno tower. It is served by a community well.
TRACT 2
This tract contains approximately six acres and hos three
septic tanks for mobile home hookups. It also has a 1630
shop with gas heat ondo 12'x21' born.
This property is lust o short distance from Cypress Springs
Restaurant and Boat Dock, Mission Hills Boot Dock, Lakeview
Boot Dock and cabins Patterson Point and Fort Hyman. It
would make a good retirement home or just a weekend hide-away

PERSONAE PROPERTY
Tool box for pickup truck. Lincoln welder 1180 amp with
helmet), butane torch with tank, jig sow, 2 chain sows, 4'
lathe with cutting tools, drill press bench grinder rigid dies
to I ."" with cutter and vise many hand tools kerosene
shop heater. 1971 Datsun automobile, '2 electric drill, belt
sander electrical ond plumbing supplies and rnony other items
too numerous to mention
7

TERMS: Real Estate 20 porteet dews day of solo el%
balsam se &Ayer, of deed withal 30 days.
POSSESS/ON: WM deed
09/11115: leseeb aid Naomi 'seri
Ms property wa be wad et shoats melee ',bled is
Whig.Ilio Isigbest bidder MI bey It regardless of price

)Ows.:44

C. k Shelia"
THOMAS CLENDENEN
ACTING STREETSUPERVISOR

PAINTING

r

1982 S-15 Pickup, p.s.,
p.b., air, tilt, AM-FM.
437-4171.

Minimum delivery
200 gallons

WM heel white rock,
sand, lime, rip rep end
mesonery send, coal.
Call Roger liedson,
753-4545 or 7536763.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Lew Rates.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, at 10 A.M.
RAIN OR SHINE. Selling the estate of the
late Mrs. Willie B. Moody, just south of the
KY-TENN STATEUNE on HWY 64t.
ridy
ime Service Cl
Selling: elec range, GE nofrost refrig.
AMERICA'S FAMMITE
8111101in all vile_
recliner, nice bedroom suit, 2 half beds
HOUSE-WAR.MER
sit*. Casio trim work.
(pineapple posts), cedar wardrobes,
1The famous Ashlec lineal wood- and coal-and-w‘csdcliningroom suit (table, 4 chairs, china
'shrews. Call Will El
burning heating appliances includes radiant stoves,
cabinet and buffet), electric cabinet
Bailey,
753-1613.
heaters, circulators, and a central furnace ...economical
sewing
machine, coffee and end tables,
heat for any anvil. xi; ••• • '•; i•s••' 0. .1 r ,'rur shoveroorn rusks
tan
livingroom
suit, lawn chairs, pressure
Need
work
on
your
Purdoms Inc.
cookers, 220 heaters, GE vaccurnn
trees? Topping, prun025. 5th Murray
753-4172 ing, shaping, complete
breakfast set, three and one-half hp
removal and more. Call
mower, 3 hp tiller, sausage mill, electric
BOVER'S TREE
fans,
step ladder, wringer washer, small
SERVICE for ProAUCTION
appliances,cookware etc.
fessional tree care.
ANTIQUES: spool leg table, salt and
753-0338.
FARMERS HOME ADM.-SELL OUT
peppers oil lamps, dog candy container,
. •
pattern and carnival glass, quilts, trunk,
Atomism,' i
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1983
trd WRY'
milk pitcher, kitchen cabinet, wash
4WD. mod Almninum
10:00 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
kettle, wood barrels, 4 and 5 gallon
trim for ell houses. It
AT BROWNS GROVE
churns, kraut cutter and misc. other
stops painting.
Near Murray, Kentucky
items.
lock Gkver
SALE LOCATION: From Murray, Ky. Take Hwy. 121
Bids will be accepted on real estate by
North 8 Miles To The County Line Intersection. Take
753-1173
•
Hwy.893 East 2 Mlles To The Sale Site!!
family immediately following auction of
Will do plumbing, heat
personal property. Property consists of 2
IHC 1086,4 Post, TA. Duals • IHC 1066, Roll Guard, TA
ing, air conditioning,
• IH( 1066, TA • IHC 1480 Axial Flo Combine. 4 Wheel
bedroom house with carport, smoke
hauling, carpentry. 753Mud Hog Assist, 30.5L-32 Rubber, Monitors, 962 Hrs.,
house, and large shop building.
2211 or 753-9600.
With 820-22.5' Platform • 1972 Chevy Grain Truck w
Lunch available, announcement day of
Hoist And 2 Speed Trans. • 1973 Chevy Grain Truck wi
We repair, radios.
Hoist And 2 Speed Trans. • 1972 Chevy w Kraus 12' Ksole, not responsible for accidents. For
100 Linw
Hya:
o d 1975 Chevy Pickup, Salvage • IHC
T.V.'s, stereos, and
you auction needs and information call.
490-21'
Disc • Kewanee 1020-21' Hyd. Fold
small appliances.
BOB W.(FROSTY)MILLER
Disc • 11 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow •!PIC 58-6 Row
MURRAY HOME
Planter • Two-Burch 6 Row Cultivators • INC 12'
492-8594
Wheel Disc • Combine Platform Header Trailer • 13'
8. AUTO
James
E.
Travis, Auctioneer
Roterre • II4C 700-6x16" Semi Plow • IHC 500-6x18Chestnut St Murray
Tenn. No.278
Semi Plow • Holland 1 Row Tobacco Setter • MF
753 2571

Trucks

Since 1953

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

REAL ESTATE k AUCTION CO
Ott PARIS ROAD
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phone (302) 247-1355

Friday Oct. 28th at 5:30 p.m.
Will sell a nice 3 bedroom brick home on a large lot, private well
in the Coldwater Community at the corner of Highway 1836 and
Highway 121. Just 10 minutes from downtown Murray.

Terms 20% down day of sale. Balance in 30 days. Possession with
deed.

Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate Broker
Phone 759-1707
207 Maple St. Murray, Ky.
Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Phone 435-4144

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction Sole Saturday Oct. 29th at 10 a.m. at the late Mr. and
Mrs. Cordie Matheney form home on Tom Taylor Rood. From
Murray, Ky. take 641 south approximately 2 miles. Turn onto Tom
Taylor Rood. Go approximately 1 mile on blacktop. Watch for
k auction signs. Will sell a complete house of furniture, appliances
-- and antiques.
Nice model 74 Winchester automatic rifle, wood egg crate from
Hale and Son dry goods, dated fruit jars, stone jugs, jars and
churns, with lid and dasher, old corn sheller, 01 dinner bell, brass
front wash board, old trunks, old chiffrobe, 2 good old tin door pie
safe, old kitchen cabinet, old kitchen table, small dish cabinet,
nice wood dining table and chairs, buffet, nice Pineapple Past
bed, iron bed, 2-old bedroom suits, couch and chair, other odd
chairs, day bed couch, old quilts, feather beds, some lining, old
rug, R.C.A. color t.v., small lamp tables, floor lamp, vanity
lamps, old picture frames and pictures. nice old radio, small
desk, good electric sewing machine, old tredal sewing machine,
vacuum cleaner, like new exercise bicycle, nice Westinghouse
refrigerator frost free, electric stove, auto. washer and dryer. 16'
chest freezer, wringer washer, 2-small refrigerators, stoneware,
some old glass and china, pots and pans, window fans, heaters,
pressure canner, sausage mill, milk cans, garden tiller. yard
chairs, solid old 36 2 axle house trailer. Many other items not
listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs
call 435-4144, Lynn Grove,Ky.

Don Miller-Auctioneer
Teiry Pascholl-App. Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cosy k Pays-

a

•
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Kentucky coal operators buy mining business

OBITUARIES
Funeral for
Mr. Corwin dies at Westview
Miss Amy Orr Dennis Miller Corwin, In his garage there.
Mr. Corwin was a
died today at 3:15 a.m.
is Thursday 92,
at Westview Nursing member of St. Leo's

The funeral for Miss
Amy Orr is today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Dr. Guy Futral is officiating.
Pallbearers are Browning Ligon, Lon Carter
Barton, Malcolm Boaz,
Ken Herndon, Bill Benjamin and Robert Oliver,
active; Seth Boaz, Jr.,
Elbert Greer, Charles
Davis and Charles Wyatt,
Jr., honorary.
Entombment will
follow in the family
mausoleum at Highland
Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Miss Orr, 95, 426 South
Seventh St., Mayfield,
died Tuesday at 8:12 p.m.
at Care Inn Nursing
Home. She had been a
member of First Christian Church there since
1912.
The deceased was a
veteran Mayfield elementary school teacher and
principal.
She is survived by four
cousins, Mrs. Lillian
Page of Murray, Mrs.
Shirley Bruce of McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs. Opal
Wilson of Louisville and
Mrs. Evelyn Biggerstaff
of Houston, Texas.

Eula Redden
service today
in chapel
Services for Mrs. Eula
Redden are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Cok
her Funeral Home, Benton. O.D. McKendree and
Jim Garner are officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Utley Cemetery.
Mrs. Redden, 94, Rt. 1,
Benton, died Tuesday at
9:48 a.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of
Union Hill Church of
Christ.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Delcie
Farris, Benton; two sons,
Howard Redden, Rt. 1,
Benton, and Lewis Redden, Mayfield; stepdaughter, Mrs. Leffel
Henson, West Palm
Beach, Fla.; stepson,
Reuben Redden,Benton.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Lou Cornwell, Calvert City, and
Mrs. Howell Starks, Hardin; 23 grandchildren; 42
great-grandchildren;
several great-greatgrandchildren.

Catholic Church.
Home.
Born Oct. 16, 1891, in
He had retired as service manager for Bur- Auatin, Texas, he was the
roughs Corp. in Texas. son of the late Thomas
After his retirement he Corwin and Lucille Miller
and his wife moved to Corwin.
He is survived by his
Murray and resided on
Wells Boulevard for wife, Mrs. Louise Corwin,
many years. He pursued Westview Nursing Home;
his hobby of woodworking one daughter, Mrs.
Mildred Nall, 1706 Ryan
Ave.; two sons, Dennis
Norman Corwin, Diablo,
Calf., and Robert L. Corwin, Manhattan, Calif.
Seven grandchildren
and three greatBurie G. Miller, U, grandchildren also surformer resident of Rt. 1, vive.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Stella community, died
Home
will be in charge of
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at
William Beaumont funeral and burial arHospital, Royal Oak, rangements.
Mich.
He had been residing
with his son, Thomas B.
Miller of Southfield,
Mich., since his wife,
Mrs. Ophie Chambers
Miller, died Jan. 28, 1981.
Services for Mrs. Altie
Mr. Miller was a
Missy
Dalton Spann will
member of Sinking Spritig Baptist Church and be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at
was a Navy veteran of Oak Grove Baptist
Church. The Rev. Joe
World War I.
Bagwell
and the Rev. Otis
Born Dec. 30, 1898, in
Calloway County, he was Jones will officiate.
Music will be by the
the son of the late Charles
Church
Choir with JimMiller and Pearl Bradley
my Key as director and
Miller.
Survivors include his Wanda Smith as organist.
Pallbearers will be
son, Thomas B. Miller,
Paul
Lassiter, Robert
Southfield, Mich.; one
brother, Orlander Miller, Lassiter, Glenn Clark,
Troy, Mich.; five grand- Darrell Clark, Jimmy
Keel and Mark Moon.
children.
Burial wW follow in the
The funeral will be
church
cemeterywith arSaturday it 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill rangements by J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home
Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in where friends may call
Sinking Spring Cemetery. after 5 p.m. today (ThursFriends may call at the day).
Mrs. Spann, 88, Rt. 4,
funeral home after 6 p.m.
died
Wednesday at 5:05
Friday.
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Livestock market County Hospital.
She was preceded in
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP') ( USDA ) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
death by her husband,
KO. not enough on offer for an acrruate
Toy Spann, and three
price tett_
Slaughter cows utility and commersons, J.T., Johnny and
cial 3-434 00-40.00 low dresamg down to
Calvin Spann.
3000, caddy 14 34.0044.50, slaughter
venters few choke 1211160 ILK
Survivors are one
Feeder steers mak= frame 1
daughter, Mrs. Max
partload 403 Its. 63.01; small and
medium frame 1-2 315450 lbs. 5100(Marie) Keel, Rt. 4; one
56 75, medium frame 1-2 bulls 400-515
son, Robert C. Spann, Rt.
lbs. 47.00-53.09, large frame 2 Holsteins
300th.. 41.10; heifers medium frame 1
1, Puryear, Tenn.; one
400400 lba. 49 065250; small and
sister, Miss Mae Dalton,
medium frame 1-2 300440 lbs. 41.50.
45.011
and one brother, Frank
For the week Slaughter steers and
Dalton, Murray.
heifers firm to 50 higher. COWS fully 1.01

B.G. Miller,
former resident,
dies in Michigan

Services for

Mrs.Spann
are Friday

lower; bulls steady, slaughter calves
and vealers 1.00-2.00 higher feeders
1 00-2.00 higher
Hogs KO; barrows and gilts steady to
firm; 1-2 790350 lbs. 3900-40.10; 145415
Itta. 30.11.35.00:2 120-250 lbs 39.01-39.61;
24 few 346-210 lbs 3771-30.00; sows
firm to 1.111 higher; 1-2300-400 lbs. 33.00.3475 406-475
lbs. 34..7545.09; 500475
lbs. 36.50-37.40; medium 301-400 lbs.
29.00-32)50; bars over 300 lbs.. 30.00.3050.

HAZARD, Ky. (AP ) —
Five eastern Kentucky
coal operators are buying
River Processing Inc., a
Hazard-based mining
business, for an
estimated $30 million.
Pargas Inc., a
Maryland propane supplier which had owned
River Processing since
1971, is being acquired by
Reliance Group Holdings
Inc. for about $155
million, according to a
news release.
But before the sale of
Pargas is completed,
River Processing will be
acquird by L.D. Gorman,
Andrew Adams, Edward
L. "Buggy" Clemons,
Roscoe Clemons Jr. and
James Bowling.
Adams said the transaction should be completed within 60 days, but
is subject to approval by
the Federal Trade Commission.
With 150 employees,
River Processing will
mine 800,000 tons of coal
this year, Adams said. It
mined 900,000 tons last

•
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We con remove stumps up
to 24 below Me ground.
435 4343 or 435 4319

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Jerrico Inc.,
which claims to be the
world's largest buyer of
fileted cod, has become
Involved in the international campaign to save
whales.
Thousands of letters
have poured in, thanking
the Lexington company
for refusing to buy cod
from Norway and other
countries that have refused to end commercial
whaling by 1986.
Jerrico, the operator of
1,300 Long John Silver
Seafood Shoppes, announced earlier this year

•
•
• • '• • •
•

that the company would
no longer buy from the
whaling countries.
Bruce Hinton, Jerrico's
manager of corporate
communications, said the
decision to cancel a $5
million contract with the
Norwegian -owned
Frionor Kitchens was
"strictly a business one."
Environmental groups
had started applying
"pocketbook pressure"
with the threat of a
boycott.
Hinton said the Norway
cod accounted for only a
small amount of the
40,000 pounds of fish sold

44ti •
- •

annually through the
average store. It was
often more expensive
than cod purchased from
Iceland and Canada, he
said, making the
cancellation a relatively
easy decision to make.
In the eyes of environmentalists such as
the Boston -based
Greenpeace Foundation,
however, Jerrico was the
first major company to
break off ties with Norway over the whaling
issue.
Hinton said the "thank
you" letters have come
from 48 states.
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Microwave Oven
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Closeout Special

$54888
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Black with Black cloth interior, power steerpower brakes, air conditioning, stereo,
other equipment.
Was S6,977
Now $6,477

DWAIN TAYLOR
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In 1957, the United
States test-fired its first
rocket with an atomic
warhead over the Nevada
desert.

Pre-Christmas Sale

•,,

1980 Pontiac Gran Prix

Environmentalists
have launched a
worldwide Save the
Whales movement
because the mammals
are on the verge of extinction. But Norway, Japan,
Russia and Peru, of the
39-nation International
Whaling Commission,
have been unwilling to go
along with a four-year
moratorium against
whale killing.
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the prices on coal the
utility bought could be inflated.
Adams said he anticipated settlement of
the lawsuit in a manner
that would allow KU to
reduce the minimum
amount of coal it is required to buy.

Cod buyerjoins fight to save whales
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OWENSBORO, Ky.
I AP) — Lesley Patterson
pleaded guilty Wednesday afternoon to firstdegree manslaughter in
the shooting death of
Martha Truden of
Owensboro.
Mrs. Truden, 60, was
shot to death at her
Owensboro home last
Dec. 16.
Patterson, 59, also of
Owensboro, who was
originally charged with
murder in the case, was
sentecned by Daviess Circuit Judge Henry Griffin
to 20 years in prison, the
maximum sentence for
the charge. The trial was
to have begun Thursday.
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Model WwA70708
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Now you can have an office management
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Franklin s OMS includes
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• WocdStar'word processing
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VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
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Programming•Electronic VHF/UHF Tuner
▪ 4-Function Wired Remote Control•Special
Effects—Scan. Pause/Still, and Frame Advance
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and

'57888

Other materialS may infringe the copyright! 01 others
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•In -Line Black Matrix Pictu e Tube•Sharpness
Control•Digital Channel Numbers Set-andForget Volume s Modern Styling. .Cabinet
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Wood Composition Board and Simulated Wood
Accents
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Franklin's 1200 OMS serves your business
with two computers i n one.
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however, Adams thinks been involved in a long-the canpany will be able running lawsuit concernto expand.
ing the prices charged for
"The quality of coal in coal sold to the utility.
the operation gives it a
KU charged earlier this
chance of surviving," year that
River ProcessAdams said.
ing had manipulated its
River Processing and records in an effort to
Kentucky Utilities have conceal mining costs to

UK STUMP
REMOVAL

Patterson
pleads guilty

Olympic Plaza

..

year.
"For the short haul
there may be some slight
reduction" In mining
operations and employment, said Adams, but he
declined to estimate the
number of workers to be
affected.
In the long run,

10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIN STREET

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586
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